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ABSTRACT
The properties of the low lying energy levels of an
odd mass nucleus in the vibrational region are investigated
using the quasi-particle method. A non-pairing ("long-range")
type of interaction is assumed to act between the ncleons.
.We xpand this interaction in multipoles and keep only he
quadrupole term to carry out diaigonalizations in two
different approaches: (i) the quasi-Boson plus quasi-particle
scheme, which imagines that the lowest levels of the adjacent
even-even nucleus are well described as quasi-Boson states
to which an odd quasi-particle may be coupled, and (ii)
the three quasi-particle scheme which treats directly the
odd mass nucleus as an assemblage of quasi-particles. The
wavefunctions venerated are used to study electric transition
rates and inelastic alpha scattering cross sections. 3ecause
ofSeadily available and fairly complete experimental data
Cu ° % was chosen as a test case for these two methods.
Scheme (ii) ives many more low lying states than scheme (i);
however, in both schemes a "quartet" of spins, 1/2-, 3/2-,
5/2-, and 7/2-, appears with strong electric transitions
and large inelastic alpha scatterint cross sections that
also obey the well known parity phase rules for excitation
by alpha-particles. Such states are identified with the
'collective" levels observed experimentally for Cu 3 . It is
found that scheme (i) is far superior to (ii) as regards
a-greement between calculation and experiment for negative
parity states. In the case of positive parity levels, however,
scheme (i) turns out to be unsuitable and scheme (ii) is used.
n this case eight positive parity levels of a collective
nature are produced. Comparison with observed energies and
excitation cross sections in alpha particle scattering is
-2-
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made in all cases where such experimental data is available.
Sum rules for electric quadrupole transitions are also
derived and are compared with experiment.
Thesis Supervisor: Richard H. Lemmer
Title: Assistant Professor of Physics
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INTRODUCTIO,
The properties of a nucleus consisting of a tightly
bound group of nucleons (the "core") plus an odd "valence"
nucleon have been considered by many workers. The possible
excitations are those of the "core", the single nucleon,
and their coupled combination. In most cases a specific
model has been used to describe the modes of core excitation
with the odd particle serving as a perturbation. Of
particular interest in the present investigation will be
the effect of such an odd nucleon on the vibrational
ex:citations of a "core" possessing spherical symmetry.
1)
It is well knownthat a weak coupling of a particle
of spin j to a pure even-even nucleus excited "core" state
of spin I produces 2j+l (for j I ) or 2I+1 (for I < )
states. These states are predicted to be at energies such
that a "center of ravity:" rule is obeyed. De Shalit2)
has used this idea to describe the systematics of excited
states in several nuclei. Like Reference 1), no specific
"tcorel" excitation mechanism is assumed. For a nucleon
coupled to the 2 first excited state of an even-even nucleus,
-11-
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all levels obtained in the weak coupling should have equal
B(E2)'s to the ground state. In addition these transitions
can have no M component.
To explain the fact that such levels do indeed possess
in many cases rather large B(Ml)'s, Braunstein and De Shalit3 )
allowed for a modicum of configuration mixing. This was
also able to justify the observation that the j excited
state to j ground state B(E2) as weaker than that from
the other excited states to the ground state. Despite the
above mentioned merits, the weak coupling scheme does not
appear to provide a systematic description of the excited
states of odd mass nuclei. In fact, it is very hard to
understand the spin ordering in any simple way. or example,
a naive prediction of spins would place the level of highest
spin lowest; the next level would have smaller spin, and
finally the highest energy level would be that of smallest
spin. This is seen by considering the odd nucleon as- "caught"
in the attractive potential of the "core", so that the higher
the total angular momentum, the more likely is the particle
to be moving with rather than away from this attraction.
This is not in accord with observation, e.g., T120 3 has
a 1/2' ground state followed by 3/2+ and 5/2+ states at 279
and 401 kev respectively.
Coulomb excitation has long been known as a mechanism
for producing excited states of a collective nature. In-
elastic alpha scattering experiments with odd mass targets
-13-
can yield anomolously lar!,e cross sections that are also
indicative of collective excitation. Because of the
energy separation of these levels the idea of weak coupling
seems questionable.
In particular, recent experiments on Cu63 have shown
a disagreement with the weak coupling scheme, so it appears
a general investigation of the properties of an odd mass
nucleus in the vibrational region is indicated.
The weak coupling of the odd proton to the 2+ state of
Ni62 predicts a quartet of low lying levels of spins, 1/2-,
3/2-, 5/2-, and 7/2-. Of these only the 1/2-, 5/2-, and
7/2- have been found by Gove to have measurable B(E2)'s
to the ground state. The 3/2- level should be present if
the idea of Reference 1) is correct. Even an admixture of
the 3/2- single particle in the excited state is inadequate,
for then too high an M1l transition is predicted. Bayman
and Silverberg have shown that such a decrease in 3/2- to
3/2- B(E2) can only be produced in strong coupling.
An inelastic alpha scattering experiment by Mieriwether,
10)
et al, has shown that the low lying negative parity levels
of Cu63 have differential cross sections that are out of
phase with the elastic. Again the 3/2- excited state is not
discernable. Five positive parity levels are found near
3 mev, and all have large inelastic differential cross sections
in phase with the elastic. Wleak coupling to the i 6 2
3.5 ev 3 sate predicts only levels. Thus, while the
obeying of the phase rule and the magnitude of the cross
sections indicate "collective" behavior, the origin of
this "core" type of excitation must still be explained.
Bouten and Van Leuven 1 ) have obtained reasonable
agreement with the energy levels and spins of Cu63 by
assuming a coupling of the 2p3/ 2-, lf5/2_, and 2Pl/2_
single protons to quadrupole surface vibrations of up to
two phonons. They have, however, not indicated where the
other energy levels predicted from their diagonalizations
are. Indeed, if there were many low lying levels, then some
criterion must be set for selecting the "collective" ones.
Only by fitting "core" parameters and single proton ener-ies
to give the best agreement with experiment are they able
to obtain results. The B(E2)'s that they predict do not
agree well with experiment.
A PP-oche5 to the problem of the structure of the low
lying levels of an odd nucleus in the vibrational region
that do not involve arbitrary parameters, and that might be
considered more intrinsic to the odd mass nucleus are considered
in the present investigation. Because of the rather complete
data one now has for Cu6 3 this nucleus will serve as a
test case for the approachlwe use. In the next few pages
the stages leading to the basic ideas of this investigation
will be described in order to provide the proper context.
Recent advances in the many body problem of nuclear
12)physics have been made by several workers (e.. Belyaev )
13)
throu.;h application of the work of Bardeen, et al in
surerconductivity. In Reference 13) the energy nap between
the normal and superconducting states in a metal is
described as a result of a pairing interaction with the
14)help of a 3oroliubov-Valatin transformation, i.e.,
conversion of real electron annihilation and creation
operators to those of quasi-electrons. In a similar way,
the ar ,e enerny an between the round and first excited
states of most even-even nuclei has been exolained on the
basis of a pairin.; force with such a transformation applied
to the nucleon annihilation and creation operators.
For nuclei that are several- nucleons beyond or before
closed shells, however, the first 2+ state appears at an
energy of roughly half the ap. A residual interaction of
a quadrupole nature in addition to the pairing correlation
has been successful in explaining the enery and large B(E2)
of this low lyin 2 state. Such a force was first su:ested
by Elliot 5 ) and applied by Arvieu and Veneroni to the
quasi-particle representation. Kisslin-er and orenson 7)
showTed that such an interaction when treated as a perturbation
to eisting quasi-particle levels, could not sufficiently
lower the 2 state or yield a large enough B(E2). Using
collective coordinates and the adiabatic approximation,
however, they were able to obtain the frequency pertinent
to such a quadrupole deformation. The systematics of single
closed shell even-even nuclei were then explained by fitting
pairing and long-range force strengths to the available
data.
The method of the random phase approximation as first
shown by Baranger18 ) was also able to give the correct
energy and B(E2) for the 2 first excited state. Such a
method assumes that the quasi-Fermions behave "collectively"
like a Boson provided there are not too many Fermions, for
then the Pauli principle becomes of overwhelming importance.
The Boson approximation while lacking the physical picture
implicit in a core vibration, is much more suitable in
showing from what terms "collective" behavior arises.
In a more recent paper Kisslinger and Sorensonl9)
demonstrated the equivalence of the adiabatic and Boson
approximations for energies at about half the gap. Only
the latter is successful, however, in the limit of a very
weak quadrupole interaction. The Boson approximation
simplifies calculations in that one need never know the
wavefunctions for the various states. This comes about
through application of the Boson commutation rules, and
the use of quasi-Boson creation and annihilation operators
such that, e.g., the ground and first excited states have
respectively zero and one quasi-Boson.
In this same paper19) the introduction of a neutron-
proton component of the long-range interaction has made
-17-
possible an extension of these ideas to all even-even
nuclei where the quasi-particle picture is applicable
(i.e., not just nuclei of a single closed shell nature).
Kisslinger and Sorenson in their first paperl7) only
dealt with one quasi-particle states when discussing odd
mass nuclei. The first attempt at coupling the phonons
of vibration with single quasi-particles through the
20)long-range interaction was made by Sorenson. He
justified the use of the adiabatic approximation in certain
cases to describe the phonons, but generally concluded that
the Boson approximation is the more suitable approach. For
the first time a diagonalization was necessary, in that
the coupling of odd quasi-particle to phonon removed the
energy degeneracy. In general the energies and spin
assignments he gets for such single closed shell odd mass
nuclei as Pb, Sn, and Ni are not in very good agreement
with experiment.
19)
In the second Kisslinger and Sorenson paper, wave-
functions are derived for the states of odd mass nuclei
using the Boson approximation from the outset. Subsequent
* 1 vo'n
papers by Sorenson'"" have met with moderate success in
fitting experimental B(E2)'s in the Ni to Pb region, and
attributing 1-forbidden M1 transitions to quadrupole coupling.
23)
Yoshida 3 ) has used similar wavefunctions as obtained from
both quadrupole and octupole long-range interactions.
-18-
The energies, spins, B(E2)'s, B(E3)'s, inelastic alpha
scattering cross sections etc. that he obtains only agree
in certain cases with experiment. In both that and the
previously mentioned papers, the phonon plus quasi-particle
coupling schemes can't be depended on to give reasonable
answers for an arbitrary odd mass nucleus.
The inadequacy would seem to lie in the evaluation
of matrix elements. The second paper of Kisslinger and
Sorenson1 9 ) and the single papers of Sorenson20 '2 1 '22)
utilize the zero to one and two to one phonon matrix elements
24)as obtained by Choudhury. Yoshida uses those calculated
25)by Ford and Levinson. However, these matrix elements
are based on specific assumptions regarding the weak
coupling of nucleons to surface vibrations. The "collective"
assumptions regarding the use of surface tension and mass
parameters that one has avoided in the Bson: approximation
are once again brought out, i.e., the quasi-Boson scheme
is literally abandoned when treating odd mass nuclei.
The aim of the present investigation will be to use
the correct matrix elements, i.e., to apply the properties
of quasi-Bosons to odd mass nuclei. At no time will there
be a reversion to the ideas of an incompressible fluid,
and most importantly there will be no arbitrary parameters
or assumptions relating to a "surface". It will be shown
that without these assumptions only states of large B(E2)
L
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(and hence"collective") have form factors, as determined
by inelastic alpha scattering, that seem to be peaked
at the "surface" of the nucleus. Thus "surface" vibrations
will be the logical.physical interpretation rather than
the actual cause of the collective properties of the
nuclei under consideration.
In Chapter I there will be a brief review of the
quasi-particle technique for diagonalizing the pairing
,~,,, 1..n~ shod -1 ma USA n dr-l n AeM__ I : _plUi nell moae namzLonian. 1-ne ong-range Ui.e., non-
pairing) interaction will then be introduced to include all
multipole orders, and the Boson approximation method for
its diagonalization will be summarized. As a starting
point for the present investigation, the appropriate
wavefunctions for odd mass nuclei will be introduced which
include up to one quasi-Boson. In order to learn just how
good the Boson-approximation is, an alternate procedure will
use wavefunctions of up to three quasi-particles. For
reasons to be discussed in Chapter I, only couplings involving:
(1) a quasi-Boson made up of quasi-neutrons (protons)
plus an odd quasi-proton (neutron), and
(2) two quasi.neutrons (protons)plus an odd quasi-proton
(neutron) will be investigated.
Chapter II will present the general expressions for the
matrix elements in both of these schemes. In particular
certain elements will be seen to vanish because of parity
WM-
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restrictions implicit in the multipole order of the long-
ranke interaction. The two different types of matrix
elements will be compared and the actual terms dropped in
the Boson approximation will be shown to occur naturally
in the two quasi-neutron scheme. In addition, interaction
raphs will be presented to help visualize differences in
the two schemes.
In Chapter III the expressions for reduced electric
transition robabilities will be derived in terms of the
wavefunctions that result from the diagonalizations of
Chapter II. Also expressions for the inelastic scattering
cross sections of alpha particles will be obtained in
both the Born and distorted wave Bn Approximations. The
former will employ a delta function for the alpha-nucleon
interaction, whereas, a Gaussian will be used as the inter-
action in the latter case. Kisslinger26 ) used the Boson
approximation to explain some of the experimental features
of the differential cross sections in alpha and electron
58
scattering from Ni . This will, however, be the first
application of the quasi-Boson scheme to odd mass nuclei
where the wavefunctions are indeed of true quasi-Boson
origin. The two quasi-neutrons plus quasi-proton scheme
will also be used throughout this chapter.
The specific application to Cu53 to obtain level schemes,
electric transition probabilities, and inelastic alpha
2
-21-
scattering cross sections will occupy Chapter IV. The
relative merits of the alternate schemes will become
manifest as one compares predictions with the previously
mentioned experimental results of Gove,8) and Meriwether,
et al. l)
Chapter V summarizes and discusses the main conclusions
of this work and points out possible extensions.
I
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CHAPTER I
This presents an investigation of the theoretical
properties of the vibrational states in odd mass nuclei,
with particular reference to those nuclei adjacent to
spherical even-even nuclei having one major closed shell.
The following assumptions are made:
1. To lowest order nucleons move independently in a
shell model potential.
2. The first correction to this independent motion
is a pairing interaction between nucleons.
3. Only pairing correlations between nucleons of like
charge are considered important. This assumption may,
however, be questionable 9 )
4. The shell model plus pairing Hamiltonian may be
approximately diagonalized by employing the method of
quasi-particles 27)
5. The "collective" properties of even-even nuclei may
-22-
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be described by the addition of a long-range interaction
between nucleons.
6. The approximate diagonalization of the entire
Hamiltonian (shell model plus pairing plus long-range) may
be obtained for even-even nuclei by means of the so-called
Boson approximationl8) (also known as the random phase
approximation and the Sawada28 ) approximation).
The present work will seek to determine the worth of
the Boson approximation when applied to even-odd nuclei.
This will involve a coupling of the odd particle to the
states of the adjacent even-even nucleus. In addition,
there will be an investigation more intrinsic to the odd
mass nucleus, i.e., the approximate diagonalization of the
entire Hamiltonian without making the Boson approximation.
This will not be a simple coupling of the odd particle to
the even-even nucleus. A further description of the methods
to be employed will be delayed until Section D) of this
Chapter.
A very brief explanation of the basic ideas behind
the quasi-particle technique and the Boson approximation
is necessary. This will give the proper perspective to
what follows in the. present investigation, and serve to
introduce the equations that will be referred to quite
27)
often. The notation follows very closely that of Bayman
whose paper may be consulted for further details.
This Chapter will consist of four main sections, the
-23a-
fourth of which, Section D, has been previously alluded
to. Section A) will pertain to the shell model plus
pairing Hamiltonian, and its approximate diagonalization
by use of the quasi-particle scheme. Section B) will
introduce the long range interaction, and Section C) will
summarize the Boson approximation in even-even nuclei.
The original work for even-odd nuclei will commence in
Section D).
SECTION A. The Shell Model Plus Pairing Hamiltonian and
the Quasi-Particle Transformation.
1. General Description:
The energy gap occuring in even-even nuclei between the
ground and first excited states may be explained by
considering a pairing force acting only between nucleons
in the same (R,- ) shell, coupling pairs of these
nucleons to zero total angular momentum. The approximate
diagonalization of the shell model plus pairing
Hamiltonian may be accomplished by transforming from
the set of real annihilation and creation operators
to a set of operators that annihilate and create
fictitious (or quasi-) particles. This diagonalization
is at the sacrifice of the constancy of the number of
real particles, and results in a smearing out of the
Fermi surface, i.e., single real particle states will
have certain probabilities of being occupied. Excited
-24-
nuclear states are obtained by creating quasi-particles
into the quasi-particle vacuum, and the number of
such particles is the analog of the term seniority
(or number of irnpaired particles). In no case may
+k _th mhr d· f r n11z>.<i -_nn rl z :oxard he nmber nf
real particles.
2. Notation Conventions:
Before giving a summary of the pertinent equations,
a few'-conventions in notation to be used throughout
this paper shall >e ~sta:!ished for simplicity.
a) The letters N and when used as subscripts,
superscripts, or arguments denote neutron and proton
respectively. The neutron or proton referred to may
be real or quasi, depending on the context.
b) The letter - with appropriate subscripts shall
be used to represent the angular momentum of a single
particle (real or quasi). For example, a is the
angular momentum of a neutron in the single neutron
state of energy, ha , or of a quasi-neutron in the
single quasi-neutron state of energy, Ea .
c) The - component of will always be referred to
by the letter im ,with the same subscripts as 
For example, /m , is the/. component of , .
d) The orbital angular momentum of a single particle
will always be written as R with appropriate subscripts.
Hence, ar is the orbital angular momentum associated
L
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with the total angular momentum, , .
e) The single particle radial quantum number will
be written asm with the desired subscripts. This means
that the radial quantum number associated withit is
f) Whenever is referred to, theni and are
also implied. Thus, Aim means the angular momentum of
a (real or quasi) neutron that is also characterized
by 4,, and Ad . In particular, $ is the same as Z
However, Anal will be explicitly written out when a
particular component of A is desired.
g) When i, is used explicitly as e.g., (-1)
then, of course, only the particular value of ) is
used ( and Ra, being irrelevant).
h) The only occasion for the explicit writing out
of A,, will be in terms like (-I) 
i) The only occurrence of /A, will be for matrix
elements such asK<m/14 6) a/ , where / fg is
some function of neutron (real or quasi) coordinates.
j) The ceation operator for a neutron in state, ,
with i-. component, /nm , will be written as , wJ .
This eliminates having to write the subscript A/ twice.
However, in all other parts of an expression b and
n)ow will both be subscripted, eg.,6-), r" ().
By logical extension, a similar notation is used for
quasi-proton annihilators, proton creators, etc.
-26-
3. Summary of Important Equations:
Invoking these rules for notation, the shell model
Hamiltonian is given in the real nucleon occupation
number representation by
5 hil l ge f ) * (I)
model 
and the pairing interaction in this sa::e representation is
.H7,, - -~ 5: t-'/'**'* "' +7) t +'r Asi )f c3 1·11)R·~~~~~~~6Pai~~~~~-
The index3 may beA/ or P, and GC o gives an attractive
pairing force of strength measured byG . The creation
and annihilation operators of nucleons are respectively
4 () and t() . In order to insure the correct
transformation properties under rotations, the
annihilator< %z) must be replaced by (J') via
The quasi-particle creat6rs and annihilators are
P+() and N)with '%) (by analogy to (I3)) replacing
the latter via
Zf,4 4x/ an ~ , art nsformatio ceien atis fyin
If 'WI and Arj are transformation coefficients satisfyingr~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~7
the normalization condition
I
i
'wi 1111'
-27-
then P ,, 37)
an,
and
f-r l.
Y4r
and
- - C-,j 
Y, m' "' () -'Wia, /_
y ()YGL 4,X (')
IC~ I4, (,4 
4 ) -+ C-I)
The reverse transformations are
(15)
are iven by
4E (I6a)
(I6b)
itl, (,) Q/Vm
(16c)
and
1li'
,,
(I6d)E6d)
In the quasi-particle occupation number representation
(Il) plus (I2) eventually becomes
tH~r. ,,'~t _,zf H -= 9 + 0 2 IC a ""4,*717 M
Ef
(I7)
where hooais the approximate quasi-particle vacuum energy.
The quasi-particle energy, -;5,
t1e reduced single nucleon energy,
energy, 4 , and the semi-gap,
is given in terms of
4,'¾ ;
, the Fermi
, by
_(~ 3 = -4
(I8)
I
iL
AMI
"ml
-- C-J,1
at ' ))-C-,j
ftshel
Model
f
-28-
The definition of is
and (tat of 1 ( {m s
and that of is
i, -Z 5. 
-17
2.
-6-/Vr
"'" 411
(n1C)
The ~4 and /v, coefficientSmay also be expressedi& ' /1 j~1
in terms of 6 .
7r
x I r
It. IA4r 
_= XL 
fd'4N ·L
15 , and a byEj4, -- 5~~~~~1 -
-J
_h24,- 1)
1J~g -s -i-41
and
1 /c ' I
h ;4
A1 -,
4A
( 13)
The quasi-particle vacuum) I O , is defined by
(I14)
and is a mixture of states with O,2,4,...2A if real
particles. The symbol,/L ,stands for the total number
of pairs and is given by
LA
-'L ('3i- -I)
17
( 5)
A single particle state, y9 1J , has a probability
of being occupied in / >given by
r
t
(T9)
(Tll)
(I12)
Y:~) ,,, (-) "Ib--- 
i
i _
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I , a ( ,' / I) I,>
L~~c~ rz1*
Z%, -
(I16)
and the average number of particles, /V , in statel >
is then
- E (a- ) I) /5^
jaa 
41 (117)
3y the appropriate choice of -%
_-- / /
v = /vD~~~-2 (I18)
where AV is the actual number of particles.
4. Coupling Definitions and Commutation Relations:
The vector coupling of the nucleon annihilation and
creation operators to give an integer total angular
momentum, I, with f component, M, are defined by
k 11 (h) (w)
[et'' ~?).d~' f%, n,)
(MOC
-i /nO 1r ): ( %) , &(L(b)
(Il9b)
and
a c / ,' 4", m -).1 /MX h(' . 1hE 4P~j~j2*,n,2. )7AA'NO '/L,.h
"I 
3
.L-1 7 2..
, 1 (19c)
L
05
-- li 
I h I, "''e 
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Tlere t m.I,,t1 I-?I>
coefficient.
For identical nucleons,
just those for Ferrions, 
('1) I2
,,m2.
is a Clebsch-Gordon
the commnutation rules are
(e) 6
(T20a)
E
t'
I
(I) /R42
,YW 3
( V
(2Cb)
(Throuhout this paper, a Kronecker delta involvin'l
anula_~u , momenta i: ... ta.t
the same parity,
and
1I ( )J
33 5 4,,
e . .-; Wi, 
the anfular momenta have
is implicit in
(* )]
i;, j )
[ ~', (?)
ct) 3, fA1
(I20c)
f (.)
where[ ] means the anti-comrutator. For
+
and
coupled to an anular momentum (I,m) one then
C , ,*t- 1 tlL
u'L s) *tI
(I20d)
.
k
I
I
I
L-
tI
[ 4 Ci) -C ~x '- /4 L" s(v lb)
S 10
,2
.I
X-
f" )
= - 0 ix -
.Z ;
'a ,X-?
Since protons and neutrons will be considered as
non-identical particles, one must supplement equations
(I20) with the commutation rules
(I21a)
(I21b)
(I21c)
and
(I21d)
with3 =N and' =P, or vice versa, in the last two equations.
The factorl(-I) lr t in (I21d) comes from the interchange
of kt and ,no/ in the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient.
By replacing 2r'), A ([) , and /{&) by fiJ ,i(J, and
k (1) respectively, sets of equations analogous to
(I19a,b,c,d), (I20a,b,c,d), and (I21a,b,c,d) exist for
quasi-particles. These equations involving the coupling
and commutation rules for quasi-particle annihilation
and creation operators shall:be referred to as
(I19'a,b,c,d), (I20'a,b,c,d), and (I21'a,b,c,d).
-30-
/mn yX7 I /- > is a Clebsch-Gordonh ere 1 /ent, X
coe! i ! cient .
For identical nucleons, the commutation rules are
just thos e for Fermions,
I
, ~t
,c/ (s,) ) ^ ]+CI) W _
2-
(T20a)
(:2 )( I2C )
(Throu:,hout this paper, a Kronecker delta involvin,
an u ar omenta i- - - that the an,;ular momenta have
the same parity, a. :. t W3 is impl icit in i/j~
and
L t i4Cf'' I9 1%./M~~4 = -0 , -,,
where[ 3 means te anti-cormmutator. For
(120c)
(*1-
and
(%.) coupled to an an,ular momentum (I,l1,) one then
finds
F 4 J-IC F ). (' /Al
)( _ It t
C c (17)
~~'r 0 V ~ 4 1~ tI
(I20d)
L
)
e4"),Rpn
2t i:* '
Al
/n t i (1)) t- "';h O
/0"/ VH;I
i
i
I
I. (-')
XL
-Z7 S; -~ 1 'M - ly C-) dj.)7 r,
I~n
I YAJ 0~
I
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SECTION.B. The Long-Range Interaction.
Consider the long-range Hamiltonian
,.. _ He + ~ + VP (22a)
where one defines
- x ( + W P)
(I22b)
in order to insure Hermiticity. The symbol, H 
stands for the total long-range interaction between neutron
and proton, while 4 and /P are neutron-neutron and
proton-proton interactions respectively. The long-range
interaction between two particles, A% and T , is chosen
to be
& -f Al AL b~As Al&h
A YF p(B @^,+>a (123)
The minus sign indicates an attractive force, and F , the
interaction strength, is defined to be greater than zero.
Particlesi and are indicated by the indices ( , ) , and
the type of particle (.proton or neutron) is described by 
and' for A and ~ respectively. The multipole order is ,
and Y,is a spherical harmonic. The neutron-neutron,
proton-proton, and neutron-proton interaction strengths are
all assumed equal. The interaction (123) may then be written
for a particular multipole order as
I
-33-
H (LJ = -C ) 
vT1-~ F [V () v (' )]
with the notation
E L .0
ii) V]
C,
_0* E A.~1 lM'> - ,, (7)
Al.= ,,,. J-,,,oo A",(
(I25)
*F(W ) 1L n"?,) L A(" li- ) -Z X A (-X -)16 A 
(126)
In the occupation number representation (26) becomes
. ',, >v.,, (~) : . A.,
(127)
The symbol, ) , has been included to distinguish between
neutrons and protons, and % is the single particle wave-
function. Using the Wigner-Eckart theorem29) and equations
(I3) and (I19c), equation (127) becomes
v "t' ,[
(I28)
where >A (, i'w) is related to the reduced single particle
matrix element and is defined by
(124)
and
j em.11~
11 (h) 11 ,
Interchanging and k? in (I29) reveals that
I-a)
W t ( 36aKh
Equation
7 C&I) t 1'
(I24) may then be written as
2/ L) 
[ )r c2'
- (-IA I 3)/' 'I ')F,- 5- t.j' j _,
where the indicated coupling of the annihilation and creation
operators is a logical extension of the notation of equations
(I19). Applying the quasi-particle transformation (I6c,d)
to (1I31) yields sixteen terms (prior to any simplification).
These terms are defined to make up three components of
~CL) , i.e.,
() A-o) ''7
£
3 )) (I32)
with
L
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ai))( r , z.. T
I
- Z- _+ I
(I29)
)
(I30)
r I ,) c 
(131)
(i,11,j -_~ fLN.
I
t + 
) /_  J. (,.) 3
".L "i
I
k ( i 1 -17 ; 2. -,$7
= - t-J) "/A
7'I
[ L
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4 ).4, $11t £ /
,
t
p1 I
Y-S f
- (- )'~ ?
Vi LI
I' )t5 +e,
r. 3F,,¥
'GHF4 
4
,
£ l f +Li)1/
IL
e X, f1-
13> -/,3 1 3 ,'
I-
d73 o I Jane , 3
~ IL,,),~~
) L( y t? /1 )
I
I
2' 1, "/
( l )
A-
(HIL
(133a)
2}I7)th, )
A
1- 4.
pi 1
and
3 (I33b)
L,
~3;.
(il II
, k,(2 Y , 
I d-4 I
F~,
4 '3 j 3-
(7.I 3 .
L
4- I
okl'
7=-(- i ) IY7 -
VI.-L -
K), Y, 1)/
6X A txipg
1,
pt If)~A
It
L
Pi , j3,
1 3
The sixteen individual terms are given
4-9 tS 3 1.IP 3 11P(I
explicitly by
, t ',
= C-I
I 11 3-yf 11 /
+ t~(  f L + I~rI
P C) O c 'JtI)
(I34a) 6
/,,
VLP A.k )~CI
.P, ?Cs a
-C 3 3 11.. 
a3 , I
IlAP. A41.i3:) .1 4f,/
3.' 1 ,,
(I34b)
'', l, J 3( V )3c)
(I34c)
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Yip,
I
t 4
,a,
.' P1/PZ ~(3 1)
0113 r;Lb r3 3 / 1-
fi /('t
1f- I
1I
P'A.I
(I33c)
t1 p -pi,~ K
0o
+ -~ I A
/ P I el11
I
I
0a;.I I 1)3(
1el I(, ) r3'·/ 4 I 
(3'~ 1a 4 "· 
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P, a 3) )
I it~~~~~~~~j
lvV j A'i- u Av; ,11i,) -:
k 
,3 1) I
fS)] 7
0 cJ
(I34d)
-,1A e , A4. o, .h 3 I ) # (, D
(I34e)
- (-4 A4' Ar* 
-Ali, ), Irij.),3~Nfk (-), Id (lats)
(I34f )
Ar? ±1, )A . ,,, .'I q
J1, ,
rt, rxrl 
t 2 ,,> 9 an;,
-1(3iP
c ts it0,~ tf-) ,y t ,/tr'. NW.
J11 ) Nr-3 /Ir .At ,/ ll (I34h)
-3-(-O,tt, /1. , 3 ,wI i ) ) 1 ;y
4 tgqt: 41)
Rg, ,Y2. Y,
x (331B'ftt
£/
I'/
t 
C.
ii
r(~?) t,/ I ~#
0
r'&hI)90/s, (I34?D)
L
Rf 
b yl) 37 ,
(I3!34i) I 01.
IIji[P , 
;, 4k
-3 -
"IArv' t.ft() th) 1k
(I34'j)
uw - AV'
I) h 3 / cq/ ijrrh L
-C )I I ~ t-13I3 ' hn -,/r · 4k 
4,v a)I
(3'J J 
(I34k)
p,+
% /
/X ;f'TPi, X. P I
Q RK
-,
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(I34n)
17 h 0
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At AA . Ar.
" /Vr -) 1h "N, (r+i3x o l, t i 0
(I34~o) C
.t~ 1 'Y)+ t +
A
K~4 ~,P3 * 
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2 1
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Ml f 31 7 ty
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+i 4L C·Ih , 
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(I34p)
The parentheses around the subscripts in (I32) indicates
that not all annihilation operators are written to the
right of all creation operators.
A
Finally, to obtain WL R ((I22) with fixed A ) one uses
equations (I32), (I33), and (I34) with the appropriate
symbols ) , and )/ , i.e.,
- L [,7 k t) O')- A 1y t] , 3At -I4 'wL ~R,( DX (sj t CL)
(I35)
SECTION C. Even-Even Nuclei with One Major Closed Shell
and The Boson Approximation.
The single particle (shell model) plus pairing inter-
action diagonalization predicts that the first excited
states of an even-even nucleus are those due to the creation
of two quasi-particles of the same type (i.e., both quasi-protons
or both quasi-neutrons). The two quasi-particle enerzy, E.; ,
. .
is given by
i3 ; 1-. '3 .. , 1 im(136)
so that each two quasi-particle state is separated from the
ground state by an energy 2-.a , with given by equation
-40-
(19). Any particular two quasi-particle energy (136) is
degenerate in total angular momentum, I, (in addition to
the (2I + 1) degeneracy in M , the $ component of I),
and has the wavefunction, jl?(2 r'-) I/1 ,with
(I37)
The square root in the denominator is for normalization
- *L . Lk.Fl UA UL , .I1±U Ui±1t' UV I= I L J I n L a UUd tU, 
quasi-particles.
To obtain vibrational levels, one seeks a set of
annihilation and creation operators that obey Boson
commutation rules. First define
(I38a)
and
T ( 1 , 1en) - L)
The indices lsand ' may be permuted by
|k 1 t8_, (I 2;)
(I39a)
-41-
and
C~ i -_C ,4-- L L
(I39b)
From the anti-commutation rules of the gt ) (I20'b) and
the ? } (I20'a) one has
,B - 0
(I40a)
and
The c mmutator f
The commutator of
S.
(i3))) (3 7, and
8, (tw lT', ) and l pj)is
(I4b)
given by
p21a) B (
1,
-9 s5 1l
C
,X It)] C'
)[ 1) %
4)
-( (- +At it ;7 )1)
r
M >
(
I
) (I41a)
I
i
II
4
4
8 R ., )'-,.
1p I _)
R I
6 p I'
1, 6," I )'a V(2.q4- 1)(. J 5+ 1
i S7 j I.2.,)( t-J ;.)31  3 4 q '
i
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II
I
Ii
i
i
I
8.A (~) i.3 )
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with ( ) of (I4a) given by
5 R /1 F~~~~~~~ a;7 1'11 5M
S If the se (Rf b)
If the second term of (I41a) is neglected, then) G ();, ;.)
and B (j', ff ) may be considered as Boson annihilation
and creation operators respectively. The first term of
3T. Ai\ cct o ,Q .)O T I I 4-4 - 4. \ cii-\141dj j U bildU I)s lr Z) d02.±U U 6 3'/' 'l J i-L L dI'li
to independent oscillators unless A= , R =' , and either
.{-)3·j I j' ~x,, or -- ;'~, '23
The Boson approximation is valid if there are "far fewer"
available quasi-Fermions than there are quasi-Fermion
states. This may be seen very easily. If the number of
quasi-Fermion states outnumbers the number of quasi-Fermions,
then any particular quasi-Fermion state is more probably
J
i
!
!
-43-
empty than occupied. Consequently, the annihilators in
(I4lb) are more likely to ive zero when operatin on
excited states.
Specializing to even-even nuclei with one major
closed shell, one need consider only quasi-neutrons or
only quasi-protons. The shell model plus pairing Hamiltonian
may then be written for independent Bosons as
Hs bel H ' (oo + (I
2 7
~~'' -~~~ (142) 0
X~ e §-) C6  &}~ ^ )(I42)
The "approximately equals" sign, , alludes to the Boson
approximation, and the associated vacuum is still > O6 
The symbols, 5 andC , are for the total angular momentum
and its component.
Now one introduces the long-range Haniltonian for
multipole orderkL (c.f. equations (132), (I33), and (I34)
with ~- 3' ) as an interaction between Bosons. Terms
Aft (I33c) and part of 3 (I33b) are dropped because
C') ( )
these terms are really distributed over oscillators of many
multipole orders. Then, from equations (132), (I33), and
( I35) (.. e' en -¢e eh is iven by
/l)e -e eve n -i) fo r;x3
P an, t t·l t+
E ·S . ) 6 +Y
Vt- .,j;. 
-44-
This may be rewritten using (I34) and (I38)
,- - C-) q 7
+e ,2AC ( ', 21s41
',3 - .
11
r li; ,",
- (.-i) ~ +-;,~1 
V , 1 ,
where t
Hamiltonian
order I
i- ;'.~) is given by (I29). The total
(considering only the long-range multipole
) is then
of
.
s.
f
even -ever
_H
7s helw
Model
Hp. + Lj-IR,
(146)
All energies are measured relative to the vacuum energy,
in (I42), and (L&ce-e
To diagonalize
is given by
(IZ46)
(I44 ).
a quasi-Boson creation operator,
is defined using 8 ( ,) and C G('pn 2) and C4,~ '
(/ I VL.)e Vefl- eve
as
h47 )
with
0
(I44)
[. 1 /-a .' /W-~.
(I45)
even-eve
I IL (;. 

t 3 jl, )
A 6 61, .. 1 '11; - 7 j 0fo ) q.1) tf (-
(;',
s,
( 40 )., 
-45-
from (I38). to be
;, 243
- C·l 2
a~~~3js~~1
iz ) B4 (it i;5 t (2; ir) A"1) 'i 114) + 1) ")/~ 0*/ i 2.i)J
(I47a)
The quasi-Boson annihilation operator,
tAL
F- l
, would then be
- -)' [r'j,
~*,. -~
, ,)CI +& -d.
aB Ij, ]
The (;', %)
( I47b)
and 4(j, t),) are a set of numbers and are
obtained by requiring
1'r
i (1) F (3)
where w is the energy of the oscillator of order
This leads to
- (I)L
- tE)j)
4 (4 Z.; ) (ztfkA(FLi
_-L
? C1)
.A4 >y 
and
I (
en-even1
~e veo, -evet,
(I48)(i 0
(I49a)
( I49b)
-1
t (111
4 L
t (,i N il ) f "(,,q 1) t (_4,3 y) _
I FPP AM
UV I( -I-E- ; IL iA l) ;.L+1
with ( ) given by (S5).
The equations (149) may be simultaneously solved to give
-,;f c 5 5 (+,71150
(I50o)
A plot of the left hand side of (I50) vs. uwL with F
as a parameter appears in Reference 27), and the lowest
frequency for a fixed F is less than the possible two
quasi-particle energies. A fairly complete discussion is
4 ~ ~ ~ ~~ ~ F~~ ii(~~~,A
creates a quasi-Boson into the vacuum, i)O . The quasi-
Boson vacuum, s ,is defined via
rid i > /O for all ) n
(I51)
and is different from | > , the quasi-particle vacuum.
,7 hascomponents with 18)
In fact, /09 has components with 0,4,8..... quasi-particles.
SECTION D. Even-Odd Nuclei.- The Appropriate ';avefunctions.
The essential foundations and equations having been set
up in the previous three Sections, the actual work of this
investigation will now begin.
1. Single Quasi-Particles:
The simplest interpretation of the lowest states of
even-odd nuclei is that there are a group of seniority
one levels, i.e., non-interacting one quasi-particle
-47-
states. If E; is a one quasi-particle energy and Er
30)is another, then to lowest order in 6 X, t -)
there follows
(Ir52)
This energy difference is much too small to explain
the spectrum of most odd nuclei.
2. Quasi-Boson Plus Quasi-Proton:
In order to establish a convention regarding the
quasi-Boson makeup, this entire paper will assume that
the quasi-Boson is of quasi-neutron origin.
The first approach will be to couple the odd quasi-
proton to the vibrational states of the adjacent even-
even nucleus. If this even-even nucleus has a closed
major proton shell, the coupling will then simply be
with the quasi-Boson described in the preceding
paragraph. The long-range Hamiltonian (I35) will then
be diagonalized with --v-pect to single quasi-particle
and coupled states. For simplicity, only one Boson
states are used in the coupling. The departure from
20-2)Drevious calculations .riTll be the use of
actual Bdson approximation waveunctions in calculated
matrixs elements. This rrll eliminate the use of the
empiri;-:-.' restoring force and inertial parameters,
(C), and (B), respectively.
The f:asi- Boson creation operator of angular momentum
(I47a) consisting of quasi-neutrons may be
,ritten as NJ (the denoting' quasi-neutrons). Now
couple this quasi-Boson to a quasi-proton of an:;ular
momentum . LThe resultin. state of total
arular romentum, 5 , and 3 component, /~
m±ay be ritten as
(I53)
wherei;O; represents the quasi-Boson vacuum, . , 
and the quasi-proton vacuum, I . Thiie notation,
|I(L (: ;is self-evident. The set of -,avef nctions
(T53) is orthonorrmal (See Appendix A5), .e.,4 %,°, c~ V,,.; r(, 
=* itt ; 5 , oT 4)
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The single quasi-proton state, / P1 >, is
orthogonal to all the states of (I53). This is seen
from the fact that there is no operator to annihilate
the created quasi-Boson, i.eo,
Or er
(I55)
From (I20c) the single quasi-proton states are orthonormal.
(I56)
-yHence, the state of total angular momentum,
component,s ,may be written as
,and
' ,i PoA e ; > +4 r BI) 
0' |0V ;a > (I57)
The notation, 1T'L, indicates the presence of a zero
Boson term and a one Boson term. The ltter &is just
the angular momentum of the one Boson state in the
r
adjacent even-even nucleus. The symbols, 4 ow
and a . , are the coefficients of the zero and
one phonon states respectively.
L
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Orthonormality requires from (I54), (I55), and
(I56) that
4 _' Ai I 7pl>j AL
(I58)
This means that
i a ) 7 O'Cp
In addition, the
7L
(I59)
form a complete set of
orthogonal states in the subspace, I Ow > , hence
This Aftuires # c~f. S ib *, | >= (160)
This requires (c.f. Appendix A) that
i, L4;62/M,)~t(Vv^>;,+50 =z (I61)
The symbols, A(',' )) and, '(, ,) , have been
defined previously in equations (I49a) and (I49b)
respectively.
The procedure will be to take for a particular
2
AL the experimental value of A (defined in
(I48)). Equations (I49a), (I49b), and (I61) will then
be solved for the force strength, F , and the
sets of coefficients, 4l(,I ) and A( )ao The
values of the quasi-particle ransformation coefficients,
I
= 
1= L'k/ 7 _T 1 /11m 
i
3
-51-
(Vw , may be obtained by using (Ill), (I12),
4''3 ~~~~~ ~~17)
and the tables of Kisslinger and Sorenson. They
list the single particle energies, E , and
pairing parameters, , and 
One may also obtain the quadrupole force strength from
Reference 17). The long-range Hamiltonian (I35) will
be diagonalized with respect to the set of states (I57).
This will yield not only the ei genvalues but via
(I57) and (I59) the sets of coefficients, ao and
a ~~ ' .Electric transition probabilities and
inelastic scattering cross-sections can then be
calculated.
3. Quasi-Boson Plus Quasi-Neutron :
The coupling of a quasi-neutron of angular momentum,
, (created by ()) with a quasi-Boson of
angular momentum L (created by (A)) is much more
complicated. First of all, the quasi-Boson vacuum,
0> , and the quasi-neutron vacuum are not
separable as are I oa> and I o in (I57).
Secondly, the coupling of +(,t)l with each component
quasi-neutron particle and hole of r (A) must be
considered; this implies a worsening of the validity
of the Boson Approximation. In order to pursue this
coupling in detail, one must have detailed knowledge
of the auasi-Boson vacuum. Now a rimei* ., , -_V /
advantage of the Boson approximation was to preclude
L.
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knowing specifically the makeup of I Ov > . Clearly
the coupling of a quasi-neutron to a quasi-Boson
(consisting of quasi-neutrons) is against the very
spirit of the Boson approximation. Such an
approximation conceals the Fermion nature of the
constituent quasi-neutrons; whereas,the odd quasi-
neutron enhances this nature. An alternate procedure
(Sections D4.,5) will shed some light on this ituation.
4. Three Quasi-Particles (two quasi-neutrons and one quasi-
proton):
Consider an even-odd nucleus with one proton outside
orf , ma n r - I nr'1 t h C 1k _ Tha 1  noP_ 1trn n U4 .I Tl;  rn ; -I n
(I35) should ideally be diagonalized relative to all
states of one quasi-proton, one quasi-proton lus two
quasi - neutrons,.......one quasi-proton plus B
quasi-neutrons, where is even and equal to the
number of neutrons. States containing more than one
quasi-proton and states containing more than )7 quasi-
neutrons are spurious. Only states of one quasi-proton,
and one quasi-proton plus two quasi-neutrons shall
be considered in the present investigation. The algebraic
complexity involved in the treatment of states with
components of one quasi-proton plus more than two quasi-
neutrons is the reason or this limitation. While
more than two quasi-neutrons would appear to be at too
high an energy to mix with lower configurations, the
-53-
possibility should not be overlooked. An indication
of the importance of considering more than two quasi-
neutrons would be the extent of disagreement between
the method of this section and experiment.
Consider a state of two quasi-neutrons of angular
momenta-, ,- and , respectively and a quasi-
proton of angular momentum, p . If the three
quasi-particles couple to total angular momentum,7 ith
) component,-/ ,then this state may be represented by
PIU5 a1~~~~~sn v(Ir r A-24 +2t 7 AX(Al) P CP) 0V;O
(I62)
The set, ), are expansion coefficients.
The two quasi-neutrons couple to intermediate angular
momentum, 0 , and the quasi-proton couples with T o
to produce 7 / . The quasi-neutron vacuum, [aV > ,
and the quasi-proton vacuum, I "P > , are separable.
An alternate representation of I F/A1is
- 3i (>? F O 
x ffYv,) ; I at , (163)
Equations (I62) and (I63) are not independent. This is
shown mathematically in Appendix C, and is not
L.i
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unexpected in that the Pauli rinciple is obeyed in
both (I62) and (63). Clearly, the way one couples
three particles (two of which are identical) to a
total angular momentumwn,/ is independent of the inter-
mediate couplinc state provided the two particles
remain identical. Another way of lookin; at this is
that the total number of states before couclin- must
equal the number after couplin. Since the former is
dependent on the Pauli principle, the only stipulation
after couplin7, is that this principle be still obeyed.
Equation (I62) is reminiscent of the expression for
a quasi-Boson coupled to a quasi-proton (53). For
this reason (I62) is considered now as the form of the
three quasi-particles contribution to the state,lT A/ .
The sing:le quasi-proton contribution to the state, 17/) ,is
(I64)
The orthoTonality of the set, (~ )y(fl 6 j('N '3>
is shown in ppendix A2. This is represented as followsA (L t aj (()]4I > y ¼ +2to)
· ir.i~ B +~ o I '- ! Fr SO z.,C~) B cP) %11 / / -1 6,- - 0 '
ax a (. ,,, . i . i
Nc., ·'.vIr}4, ' c ' ~ ' ' q ~ v ~ a ' ' ' " I5
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From Aprendix A2 the normalization factor for the
states, hfpvl- v) J ))8 I ; is3 P (/V (Al) () OA- ji i
_ I(9~v +s',f
-= q 4-S 
v 7T1 1 
(I66)
Obviously, the set, I T /A1 (I64) and the set,
Jq usi p
I} j7tz. t'45/-1 (I62) are orthoonal.
PIl I u45i-PThe total wavefunction of state 4i-s thenThe total avefunction of state }7/ > is then
I DT/A 1>) tO %I(P ) +- I
2i~
_y ____I ) YI 1](i M);'~ * 
p, o
xP ()) I 14 ;01, " (1 7)
Note the similarity between (I67) and the correspondin;
quasi-Boson equation (I57). The set (I67) is ortho-
7
normal, and the set of coefficients, ,(. , , with
the sinzle quasi-proton coefficient satisfy the
relation
i , io01o:,.) -: I
(T68)
The procedure will be to dia;onalize the lon,-ran.-e
-amiltonian (35) with respect to the set of states
7). The necessar pairins parameters, single carticle
.Hence,
I
x I A- . A- 
0,41 )0f
+r~~~~~_
4- , C; j A224 41k)-o;'
.1.. t- 3h~~~~~i~ YtN t'-/I _ P (V * Oj() +'4 ,).I(V 4 '/ ~O' ): ~ IfC e
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enerlies and orce strent-ln (if quadrupole) lmaY be
4 17)obtalYled from Kisslinger and Sorenson. As a
consequence of the diagonalization, the setj 
-as well as ai07 , will be determined. Electric
transition probabil ties and scattering cross-sections
nlay then be determined.
5. Three Qua l-.eutrons
Tor three auasi-neutrons of aniular momenu.ta) ) 4 
the nornalization equation analogous to (I66) is,
fronl Appendix A3, iven y
(Z69)
IAn attempt to obtain an orthoonality rlati on
analo:,ous to (165) yields form Anpendix A3
I ,ovI(rd t([f ()i I 2{))/ ((z 1 9&pp _d )J A3>
· I~~~~~~~~r /L~~~~~~~~
S1 S/., y " I "w cS,o-,e(y'- .' ji a., , -' ) .,I,
Fp JI V4E )v4 41 Al -l- )r qi w 6;~~6·n 51,1~~~e: 1;41 4" A
L_~~YN
3
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-~ ~ Y 7 S~l Al (~i.Y~ ± ('-t-I) b ) V+ YO 7 V ; 0~
144V ?k6- 0Ji ,C. + (7i) 1 .h;V S)C' ;:~' ),4, .1 / 
ill)"t~~~V ~
'4' -'C3~~~6,3 E 6 3il 1;~)4, k_ 
C 4
ls3 v t)a>c t 5 c 4.A! I ) W 5 . '/ ~ ·
-Z I N4 I 5. .
-64+}c4 6~t ffio 2>8 inc, 1 j> (I73)
The first term is recognizable as the analog of the right
hand side of (I65). The second term, however, states
that for 70 X / , the two different states of
three quasi-particles are not orthogonal. The
mathematical complications that result from trying to
obtain an orthonormal set from linear combinations of
statesj (L 24 Mp4&J t , thwart pursuiing
this method.
Considerable information may, however, still be
obtained about the three quasi-particles. Consider
the diagonalization of the long-range force for two
quasi-neutrons plus one quasi-proton (Section D.).
Certain matrix elements will be independent of the odd
quasi-proton's presence. These will be the terms that
will ive information about the validity of the Boson
arnroximation of even-even nuc'el- a nd he nce
if the coupling of the odd quasi-neutron to the other
L
iI
I
I
I
II-
ii
N
twro uasi-neutrons is sall, then, the results fron the
odd uasi -proton case ill be arp)roroiratev armlicable.
Tn other iwords, asii dc from the Pauli principle te
couplin o an odd neutron to two other neutrons is
like the couplin- of an odd proton to the to neutrons.
Just how well these argmw<ents apply, will be determined
in the ensuin- chapters.
CHAPTER II
THE MATRIX ELEMENTS OF THE LONG-RANGE INTERACTION
In this chapter the long-range Hamiltonian (I35) will
be diagonalized. This will be done specifically for the
case of nuclei having one proton and any number of neutrons
outside of a major closed shell.
In all of the following work, the validity of the shell
model and quasi-particle representation is assumed; hence,
the eigenvalues of the single particle plus pairing
Hamiltonian (I7) are considered as already known.
Section A) assumes that the long range interaction
between neutrons has already been diagonalized. This gives
rise to the uasi-Boson representation. The neutron-proton
long-range interaction matrix elements will be obtained
with respect to states of one quasi-proton, and one quasi-
proton plus one quasi-Boson.
Section B) includes the matrix elements of the long-
range interaction between neutrons as well as between neutron
and proton. The set of eigenstates will include states of
one quasi-proton and two quasi-neutrons plus one quasi-proton.
Section C) points out some important differences between
even and odd multipolarity long-range interactions. Parity
-59-
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arguments will show that for odd multipolarity many neutron-
proton matrix elements vanish.
Section D) serves to compare the expressions of
sections ) and B). In particular, terms dropped in the
Boson approximation will be seen to occur naturally in the
work of Section B.
Section E) is concerned with raphology. In this way
the inherent properties of the long-range Hamiltonian and
its mrtrix ylements can h i lliistrtpcd ui t clearly.
Section . Quasi-Boson Plus Quasi-Proton.
The Hamiltonian for the single particle plus pairing
qn1 on-ranc.p intpracPt~io~ns hptwen niitrnns (TL6f ) ha
already been diagonalized in the Boson-approximation.l8)
The eigenvalues for a particular quasi-Boson orderk are
the energies) 3 w i. - , with the energy defined
in (I48). All energies are relative to the ground state,
h.~~~~~~ ~A.
"Vo (I51). The setv represents one phonon vibrations,
f+r 1h Fre ha;.1 n- ~x, o c; n . - e -I '.-YnrSh -t. TA '-; 4--
scheme the presence of quasi-neutrons in the ground state
is indicative of zero-point oscillations of an even-even
nucleus. The creation of quasi-Bosons produces "collective"
states in these nuclei.-
Now consider the addition of a single quasi-proton to
an even-even nucleus. This, of course, means that one has
an even-odd nucleus. Suppose one attempts to explain the
spectroscoptic properties of this even-odd nucleus by still
LIU -·-Y-k HII-V 
-YVICYVIVL·LU VYV··VVIL -LYIVIV-IV CICYI LIUV
I I ,,- . - - , , , , " , . ,. .- . ... . - II I 
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retaining the Boson-approximation. If the odd proton in
this even-odd nucleus is the only proton outside of a
major closed shell, then the set of eigenstates (considering
only one phonon contributions) is given by (I57). For a
state of total angular momentum,5 with' component, which
contains the contribution of>a quasi-Boson of orderA this
was just
I-/n> , _ 3 aD: a,, ( OV j°> +,S8UL}
, o? re, -I
x | ;t Or, "">> ~(I57)
where the quasi-Boson is made up of quasi-neutrons.
.; -^ne thorn c nv neI nrn"\ n ll t.; rir4 af n mni rl
closed shell, there is no proton-proton lon-g-range interaction.
Thel){k multipole of the neutron-proton long-range interaction
is given by (I32) and (I22b) as
HAI)//vio X [(9191°) t.Pxj (1/9 ) ( l,
A. 1I|31) e) / () (II1)where (as mentioned in Chapter I) the parenthesis indicatethat not all annihilation operators have been written tothe right of all creation operators. The termsI i , p
£i~sp,, , , and ~ /os are ,;~iven
in (I33) fr the appropriate ~ and ' . The terms) ,.P
and and Cl)Aand /v? , plus parts of : ' *P , and '1?,
involve the annihilation or creation of two quasi-protons.
.r: v r: ri II 1
I
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These terms all ive vanishin matrix elements with respect
to the set of states (I57) since each state has only one
quasi-proton.
From the equations (I33) the parts of 3 i/ (i- Z/j o~-.P= v)
that will ive non zero matrix elements are those involving
& + 1
i, f + (I34k), an X y (I341)
Use of the commutation rule for an annihilator courled to
acetr2d,_ a te deiii /A ... n
a creator (I20d), and the definitions of 8^ (} :nd
6C (~,?;.3) (I38) enables one to combine these terl:s.
If in addition one uses the results of Appendix C (Introduction)
then
H P Wt P - (t-- - F I/ I ( ' ' IC) (3)) (3v) -4+ '
3, j
C A t r3 ),R, )( ;IrC42, i \
¢-0A8 4' _ ' (,' to :
Use has also been made of the conservation of parity
conditions (- J,5'P) =?,g ) =c I2tL
(112)
The followin- definitions are useful:
L
1111
i
, 1
;Ii i
i
III
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-. M ,. - a I i;
a~~~~~L~I
(II3a)
and
'2 ) %/5 4AA-V ~~~~~&' ~~,, :t Ar /a7+'k Iv--4-
-Z 4 ,AnI
(II3c)
and
"w
(II3d)
For ease of notation, the subscriptl , shall henceforth be
dropped when dealing with the (,/V) coefficients,
~L/ 
A4; = a"."
4'11 ,
and A'r, . Equation (II3a) has been
used in (II 1').
For one proton outside of a major closed shell,
quasi-proton and a proton are the same,
further.
unity and
'= C-'3
3 -)
(3 1)
(c.f. (6)). Thus (II 1') may be simplified
From (II3a), the expression to> (+ p
(II 1') becomes finally
F 2 2
:L4, 4
,Ji ?JhfjO
i is
t 4v)
44-,'Lc( ± )
4- (Xzt
with
4dif/ 1#,7
(II3b)
Av4" /1
"II)
a
i.e., A. 4 - I , and
i) is
I
/v~i /g- - /5
5 1 I ·O-v
i AU 
+e t A
417
IV I
'k (- 1/0 1YP)
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L( tjv 42A +-,B1y 8 Jr )t
6) (II4)
From the equations (I34) the only terms from I/
/M2.)
(with -,nj tP or vice versa) that will ive non zero matrix
elements are those involving
I
P P1) , , yIr1
/t w?4
f + . I P _/_L/~X~rVI,,
(I34e), k *y 3 ,
(I34,-), and
(I34h).
One now uses the commutation rule (I20'd), as well as (II3a),
,p, (rf + )-i- , and the results of ppendix C (Introduction)
to give for one proton outside of a major closed shell
x;xj I;) eL £
I FlV 57 , , )
33P 3 riP
X t ~ r [ +P ((,)] [l P (P) r 
(II15)
Thus, the long-range neutron-proton Hamiltonian (II 1)
L
I
I
(I34f),
x (- /) ?1 cv,
lvN_441
T-5-
becomes for order 
NP V p P
with H.), and ) LP
t3 ) c-)
( '.. 2.)
(II6)
given by (II4) and (II5) respectively.
In order to calculate the one quasi-proton to one
quasi-proton plus two quasi neutrws matrix elements, certain
commutation rules are necessary. Since z 0 l p (v) = o
where F] (,)is the quasi-3oson creation operator, one may
write
041 / >
("7)
From (I47a), and the Boson commutation rule for the operators
B' ,, : ,) andA* 'Al '2'' 8 t1 6% z)a ,(II7)becomes
a I ' >
ii z j .L A" 'IV 1-V /M* (II)
Using the 3oson commutation rule (I41), and the normalization
condition <(o ) 04 = I
I
I
I
yone ets
.:_',- IV- " -,M )t ' I·h 2.1 t 
~'41 1 -j- 5 - . "r I.V 2 
.? i'4- TVi Xr '
i
-(-1) L+
(II9)
Hence,
L+
' / ,J )
~~"n7A,,5~~44L'4 hA)'V
(II 10)
Similarly,
c/ (A ,,,, (),
I
S/I -n/ XA A (i i )j~~~~~'
(II 11)
The matrix elements of ,p are evaluated in Appendix
Cla, with Hermiticity substantiated by the Introduction to
Appendix C. The result is
) p )I ) 
. I- 
A: ., %.
=Uw . &ce ) Y I I ; ,-) Ce >
- 7 F ( .. 'f )5;.et 7 i r 3it, j A / }
L4t w ) E , c ;3z i",) - -,) :a -14% ')
(II 12)
.where the notation follows (b), and the factor, S 7 *,,,, 
7 + 
 .1 1-1
- C- 1) 140' 'V
t'L / 
la ·c T/w I 8 A" le i w ) 04

11M i" sia"41
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simply provides the statement that H p is a scalar,
(3 1)Of particular interest in (II 12) is the separability.
There is a part involving only the quasi-proton and the
total angular momentum, r * The factors after the summation
sian involve only quasi-neutrons. One would expect some-
thing-r like this if the properties of the even nucleus are
to be retained in the coupling to the odd proton.
The matrix elements of I1,p (II5) should be quite small.
This follows from Hpconsisting of single quasi-particle
scattering terms. These terms can easily be shown to be
distributed over many oscillator modes rather than just
the ikth mode 27) This would reatly diminish the size
of the terms. In fact, the analogous terms in the neutron-
neutron interaction are neglected in the quasi-Boson
description for an even-even nucleus.
The presence of single quasi-neutron operators precludes
the use of I 04#Ž , the quasi-Boson vacuum, with H 
The correct procedure is to obtain an explicit expression
for I , ) in terms of O,4,8 ........ quasi-neutron states.
But from the remarks of the preceding paragraph, the contri-
bution from 14t e would hardly seem worth this effort.
Hence, the imaarix elements of will be obtained by
approximating I .o) by the quasi-neutron vacuum, I 0,A .
this means that (, j (I47a) is approximated by
X B4 ( 1j .) . The result (from appendix Clb) for one
proton outside of a major closed shell is iven for order
by
AV )
_X (2. .+) L. ? k 
(II 13)
The Hermiticity stated in (II 13) is also shown in Appendix
Clb. One notes that (II 13), like (II 12), is separable
into quasi-proton and quasi-neutron parts, but in (II 13)
each part is weighted by six-j symbols. Hgain $~ / 5/
just states the scalar nature of P, ·
2ection B. To Quasi-NUeutrons Plus One Quasi-Proton
The assumption is made that only the single particle
Hamilonian and the pairin-! interaction have been dia:,onalized.
This then leaves the entire lon-ran:e Hamiltonian (i35) to
le :laonalized. ince the present investiat-ion deals with
one proton outside of a major closed shell, there is no
-68-
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proton-proton interaction. Then LR is ven (c.f.(II6))
-L = , s i vn (J)
(31) (II 14)
The ei{,en function for a state of total angular
momentum, a , and - component, / , is iven by
I 1> _ F t s,- 7 Y (r +/iY
O'y a > · ~7 [I-
'J /glrJ ' / (i67)
Since all components of the state, jI/'>,involve one
quasi-proton, the same reasonin7 applied in the preceding
section holds. This means that t'' only pertinent neutron-
proton interaction terms (c.f. (I32)) are H and 14
given by (II4) and (5) respectively. The best form for
is, however, that which emphasizes the sin;le-
quasi neutron nature. The operators, B and C in (II4)
are not assumed to obey oson commutation rules in the
present situation. Usin; the definitions of B and C (I38),
equation (II4) becomes for force order k and one proton
outside of a major closed shell
N '-I - 2 ?Lt i, 4 < j ) l) £4
/3 ;f x 2- '3 I2
AV (-g/)to )] +F' [PA-) F L? (P
~~~t' .1'
- 0C
Jo
(II 15a)
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where
(-l) ['(,+t) d j 9 L [PJ
(II 15b)
The long-range interaction between neutrons is just
(132) with ~'=-J- , i.e.
= i t i L
(fo) Cs-.} (3)
(II 16)
and of these terms only 1Nvv can give non-zero matrix
C2. .) 
elements. The vanishing of the matrix elements of W Al
is due to the existence of only zero or two quasi-neut- -:rc
in the component states of the basis considered. Since /,
'to)i-s elF contains four quasi-neutroh Curators, all of which
are annihilators or all of which are creators, the matrix
elements must be zero.
At first glance there would seem to be a possibility
of matrix elements of 21 I& notvanishing. The elements
(3V)
would be between s'tates of one quasi-proton and two quasi-
neutrons plus one quasi-proton. Since a does not
C3 J
involve quasi-proton operators, such operators will come
only from the states themselves. In particular p < o' Ap,
would occur in the matrix element / 1 -Y I ' c
Using the commutation rule (I20'c) c3)
of !/ a, A) ~ "t (IC I°'5 ; = 5,', (I 1-7) ,
(II 17)
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From (I67) one sees that i - cpr requires that the 3
component of 3, be identically zero, where -T6 is the
anular momentum of the two quasi-neutron state. The inter-
mediate an1ular momentum, T. , itself must then be zero,
i.e., the two quasi-neutrons must be paired to zero. If
such is the case, then the excited state.ll)>Jis spurious,
for the quasi particle picture requires this to be the
)round state. Thus, in order to avoid the introduction of
,spurious states the matrix elements of T* must vanish.
The ~NA terms (I34) may be divided into two classes.
- One of these consists of coupled annihilation operators and
coupled creation operators (I34c and d), and the other con-
sists of annihilation operators coupled to creation operators
(I4, ; .,h).
In the equations (I34) ~; , x , , and Hoy' are
dummy indices representii. single quasi-neutron angular
momenta. One may then, e.., interchange 3l, and ,' in
(I34 d), and 3 and y in (13 t). By also usin the
interchange rules for t-(I30) and Clebsch-Gordon coefficients
(a.; ), plus the parity conservation rule (II2), equations
(I34-,d) combine to ive
7 g
[ t t) R)2 [ t 6 gP 6 ~,,, (II 
]b•'bp'i[~l(II 18)
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The notation (Class 1) in the left hand side of (II 18)
will distinguish (II 18) from the terms consisting of
annihilators coupled to creators. The term (Class 2),
may also be reduced to a simple form. This is done by
interchanging al and Gil with X and g4A
respectively in equations (I46e,f,g,h) in a way similar to
that used in obtaining WN*m (Class 1) (II 18). If
one also uses the commutation rule for a coupled annihilator
and creator (I21d), the result is
Xt c ~) -Z-~ A Fig a t ( .~)~ ~,)
1(A'+~;, (,a ) / } d,
(II 19)
Hence, the total long-range Hamiltonian for multipole
order . (II 14) may be written as
(as a) /I' 1 5 i)
Lt~~~ ~(II20)
with 4s P given by (II 15), H ,P by (II5),
I3') (II1~)1 and )Y 
(Class 1) by (II 18), and H (Class 2) by (II 19).
0. 2-
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The matrix elements of (II 20) are calculated (Appendix
C2) with respect to the set of states (I67). The Hermiticity
of j)y (Classes 1 and 2) and ), are also checked
AL (2 L)
in Appendix C2 while that of is verified in the
Introduction to Appendix C. In summary the matrix elements
of (II20) are as follows
= ¥( s ; ),Y,.,F -o~~ / rI j [~, b,). °;,, = 2
IXl [ g, ,) e, ) / 4 
t W (7ffit 66w)(X+)("i i~~l'AO'3~
-t A(4 . k) ceAL st- t&",,
(31)
-,, ,
4 !.IV 4,
7
%I ]T
et A:m
(Y 1 X I)
0 4ce |'TM >
/H.l P
(3 IJ
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J Cp CE
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I
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'-Y i, finL,9
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The notation ( o4 ' ) ] /i> , refers to a
particular component of the state, 1 Ifl) , viz; that of
two quasi-neutrons, a and 3 , coupled to 10 which
then couples with the quasi-proton, jc. , to give3 , 1.
It should be noted that the normalization factor, I
is included in this notation. The state 0 ; , st>
contains no quasi-neutrons and one quasi-proton of angular
momentum, ec , with projection, Mc . Krcr. cker deltas,
o ft'at S~'/ in (II21), (II23), and (II2), andy ¢, i~,c
of (II22), emphasize that 9J (II20) is a calar. More
will be said about these matrix elements in the following
Sections.
Section C. Parity Restrictions on Matrix Elements of the
Long-Rane Interaction.
From (I23) the long-range interaction for the lth. multi-
pole is seen to be proportional to <>YA~ (il) Y (Al).
Jhere Y is the spherical harmcric and A: and j refer to
the i)th and Et-i particles respectively. Since , -C-4 J -
one ma wvrite29) 
Y (-tXa,,.) YA, .SW 'L (Y,) (II25)
The matrix element of (II25) between states, I(¢j'i)I ,
is given by 29)
K (I"' b: ' I: A i Y ) )X ( || s II26).
where 3- and 4j' are the angular momenta of particles ,
and respectively. These angular momenta couple to total
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angular momentum, I , with . component, n . The double
barred matrix elements are the usual reduced matrix elements
of a spherical tensor. Conservation of parity then requires
that for even, .and t = , Whereas
for odd, one must have i A 71. and >'. 7f.
Conservation of parity introduces still another
restriction when one calculates the matrix elements of the
long-range interaction between states like I(7 )-) 7J/
The symbols, 0 and p , are integer and odd half
integer respectively, and couple to give a total angular
momentum, y , with '1 component / . To make this discussion
more appropriate to the matrix elements of the preceding
sections, let acF represent the odd quasi-proton. Also
let talk) . ~Lp) be a term in the long-range interaction
between a neutron and a proton in the quasi-particle occupation
number representation. Then analogous to (II26) one has
< 'N Ask ) :on' T tu (p2 1P ( pa
< . lep Li P) l9p> I (II27)
and,
t Age J S I T·(J b
( i+A-L , < I l ' X
( CP < D< A| U {e)]ljc >(II28)
The symbol, ap in (II27) and (II28) refers to the
odd quasi-proton. In (II27), 'Y , represents the angular
momentum of two quasi-neutrons coupled together. The
angular momenta of the individual quasi-neutrons are
irrelevant to the present discussion and are not indicated
in (1T27).
1. To Quasi-Neutrons Plus Quasi-Proton:
The implications of (II27) in the matrix elements
of t~,P (II21) are
('JL
fce i eor~r ,L- A, , ,' '
71 =yT0" lic.p= ;3co (II29a)
for L odd T1 T ;p A ic'
( II29b)
For the matrix elements of IAp (1122) equation (1127)
(3IJ
requires that
for k even
/Sitp -?[s - 77~? (II30a)
for 1 odd
r / a- rBo sn Pl t/u; (II30b)
2. uasi-Boson Plus Quasi-Proton:
There are two possible values of L in (II28), i.e.,
& -' or 'o . The former indicates matrix
elements of /pfp (II 13) and the latter matrix elements
j
of H ,p(II 12). A
The restrictions on the matrix elements of ~H#p (II 12)
due to (II28) are
for even 
and (II31a)
for t odd hi ) 
~;~p ~% 7 , 2;;c? - ;c7
(II31b)
The restrictions on the matrix elements of ,,p (II 13)
due to (II28) are
for L even T 
and (II32a)
for odd
/'(10 7;P 8 Hi(II32b)
Equation (II32b) implies that the matrix elements of ~F,P
3)
(II 13) must vanish for A odd. This is seen from the
fact that H,,p can only have matrix elements between states
of the same total angular momentum.
Section D. Comparison and Discussion of the Matrix Elements
of Sections A) and B).
1. The Matrix Elements of t,p :
shen H,,e is written in the form of (II4) its matrix
elements are ilven by (II 12) in the quasi-Boson plus quasi-
proton picture. For P written in the form of (II 15)
the matrix elements are given by (II22) in the two quasi-
b.
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neutrons plus quasi-proton scheme. Comparing (II 12)
and (II 22) one sees that they are quite similar, the
only difference being
quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton
)( ( tff) (II33)
two quasi-neutrons plus quasi proton
This is what one would expect since the use of the quasi-
Boson scheme involves a "weighted"t sum over the relative
contributions of the possible two quasi-neutron states.
The 1"weihtingJ" is represented by the sets, 21(1; })
and 4(2;lw ), (I49) which are the coefficients in the
definition of the quasi-Boson creation operator (I47a).
From equation (49) with WAI Z F. tE , one sees that
each $( ',t A,) and the corresponding -i')t(l; ,)
always have opposite siigns. This means that A.,.) and
&(3; I',mi) add coherently in (II33). The "collective"
character inherent in the Boson approximation is thus
further emphasized. Both the right and left hand sides
of (I33) are related to the electric transition
probability in the adjacent even-even nucleus. (c.f.Chapter III).
One sees that for arbitrary the degeneracy in total
ang-ular momentun, Y , is removed in both schemes by
L
H ,e (c.f. equations (II 12) and (II 22)). The
separability of (II 22) into quasi-neutron and quasi-proton
parts indicates the possibility of "collectiveness" arising
from the quasi-neutrons plus quasi-proton technique. One
may make this statement since the quasi-Boson plus quasi-
proton scheme has the same property of separability (II 12).
The matrices to be diagonalized in the two quasi-neutrons
plus quasi-proton method will be much larger than the quasi-
Boson plus quasi-proton matrices. This is due to the
diagonalization that has already been performed in the
quasi-Boson scheme, i.e., the sets, 4 (',v ) and
4L- Gl j ) , are already supposed known from the
adjacent even-even nucleus. In the two quasi-neutrons plus
quasi-proton scheme the "weighting" of the tA ( ]j'% jA[fi+1 )
terms (II 33) will occur as a consequence of the entire
diagonalization.
2. The Matrix Elements of o p
The term, H jp , (II 5) has matrix elements in
the quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton picture given by (II 13).
The matrix elements for the case of two quasi-neutrons plus
one quasi-proton are given by (II 21). The effect of v P
is restricted in the quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton scheme
to even (II 13) because of the parity requirement (II 32b).
In the two quasi-neutrons plus quasi-proton scheme, however,
the matrix elements of P need not vanish (II:21).
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This is due to the fact that the angular momentum of the
two uasi-neutron state need not equal the multipole order, A.
ForCVetn.Lhe basic difference is that the quasi-Boson plus
qu&-i-proton scheme involves a weighted sum over single
quasi-neutron states; whereas, the other scheme does not.
Both equations are separable into quasi-neutron and quasi-
proton parts, and each part is proportional to a six-J symbol.
As previously mentioned, in both cases the elements depend
on the total angular momentum, iJ ; consequently, states of
different i will not be degenerate.
Also of interest are the dependencies of (II 13) and
(II 21) on 4L (4t',) types of terms rather than (A4 et-A)
as in (II 12) and (II 22). For quasi-particles near the
Fermi energy, A I v and r are approximately equal
(I 11, 12), and from (II 3a) (*,I)V +# ) approaches zero.
In this same region, however, the A. ( s, t f*t,) term
would approach a peak since -AAA (4 1t() -L(lJ 4 =.
In (II 21) one sees that 7, and I , the angular
momenta to which two different two quasi-neutron configura-
tions couple, need not equal L or each other. This
implies that there are many off diagonal non-vanishing matrix
elements in the two quasi-neutrons plus quasi-proton scheme.
It is such elements that will make the matrices o SI e C5
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even larger than would be expected by counting the number
of available states for each of two quasi-neutrons.
3. The Matrix Elements of )Nt (Class 1):
The term, G (Class 1), is given by (II 18), and
zfm)
its matrix elements by (II23). These elements are not
dependent on the value of the total angular momentum, Y .
The presence of the odd quasi-proton is manifested only
in the requirement. This just means that the
quasi-proton does not influence the quasi-neutrons, the
only restriction being that matrix elements must be
between states containing the same quasi-proton.
There are no corresponding matrix elements in the
quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton scheme. As mentioned
before, this is because the neutron-neutron long-range
interaction is already diagonalized in the Boson
approximation.
Equation (II 18) is seen to consist of sums over
F ( ) c1(R. i'.v) and , f tY pe
terms. The latter may be rewritten in terms of
[*8 's,1( ,) [)<l,(; .by using the commutation rule (I41).
This will introduce the ,
term and also single quasi-neutron scattering types of
terms. These scattering terms are dropped in the Boson
approximation but are kept in the present instance. The
A., (Class 1) expression (II 18) thus contains terms
proportional to sums over B iu , c) (I)] o
L·d 3r IL~r~t~ J
and alsc Sum due to the single quasi-neutron scattering
terms. This is shom in detail in Appendix C, and leads
to identification of the specific terms in (IL23)Y as
follows:
Contribution dueto Z p [ ;+ ;. ) (j3 1)]:
- -Atf I.4 t &( )ILltI/k *), 
(II34a)
Contribution due to ~-, , $R f 2;I. ,. ,
,yf7F 7s·nnS ,0 Ita
cp IC?
Y 4A 'fLI 6 a~)4 (II34b)
Contribution due to single quasi-neutron scattering terms
(nelected in the Boson approximation)
t 7Fi t a7 t ro < CP 54 fi)Z 42 f
B I~~s·~~inn·SarSi~~~~p-
'r a ,
I'a., +
(
I
i .
1
;
-4. ( I,, - tV 4)
.
I i 
-
-
-
L
I t 1- i']-
A. 13Yf
,_ L tIL
,F .- 87-
Equation (II34c) is of opposite sign from (II34a)
and (II34b). If one associates (II34a) and (II34b) ,rith
the matrix elements involved in the Boson approximation
diag-onali-zalion, hen (II34c), ould be expected to raise
the eienvalues. There is obviously more to the Boson
approximation dia:,onalization than is evident in (II34a)
and (II34b). Since only up to two quasi-neutrons have
been used there has been no contribution from (I43a),
whereas the Hamiltonian (I56) diagonalized in the Boson
approximation does include .
"'o)
Equation. (II34c) is seen to involve couplings between
the anular momenta of the quasi-neutrons comprising the
state considered (i.e.,j, and;. ) and other possible
quasi-neutron angular momenta. There is a sum over such
couplings; hence, (II34c) might not be negligible. The
test of the ideas of these past few paragraphs will be
a specific numerical example presented later in this
paper. Before one can analyze the effect of an odd
quasi-neutron on the Boson approximation, the validity
in the presence of two quasi-neutrons themselves should
be considered.
4. The Matrix Elements of ;iv* (Class 2):
The term, :t (Class 2) is given by (II 19), and its
matrix elements by (II24). This Hamniltonian term is
neglected in the quasi-3oson picture (c.f. (I43)), and
one would expect it to be quite small. The form of
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(II 19) is similar to that of Hp (II5); however,
the matrix elements of > - (Class 2) are incapable
of removing the degeneracy in the total angular
momentum., . This is to be expected since the total
angular momentum, , arises from the presence of the
odd proton anyway.
Equation (II24) consists of two parts, one of which
is dependent on six-j symbols. This term involving
six-j symbols does not involve a sum over quasi-neutron
states; hence, it is limited in magnitude. The other
term involves a sum over single quasi-neutron states,
but is proportional to rzo (4,t~)fi> types of factors.
By reasoning similar to that mentioned in Section l2)
this term should also be almost negligible. Indeed,
the dependence on the square of the cosine supports
this idea.
Section E. Graphology.
The differences between the quasi-Boson plus quasi-
proton and two quasi-neutrons plus quasi-proton diagonalizations
are vividly illustrated by using interaction graphs. In
addition the nature of each long-range Hamiltonian term
becomes recognizable in terms of real protons and neutrons.
Even though the number of real particles is not a constant
in the quasi-particle picture, the graphs are a convenient
way of gaining insight into the nature of the interaction.
The complete long-range Hamiltonian including terms
whose matrix elements vanish is (c.f. (II 14), (II 16), and
i
1
(II 20))
A A 
4;)] t = -p ShhIL + 1q (l~ss 1
,,, +w w,,R, -,,.
.. &. A. .)
(II35).
The first index in the subscript is the number of quasi-
particle creation or annihilation operators. The second
number is the number of quasi-particle annihilation or
creation operators. In other words, the second index is
the number of creators if the first index is the number of
annihilators and vice versa. The meanin, of (Class 1) and
(Class 2) will become apparent from the different graphs
used to represent them.
From (I29), cA('4 ]) is related to the reduced matrix
X:;E;ilALV V_. IZ;i I i_-.V l V .- G, W 'UI AAVs Ai A
expansion. The states with respect to which the matrix
elements are taken are those of single quasi-particles. The
quantum numbers of these states are not only those of real
particles but also those of real holes, i.e., a quasi-particle
is part real particle and part real hole. The (M5 /) trans-
formation coefficients (I6) indicate how much of the quasi-
particle is particle and how much is hole. All long-range
Hariltonian terms involve terms like r Ti, J v re' ,I
multiplied by four (,,A) coefficients. If xa appears
then 4 refers to a real particle, and if /V occurs
1
.
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;, pertains to a real hole. Similar associations hold
for ;, ' and , The question of whether there
is annihilation or creation is arbitrarily resolved as
follows.31 ) In t )2i)if the first index, h , refers
to a real particle then the real particle is pictured as
being created. If the second index, $ , refers to a real
particle then the real particle is annihilated. Conversely
the first index, Al , implies real hole annihilation and
the second index, 46 , pertains to real hole creation.
1. Graphs for the Lon-Range Hamiltonian:
The non-simplified L.. (I34) best shows the origin
of the graphs. First the neutron-neutron interaction
shall be considered. 'Jith the horizontal arrow in the
following raphs meaning "may be pictured as" one has
;,W . ii bTe rn iKe
23, 
v
a.2
(IT 36 a)
L
I.
rr ·r v
I -
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I
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tv I'VI
il^4 21 49
41 -4A rA" A-
.1'.-- 
( I ~
One sees easily from (II36b) and (II36c) the difference
between Class 1 and Class 2. The former involves the
creation and annihilation of particle-hole pairs. This
may be looked at as a direct interaction. The latter
represents the scattering of particles from one state
to another, and the similar scattering o- holes. This
may be looked at as an exchange interaction and should
be weaker than the direct one.
The terms, A,, and /N (Class 1), are diagonalized
(-c ) .2 .) A
in the even-even nucleus Boson approximation and Rv
(Class 2) is neglected. In the two quasi-neutron
diagonalization 2,, gives zero for its matrix elements
and V,, (Class 1) and ,, (Class 2) both contribute.
2.) (2.2.)
The term, 3Al- gives zero between non-spurious states
te )
"1~2_ 114-14,
I - -
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of an even number of quasi-neutrons (c.f. discussion
following (II 16);
When one considers the neutron-proton interaction
for a proton outside of a major closed shell, the
proton and quasi-proton are the same. This means that
+4/p =1 and AJ u o . From (I34) the only non-vanishing
Hamiltonian terms are parts of Nf, p and eNP ,
with the former being of (Class 2) rather than (Class 1)
nature. The graphs are as follows
L
(13 'f f ) If d if i.
3 1g. jigp
d int_ __ be\
'AIV d]l
(n 3 7 )
nd
(: 3Yi, f L)
;p 2,4.
'i:'I \ \;r
(w 3 7)
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())33}
B_ _
I III[
I
f
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and jia
T Ce m3 ) tz e
Te~m 5 1 ike
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2. Graphs for the Matrix Elements of the Long-Range Hamiltonian:
The resultant matrix elements of 3N,, (Class 1)
co)
(II23) may be replaced by graphs similar to (II36a,b).
It is very significant to see that )A , ;ypes of terms
appear, for this agrees rather nicely with the similarity
between the matrix elements in the two schemes. These
terms are due to the Kronecker deltas that arise from the
Fermion annihilator -creator commutation rule (I20'c).
air N7J g (?te Ii/ ateqv 6R V u
sum s. ove t m$ li' e
ice
)r
A-
4-
A_
Ac
.cp
I; r S/r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 4
(T 3)
In the above and following graphs the actual neutron
quantum numbers are omitted (just an N is indicated)
CP
ICP
;.
Pa
cp
-}cz
v _ m __
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for simplicity.
The matrix elements of 2 Av (Class 2) (II24) may(1z)
be replaced by graphs like (II36c), i.e.,
- __ _ _ _ _ ovek te mrA5 Ilre
'V
CIO4 2,
AI \ ' -1' (-  31)
To avoid repetition the eutron arrows have been omitted.
In both (II]3) and (II39) the odd proton is seen to
remain in t e same staie.
The matrix elements of Ht, (II 12) in the quasi-
C31)
Boson plus quasi-proton scheme may be written as a
sum over terms like (II37b), i.e.,
I< ;) v o e t CIO e 
t-no eF t evmj eike
<~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .0 I
A M _ _4 and
ic,: 7
3C,
) % 3C: r
(r 0o)
L
i
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In the two quasi-neutrons plus n,. :-proton method
the matrix elements of Hv,, (II22) do not involve a
sum, but may also be written for e LA . like (II37b).
Hence
/ J / (3rv
A I
TIha m rn+' 4 v. n1 ,nmn" F
Boson plus quasi-proton scheme give a sum over terms
like (II37a). The neutron arrows are omitted for ease.
Hence
(f ; ly)M I J',P I' .4i n)
cfp
Similarly in the two quasi-neutrns plus quasi-proton
scheme one gets for the matrix elements of H p (II21)
terms like (II37a), only without a sum, i.e.,
-) Te rs I i e -
4/ '%Cp
*1
?C'M
\2 =7
Ao-f
TT1 1) 4n + (Il ni)
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One notes that H,P is4 ~ (3 ) I-1 n r- -wed C -n4- -rn wha -r.L- I Ly tL VVwL L; IaL I
scattering type.
of a direct neutron
-4-
IA')
b1)
is of a neutron
L.
CHAPTER III
The diagonalizations described in the preceding Chapter
yield the wave functions that describe the nuclear levels
of our model. These wave functions will be used in this
Chapter to calculate: (1) the electric transitions and
(2) the inelastic alpha particle scattering cross sections.
Only by such calculations will one be able to determine
which states are "collective' Of particular importance
will be the probing of the structure of such levels.
Indeed, the techniques used in Chapter II do not guarantee
a priori that coherent vibrations will be present.
We shall see that only certain states have prominent
electric transition probabilities. These same levels will
also have large inelastic alpha particle scattering cross
sections. Before discussing these results, the relationships
necessary for the calculations will be presented. In this
way the role of the various components of the wave functions
we have generated will become evident. Coherent states will
be those whose components contribute additively to the
resultant transition rates and scattering cross sections.
These expressions will also show that essentially the same
1
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terms that speed up the former also increase the latter, i.e.,
there is a correspondence between enhanced electric trans-
itions and enhanced scattering cross sections.
Section A) will deal with electric multipole transitions.
This will be done for both the quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton
and two quasi-neutrons plus quasi-proton schemes.
Section B) will treat the inelastic scattering of alpha
particles in the Born Approximation. Of interest here trill
be the relative sizes of the different cross sections for
inelastic alpha particle scattering from the various levels.
For comparison Section C) will treat the inelastic
scattering of alpha particles in the Distorted Wave Born
Approximation. The shape of differential cross section
versus angle curves for each level will be dependent on
the detailed nuclear structure. Hence, these shapes, in
addition to magnitudes, may be directly compared to
experiment. This and the preceding section will deal with
scattering in both the quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton and
two quasi-neutrons plus quasi-proton schemes.
Section A. Electric Multipole Transitions.
The reduced transition probability for an electric
multipole of order ~ , SLF;) , is given by 32)
' (III 1)
2
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Tho initial state has a total angular momentum, I · , and
the final state a total annular momentum, ~ . Transitions
will be considered as going from excited states to the
ofround state. This means that -. refers to an excited
state, and 7; pertains to the ground state. This distinction
is very important because in the literature 9(Ea)often
refers to an excitation from the ground state. These will
be referred to as (Ed) , and in coulomb excitation
experiments this is the quantity that is measured. W¢ith f
still referring to the ground state spin and to the
excited state spin equation (III 1) and (EL) are related by
8 (EL) ('..%+4) 8 (e t)
(1112)
In equation (III 1) the symbol, M , is the particle
index, while stands fory or P i.e., neutron or proton.
The symbol, Yj , is the spherical harmonic, while Add is
the charge of the 'th nucleon, and is just the unit of
positive charge. The notation, 4,, implies thea 'th power
of the radial coordinate, .
inhen dealing with the wave functions of the states
involved, a different form for 8 (E&J (III 1) simplifies
calculations. The reduced matrix comDnent of the electric
transition operator of multipole order ~l may be lowritten as
0
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A M; 4A>PS]1 1 ei
(1113)
One may replace (III 1) by
(-2.. A.
(III4)
The units of both (III 1) and (II3) are (length)
Expanding over the index, ' , gives
4 A
4, io Yqp ( , + ,w S Aa }( t· S,
(III5)
The symbol, d,, stands for the effective neutron change.
The problem of calculating the charge involved in a trans-
ition involves a detailed description of the polarizing
effect of on the core. By using an effective neutron
charge, this calculation is assumed to have already been
carried out.
The proton term, / e ,(#1,,p ) of (1115)
,,, ~,,,/ ~. , .
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may be written in the proton occupation number representation
as
1 'k
'O 4P
~I,& sp ,
.0 wr~
P I Y ( ) L
(III6)
One now transforms to the quasi-proton representation for
one proton outside of a major closed shell (u=l,v-O), and
introduces 8~2ap %p ) (1I29) so that (III6) becomes
P .,,(P)
hi.
4 fiA(2a)
.p 
= 4, . A ) P Y i .) ]
A"R, , rfi
-(III7)
In a similar way the neutron term. AV ~ Io¥&.N, ).
of (III5) may be written in the neutron occupation number
representation as
_A A,4~ A, .
"P A,
119.. /WAY1
(III8)
and in the quasi-neutron occupation number representation as
·Q, L iP.14 6)-t 24,A/
A 4 1 4 r 1 4-41 "14, *
2.n) t, 2.§(A (,,) j(# tl)) *b·
-I"p),~~ 4Pmg"&' P/*" ),f ")N?10"·~
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X. (;1) t () Y i,(t) Z( I' )3,h$
t e4 4 t (A-) tz (s) t (t) AN, '"Ur (III9)
The form (1119) is easily obtained by applying the quasi-
particle transformation (16) and the definition of # ~'~)
(I29) to (IIIS).
1. Quasi-Boson Plus Quasi-Proton:
Equation (III9) may be written in a form more appropri-
ate to quasi-Boson calculations as£R4 :i ( qa~ - 4
j4 dt+ 3 L and
where CI ; an A
,(1,) and 8 (A~
(III 10)
14) are defined in
(I38). The state, I ,-/ 4> , is written as I T *' , A
the quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton scheme and is given
by
A.~~~~~~~~~~~.'A.. A. I 5 4 -M; t4(P) )6* ;o p> + 4-4);CO
cC 2( \ rSl~~)icp
I A- /N-, )CP
I O, 'ps >
in
(I57)
The coefficients, . . and q, ., are determined from
the pertinent diagonalizations of Chapter IIo
r(,V) f (,C '
7'
~ki~I It .cx
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From (I57) and (4) one las
7Y.-Af- -
_: (-I) _f A
O)AL
t, 4 LC"
CO
K
with I
7 f 
an0 O..
' .C
and
of
a7f.,
~a +4
(I57).
Tule matrix elemen
from (II14) becomes
determined in the same
t, i I. 5 thrug
via (III5) through (III 1
(III 11)
7.-
way as a
. 1 o ?
0), (I57),
and (III 11)
"' , ',5,
(III 12)
Equation (III 12) is evaluated in Appendix D1l) and
when the result is inserted into (III4( A)
3j,7 - ,yj.
A
J) we obtain
: 4 ) *
(III 13)
A.
04',
, O 7
' oP/ t
- ,S,_ (P)
L7r74'k /t'(p)
K /4 tt I2'}b~M.1_~ s ILA Iqp (~j
of 11p
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where
t 7.)(-J) I*f
(III 13a)
-) (-IL ( J
+0
%C ) C-)
': t re
211;% /3 C
fA r
)'
2.Y - 3
(III 13b)
C- )> . 7 XC1A(a, . -C,)341 
0 
IT I242f
?>,,,.
(III 13c)
and with A ( 1 ,) and (A, , ,') given by
(I59)
C- )V I -y k £ , esoq· r ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ l *1 
)44A'9(A,~C a/ I +$ :4<IV
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}.y.
+ , ) _-
1 LL )
-k .I H) 4 ,
a,-I
-IL' ~,
?C'p - " 1 4
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The term, A , (III 13a) is the contribution due
to the single quasi-proton parts of I -o (157)
and 4 7 / 9, I (III 11). If the transition were
indeed pure single quasi-proton then 0 -%, I with
all other coefficients identically zero. Then e ( IL)
would be iven from (III 13) by > *
B(EL) se =t'- L7(t
(III 14)
This is readily verified from De Shalit and Talmi32) with
the definition of ~ (I29). One notes that the origin
of Ap is the proton multipole term (III7).
The term, Be , (III 13b) is the contribution of the
one quasi-Boson plus one quasi-proton parts of both the
excited and ground states, and is expected to be quite
small. The proton multipole 'term (III7) is again the
term describing the transition.
As given by (III 13c), (,v is the term that one expects
to be the prime contributor to the resultant B (E)
This is readily seen from the fact that the Bc -) of
an even nucleus is (Appendix Dlc)
B(Eb)C-r~"-P =/J$ CCi e )
NI)Lc~A# j w (III 15)
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Thus, B (EA) occurs naturally in (III 13c) with being
the angular momentum of the one quasi-Boson state of the
adjacent even-even nucleus. The interpretation of the
coefficient, 
-BA'~t. )4 e 
in (II 13c) is clear. The second term is what one
usually 'calls the "core"to ground state transition. A
single proton of spin, iY , coupled to a core" of
spin,k, has a transition to the single proton (spin 4 )
part of the ground state. In the most naive case
= .t - ~I and , - =o The first
term, -.T j'. , relates to the single quasi-proton
( TX ) part of the excited state and the one quasi-Boson plus
quasi-proton(z) part of the Ovnd tate. One would expect
this contribution to be rather small.
The origin of CN is, of course, the nel ron
multipole term (III 10). But comparison to (II 1l)
shows that the sum in the expression for _-~) (III 15)
is exactly the one that occurs in the matrix element of
I p (II 12 ). This results from the nature of the
neutron electric transition operator, 
-
in (III 5). This operator sans _ also occurs with respect
to the long-range Hamiltonian in equation (I26). Incidentally,
if the "core" part of an excited state interacts strongly
with the single particle part of the ground state and this
interaction is via the LA 'th multipole of the long-range
Hamiltonian; then, a relatively large 8 (ar ) is
expected.
Lastly, D, (III 13d) is due to the single quasi-
neutron term, ,(v) ~ 4 ~(A) , of equation (III 10).
Hence, a rigorous quasi-Boson calculation like that
performed to get C, is not possible here. The approx-
imation (Clb.3) of using IdV> in place of I 0,) is
made. The fact that this scattering type of a term is
neglected in the Boson Approximation for an even-even
nucleus means that its contribution must be small. In
essence, 9M represents the transition from the one
phonon part of the excited- state to the one phonon part
of the ground state. It differs from Bp (III 13b) in
that the former is due to the neutron multipole term
(III 10) while the latter is due to the proton multipole
term (III 7).
The components of excited and ground states that
contribute to the i 'thelectric multipole transition
are restricted by parity conservation. Thus
In (III 13a) for even t7 7.
forl odd 7/~Z' X 7 (III 16)
In (III 13b) fork even r;1 _ 
for k odd 21 ;p ;'
~for4 odd U ly $ AC (III 17)
Also -(III 13d) = O for odd (III 18)
Equations (II16) and (III 17) result from the transition
being due to the odd proton. Equation (III 13c) has no
restriction since the transition is due to the quasi-Boson
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itself. In other words, there is a transition from a
one quasi-Boson to a zero quasi-Boson level with the
quasi-proton remaining in its same state. Equation
(III 18) arises from the requirement in (III 13d) that
the odd quasi-proton in the initial and final states
remains the same.
2. Two Quasi-Neutrons Plus Quasi-Proton:
The proton multipole term is given by (III7) and the
best form for the neutron multipole contribution is
(III9). The state, 34' M; , is
/Al .
> [ O (PA) E'
.4 4 2. ,,,X V'\ A' n 1/;
-3;pc#'* 11P T+r 4J * -V Y 0 F d; ji
-ye, Io
I A-~~~Alt ; 4- j 3 t ,~t .
(I67)
and, hence
,/ ma (;4, 2*iv) YO 7c
4 v ,Jo .~ 'c?
(III 19)
p, I e I I f /, 3 ';
qOWpI( r('iJ 9 ¢
.L 
_T M ='4,_T ) Y / -./ , -C St M,+9i oyOpr .~r(r
0 ~~~~~~~~~ -- · ~-
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The coefficients,
and CT ,
diagonalizations
aOT.0 ; , (4, r 
o 7V
are determined from the appropriate
, C. 
of Chapter II.
Using (III5) through
may write
IL
.It
IL
and (III 19),
I
one
) 7 ·@>
% r4(t4 4
'4, a, &P
-, ) I
"% d.
(A-) (Aj
Equation
placed in (
(III20) is evaluated in Appendix D2) and when
III4) yields
- ° / (. -I t
(III21)
Where A
p
is given by (III 13a),
e)  P) X 146P) t
- e
,I #4114
X (-I) pA
t- el-( 'c, t ^41,
1
(III20)
B(EF )
'I- > -7
-k 8/ +- C /!'
and
T '
4 jle 44 T ;2 ; C/
(II9), (67)9
4/,7f M' t (OM " 1 '1.L e
M"-+p
/LuW i />
14, 414 IVbj
IB'('4')X l (X
4"4-'4'
3,·-5·
3;E >ax
TO oo;j I12
.,w
x t ( I. .vCp 6 ) · ·(CGoIP -
t- -1) 
- E&') e r
(; 
-e}t c- ) Z1 0-3.
11 -
.44-"~
(; t )& CAl, A
X and I) 
and
e70 (4
07 f (4 3'1
( III22b)
C-1)
70/ .C
v(I ,*¾
:i'
-I
4A, 'fv A, 
One notes the strong similarity between
the quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton results
single quasi-proton contribution
in both cases as it .shf,' .._- --A Q q * 1.
;cp
(IIT22c)
(11122)
( II 13).
(III 13a) is the same
,e term, Be , (III22
and
The
a)
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2,o
a
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is the contribution of the two quasi-neutrons plus
quasi-proton parts of both excited and ground states. The
proton multipole term (III7) produces this term just as
it does Bp (III 13b), and one expects this contribution
to be small.
The neutron multipole term (III9) is the origin of both
/,, (III22b) and 0,, (III22c). The former is analogous to
C,- (III 13c) and the latter to O, (ITI 13d). The
important term, since it relates to the core, is C,
One notes te imrilarity between the matrix elements of
*P (II22 ) and the expression for C (III22b). This is
again due to the similarity between the transition operator
and the long-range interaction. The part of (II2Z) concerned
with pairs of quasi-neutron states is . z '(4' )I 
and C, just sums over the possible ( 3a )j ) combinations. !
The weightings of each couple, (4' g'), are the pertinent
coefficients from the excited and groud state wave functions.
The long-range Hamiltonian term, I Do , is quite important
in removing the energy degeneracy in excited states of
different spin in an odd mass nucleus. Thus C, or ,, is
expected to be prominent in determining the electric transition
probabilities of these levels.
The (t term of C (III22b) describes
the transition from a two quasi-neutrons plus quasi-proton
part of the excited state to the single quasi-proton part of
the ground state. Since one sums over such weighted
contributions, the technique is somewhat analogous to
the quasi-Boson method. In the quasi-Boson method the
-113-
very concept of the phonon itself is based on these
sums having been already performed.
The a7 7. iterm f (III22b)
represents the effect of the transition from the single
quasi-proton part of the excited state to the ground
state. Here the pertinent part of the ground state is
the two quasi-neutrons plus quasi-prQton component. This
contribution like the corresponding term of C/A (III 13c)
is expected to be small..
The term, D , (III22c) may be calculated exactly
within the confines of the two quasi-neutrons plus quasi-
proton basis. This may be done since single quasi-neutron
operators occur and the vacuum is just Iow , the
quasi-neutron vacuum. Like 0o (III 13d) this term will
probably be almost negligible.
Parity conservation imposes
to which components contribute
multipole transition, Hence
In (III22a) for i even
for odd
In (III22c) for A even
for A& odd
certain restrictions as
to the A 'th electric
( III23)?" ='ta,
A, V s7/
(III24)
Equations (II23) and (III24) result respectively from
the quasi-proton and quasi-neutrons making the transition.
71 = 71 f(
Ap "ce
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There is no restriction on (III22b) since the pair of
quasi-neutrons make the transition, and they are coupled
to . In other words the initial state has two quasi-
neutrons coupled to J , and the final state is the quasi-
neutron vacuum.
Section B. Inelastic Alpha Scattering in the Born Approximation.
The Born Approximation will be used to determine the
relative cross sections for the inelastic scattering of
alpha particles from different nuclear levels. In this
way "collective" levels will be evident from the prominence
of the differential cross sections for their excitation.
Alpha particles are used for simplicity since they are
of spin zero. The nucleon-projectile interaction will be
assumed to be spin independent and of zero range. The
differential cross section for inelastic scattering may be
written as
(III25)
The symbols, and K', stand for the wave numbers of the
incident and scattered alpha particles respectively, while
f is the nucleon reduced mass and TY is the ground state
spin of the target nucleus. The ' component of 7r is M
and / is the component of , the excited state spin.
The reason for the use of the notation, HiA and 'A , is to
tie in with the results of the previous section. The target
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nucleus is elevated from its ground state, ~ , to an
excited state, . Hence, the process is the opposite
A
of an electric multipole transition which de-excites the
nucleus from state, Y5 , leaving it in the ground state, ~.
is the transition matrix element given in the Boson
approximation by
(III26)
The vector, Age , is the alpha particle coordinate, while
±Tfm is the wave function for the target nucleus in its
ground state, and [L5j is the target nucleus excited state
wave function. The interaction is 7 (VLt-AL) ,where
A~, is the nucleon coordinate. The symbol, I , again is
v or P (neutron or proton), andmi is the particle index.
The differential volume element for the nucleus is o17
If ne assumes a zero range interaction, i.e.,
E Vo , -- I) S A' 3
(III27)
one ets for (III26)
V7-ko fty A.,a,
(III28)
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with
P 1 -s
expansion of the plane wave 
iA "'
(III29)
is given by
"/M7 (#I 4,)Y
(III30)
The integral (III28) is independent of a, S b so that one
can evaluate it at any value of b,?
Al (up= o4r
. If Op-o , then
4p)
(III3i)
and hM becomes
Of
m'3)
Atn)Y
1/7i2*i)
< '( t J) (P 4 Yfri , h,
(III32)
One should not confuse the imaginary 
state subscript,, , in the label, 7 ,,, . The orthogonality
of the spherical harmonics gives from
(C 2J 14-<
(III33)
No9w the
XO A -,MR
la t 1
and the excited
(III32)
-Lj~~ (
J?=, /m =-'f
( i 4M 4d
-= S D -Jj" " +1t
f I+
'Y 1)411.4 did~) Er ti
110C
~r~i~7T i
-fO
tP 
-=V,:O
- /I ):YL 3 (P "L. ) Y'11"t' fo., ) -YI to - -1 't tip'A. j7 = I ~ 
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Introducing the reduced matrix element via Edmonds29 )
(III34)
and thus
E~~~~~7 1% -c HaZ 141ot
> i . I
1 IX 11 3 $3 I
(III35)
Finally from (III25) and (III35) the differential cross
section becomes
6 _ - k' v_/ V
1~i~~
'AR
I4 M a~ , f (At5,,V-*) i)11,k> iL
r
(III36)
where (0¢)~ is the differential cross section for multipole
order .
The similarity between in ~t Y ((' Om ) (M3 )
% -3~ g ( d4 l ~v
It · p-II) C ,ll9 AM Y 1~~p , )I f Y (>
%  - I .I ::
.4 A A 
.1
Tf -,Alk
-= -I) r
). Yf (O 
t.
.,O, ',, 0I 411 ) M.10
/
-Y - Al .~l
and the electric multipole operator ) 4 III 1)R ;
is obvious. The only difference is that the former has
, (-AM ) and the latter has L lY (#,,j )
A 1":c- )
The expressions derived for B (Fk) m
simply be applied. Hence, if we define
8 (- 1)
ay, therefore,
-_ _. < l /Y i )\
4 "'2- -.
(III37)
then from analogy to (III 1) and (III2)
_ -,t (alI)
(III38)
The ( AL) notation implies excitation of electric multipole
order, - , due to the incident alpha. From (III36) one
may also write
(;%A) -_7. -) Y 
14 i-~
2 . "'t Y
.11W ,- 1-,C/ VO
and insertion into (III38) gives
7.=- k 
a -
8 (X A)
_Yf 3.
(III40)
Thus using (III38), (III40), and the analogy between
.
(C
(II39)
8 (;L d_
--- > 75-
d, 6-
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B iA)
be syy
and ()
inferred.
the differential cross sections may
~(2 by analogy
)asJ (?)L/I (k
(i* Ai
to
< ; - (I41) 
5 (III41)
V
J'L A" ('y
1. uasi-Boson Plus. Quasi-Proton:
From (III38), (II140 ), and (III13) one has E. ) A (a ) -
In (III43) 
AP(III 13a),
Bp , c~)h , and are given by
and y
(III 3d)
in place
respectively provided
of ' (I29).
2. Two Quasi-Neutrons Plus Quasi-Proton
N ow use (II38), ( III40 ), and (III -21)
d, h
(III44)
Here 4p is the same as
proton case. The terms
given by I8p (III22a),
in the Quasi-Boson plus
C,' (III22b), an
quasi-
, and 0 ( )
Define 7 ~
as
(I29)
where
i-)
q%) (II142)
OM a)9p
( )
i-D,$_
2.
A
I
-A 2..
O 7f #
( III43 
(III41) is used
to give
_ 
0/ ) A
7/d 'k IIT
are
,d OP/ (III22c)
I- ,1 A.I)
I
7= : '
+_ (4
(III 3b) , C (II 13c) 
S/ tx)
e 8
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respectively provided (III1114) is used in place of
(129).
Section C. Inelastic Alpha Scatterinz in the Distorted Wdave
Born Approximation ((DwBA).
The DBA has been adequately described in the literature.
?Je shall summarize this method briefly, however, in order to
establish the proper context for the present work. In
essence, the elastic scattering is the dominant effect and
other direct processes are treated as perturbations. For
the present purposes the direct process of interest is the
inelastic scattering of alpa particles. The relative motion
of the target and alpa particle is described in terms of
distorted waves. These waves include the elastic scattering
as determined from a (supposedly known) optical model
potential. The transition matrix responsible for the in-
elastic scattering is then treated to first order only and
is responsible for the inelastic scattering. The shapes of
the differential cross section versus angle curves turn out
to be severely dependent on these distortion effects. Of
particular interest will be the differences between inelastic
scattering from "collective" and "non-collective" states,
and the reasons behind these differences.
Consider a nucleus left in an excited state of angular
momentum , ,/ 4W, as a result of inelastic alpha
scattering. If the nucleus was originally in the ground state
of angular momentum, 7. , la, then the transition amplitude
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from Bassel, et al,35 is
)I (· (: )0ray . -^ W 4 
s s (r, 
(Ir A>) < :,' V,. rj)) 5. )) $4)
"' .. '" Ja "J (11145)
Here the subscript, , refers to the excited or final
state, and the subscript, .A. , pertains to the initial
or ground state. The symbol, J , is for the initial wave
number of the alpha while K/ stands for the final wave
nur: er. The vector, a , represents the positi. ' )f the
alp&-target reduced mass in the center of mass system ,
and g represents internal coordiantes of the target. The
wave functions, ( ) and L- ( Aa) , are
distorted waves given by$ ~ ~ ~..4. ;. 1 . , j X. ,4' A', ,(k(III46a) )
(III46a)
and
") (/ A
(-) ('- / --Ii' k A?,
-X e,% K ) 4~'1k'
where 6K and $R/ are the respective
scattering, and ( ) and
the wave functions which are solutions
equationsIv` + i-1 - -( ) - Ij
A--,fd
fk"(P-q.)~~'1b
(III46b)
angles of elastic
of the Schroedinger
(III46c)
are
('t - ) '-Y O-) / "i'_ I - ,
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and
L[v k'V ( )3 3- ( />)- 
( III46d)
respectively. The symbol, q , stands for the reduced mass of
the alpha-target system, while li/'L) is the optical potential
and V (hA) is the coulomb potential. A 77oods-Saxon form
is used for V (4) in both the real and imaginary parts.
Also each part will use the same distance parameters. Hence,
P(') = _z'+. V,
(III47a)
xy /X RA c ( III47b)
and
R = A 3 (II47c)
In (III47), VA and ., are the amplitudes of the real and
imaginary parts respectively. The parameters, A/ and a,
refer to the smallest nuclear radius and diffuseness parameter
respectively, while A is the mass number of the target.
The coulomb potential, VC (44), is taken to be that
due to a uniformly charged sphere of radius Pe . Hence,
(III4Sa)
': c e" '(I < 4 R b( III4Sb )
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with
(III4Sc)
where A. is a parameter, and i is the proton charge. The
symbol, , , stands for the atomic number of the target,
and -'L- is the atomic number of the alpha particle.
In (III45) the alpha-target interaction, V(';, . ),
will be taken as
\/m (g"5, ,,,>: (III49)
where M has the same connotation as in the previous
two Sections. Each V(/ tA".v1 ) may be expanded in terms
of Legendre Polynomials, Ad (4.X 6) , as7 2R~ (~~(11150)
The angle, #* , is between the alpha-target reduced
mass and the ? 'th nucleon. Equation (III50) has been
written out for future comparison to an expansion by
36)Swiatecki. A more useful expansion is in terms of spherical
harmonics, i.e.,
Ap =) )YL (4,a)
(Bassel, et al,3 5 ) leave out the !"" in their expansion
analogous to (11151).) The symbol, Yl , is the spherical
harmonic, while 6,,, 4? are the angles for the"',th nucleon,
and ~ , ~ are the polar angles of A 
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Define \/ and Aq F via
(III52)
and
(III53)
35)
Bassel, et al3 use a slightly different definition of the
reduced matrix element. As a result of this and their
previously mentioned omission of , their equation
analogous to (III53) does not contain i -
The symbol, F, , stands for the form factor and Al is just
interpreted as a trength factor". One notes that F is only
dependent on *A . This comes about because ll.S4 and 1,e
are nuclear states and the nucleon radial coordinates, 4-,t
are integrated over in calculating (III53). Only yt~ )
of (III52) really utilizes the reduced matrix element
properties in tJV'. > (III53).
Now expand y < ) ~} in terms of partial waves
as . 46t 
and (Is LI a)
c7Kf A]\ 4) t-)- (-, -)
(III54b)
In (III54a) ok, #t are the polar angles of , ahd
similarly .SX T/ would be the polar angles of )C/ upon
~) ,~ tiV "
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expansion of (III54b). The axis is chosen as the a
direction and the axis is along )a~ j'
o 
that
let
/ is the angle between and I
0- I- -6e-
. This means
. For eas/e,
For ease,
(III55)
Finally (III45) becomes
[ (L 4) He 7 /4
(III56)
where
PL / - HALf- 9 a.4. ( >) jI..' ~ ~ L 
with / (I)
G 16`(9)
normial, and If'IV L'L
(III57)
being the associated Legendre poly-
the redial integral defined by
_at /(a KTA,) r--f(X¢') 7-X(,) tA(5
(III58 )
The are complicated coefficients defined by
Bassel, et al.35) The differential cross section for
inelastic scattering is then
Al
_-/ _. A
-I 714 Jsc)
/A1-M/9 2 o
i~~at P 'e 'I-i - /4r.A -( t1
' -M·d- (.) L-) A. 11.1 -'1.A - -·- (,*
f
=i rL/L
:i- T ,9r iv - I '
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(III59)
where Aly has been summed over and M, has'been averaged
over. In (11159) T) 9,4a. is given by (11156) and 6 lb)
by
(III60)
with 0 (b ) given by (III57).
Each level to be considered is due to only one multipole
order, I . n (III60) /- 1-/l .&. is the component
of , , and the angular momenta, YS, and 7S, do
not appear in (III60) other than to insure that
(IiI61)
In (III57) one sees that " / - "' () , for a given
A, is dependent only on L-' . ., ?* '',, and
LL . The first two quantities are independent of the
interaction that produced the excited state. Only in {LL
(III58) does an allusion to the interaction appear. This
comes from F AX) , the nuclear form factor, wrhich is
defined in (III53).
From (III59) it is apparentthat I 'A . is merely
the "weight" or "strength" of the 't th
section,
order used is
differential cross
Thus, if the particular multipole
, = L ( .e., nly j = c nti bvtes
1ff4 2 (III62a)
I A/lW = ( III62b)
from (III5I)
dl 6 2Z +1
dl) 2--5 9.. 4- 
, ()
(III63)
Combining (II152), (III53), and (III62) gives
T (/t ?) (2&±) v ,a (x.JJ
(2.4+e) ,V:"L Y- ·
ex )
(At Y4 (AM 
(III64)
since (2[+'~ is just a constant.
Equation is the quantity that is similar to the
electric transition amplitude discussed in Section A).
order to clarify the comparison let us change the notation
of the present section slightly by reading the symbols,
,as 4 and Y. respectively. Then (III63)
is rewritten as
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so that
I/ 4,g 
(III64)
)1Ia.>
anu "-
In
2,.-P.A
-I-7J. -
-~L'yL- -i3J 1 (III65)
,Si's n O fle ntlIy)
I/I (4&) 4.", ) (9,,4j 
9.4. 
= </ -Y 7:- Vk I )
66 ( N
(III64) becomes a matrix element of
order, 
the ground
Now from
, between the excited state of spin, 7,'
state of spin, -1 , i.e.,
(III2)
() -427+1
- f
G tEl)
(11I67)
By analogy to
8 (EL)
Putting
(III 1) one also has
7)
,)- -H-kr
(III 1) in (III67) gives
8(EA) -= -
-. f.
-Y 1
So that comparing (III69)
Y • 43 .
L.- 'A.~ 4 ) ,14
and (III68) gives
A, Y&
/"1
1,
t ),, 1 )J
YA (#
and
I>"(< 7...,-, }()1 )j
( II66)
I IrJ), Y4 (A,
c) i
(III68)
(III69)
/_ i .4 -f '
(III70)
and the expression
.:VVA (1', 3 1'' F'4 L L ) -
4 Y -. A A SkT I
~---3 (Bn r
L L t'
V (9
1'& M
.4 ))
J t -V) 1 -Y
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3is the phase. Nowmultiply ( 70) by(-1)is the phase. Now multiply (III70) by (-1) r 
yielding
/< -Y fl)) -
I * ±2,~- K I
# v 5- fT
L
It 3
-E 4--7 m? e3 1 I-
/ '1)(11171)
It is this form of the reduced matrix element that is
specifically calculated in Appendix D)
Thus, one may compare (III66) and (III71). Equation
(III66) has
of (III71), and
L _i V JA t )) 4
IJ 7(A>J A )
in place of C-')
le A Vi~e-I
in place of 1,&
4Ml,
Equation (11171) is evaluated in (Dlf.l) and (D2d.l). One
may simply employ these results With the above mr ntioned
changes to obtain
provided V1
F4j(4) (III66). This means that
(-1) . 1fX (III71)
/IT-;.~,' (III72)
(Aj ,A, \replaces I( ,L in (III71)
1. Quasi-Boson Plus Quasi-Proton :
From (Dlf.1) and (III71)
where (-1)
I
Y, F-XT-Y tT
-4 -? 
-S Y4 il >+) Mj-/ ~
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_c-i i Ap te ttOJ
(III73)
where Ap , , , and 0N are given by (III 13a),
(III 13b), (III 13c), and (III 13d) respectively.
Spin-orbit interactions are neglected, and the
assumption is made that both neutrons and protons have
the same interaction with the alpha particles. Each
V (li4 -/7 I) (III49) is taken as a Gaussian
v (I > - at) 2 e -A;-
(III74)
where V. is the strength and 4r is the range parameter.
The terms, V¥ 4 4) ) , (III50) (with L used as
an index in place of A ) are then the coefficients
36)in the expansion of the Gaussian (III74). Swiatecki,
has obtained the expansion of a Gaussian, but his co-
efficients, V}( , /, ) , are defined slightly different.
Namely
(III75)
Each V/; (thx j tL) will contain the constant factor, V 
so that one may define
V (III76a)
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/r (A, ) =
(III76b)
with
(III76c)
Now recall the definition of
I
- -A1( " L 
.f2 1¶ ,) I) QS
4 V Ii I
The use of (III72)
defined by
C'oWv- A),
will introduce the quantity ~p we
which may be written using
I-OWWX) (4 '11 I
(III75) and (III76b) as
-% - _') ; ,''AL,,,4,.-
(III78)
Since ~1,
the sets
and 7I have been shorthand notations for
of single particle quantum numbers,
/M A 0 '5 i1.
and M) J j)) X ,
specifically
, respectively,(III78) is more
- (I+/)
_ 7
vi2-~ M, ?I/(11,79)(III79)
# -),1, /r ~x- 
)x k
4,,)I V1W(
,) 2!;_
(III77)
L
to whS )
4 " (/L -) -4m, )
I
/Yi /(4c- A'zL /1'-, )I
. 4.L(;, I " 2'. -; )
I/ -L
Z/zkt,
3
( j , I ) . )A ') ) Mx, - '2-' )
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The matrix element, < %l /' / 1A /Lj tA~ )J x 3),
is just a radial integral over , the single quasi-
particle (neutron or proton) coordinate. The reason
that A,3 has been replaced by 4,, in (III77),
(III78), and (III79) is that (III71) and hence (III72)
are evaluated using the quasi-particle occupation number
representation. In this representation only a typical
single quasi-particle (proton or neutron) matrix element
will appear.
Finally (III72), (III73), (III 13a,b,c,d), and (III79)
give for r-4j4l )
(OPv (v ) =-VA (. ) . ovB- )
,8 g/°~'8'~) ,) + ¢,,,@4 )(~ t (II0)
(III0)
with
(Dv84) 
.74, a c''
Ap [4) o'= -- .o.
os~~~~~· " :-'
7§- 1 Y )1 -Y,>,< /- ~ I I(t 6A Jt) t/ 4
,X -f 4,S1,P -
(III81a)
* Z ; , .
4, "p) B
,3Cp )C/o CP
(Ow8A) _,I A.
P (A X) - ( J(-k, l)(tl)
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One notes the similarity between (III80) and the Born
approximation expression
2. Two Quasi-Neutrons
(III43).
Plus Quasi-Proton:
Utilizing the same alpha-nucleon interaction as
C1.), equations (III72)
in the present case. Analogous
0
(,)& t -
through (III79) also apply
to (11180) one may write
vt L P v44)
+ C / (o'A)A4X+ 8 / (Pw4) (W8A) C+DN~~(-i)
The single quasi-proton term, A(OwA)AP ,tA)
(III82)
is the same
as (III8la). From equations (III22) the other quantities
of (III82) are defined as/ (OWA)
810 (An, 
A r
A C- ) ? 7
3 ; C . Ip YdI)Y l / A p > Ic/' / i t j4,4)
(III83a)
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(II83b)
and
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The result (III82) is quite similar to the Born
Approximation result (III44).
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CHAPTER IV
A TEST CASE - Cu63
In this Chapter for purposes of illustration the ex-
pressions obtained in the preceding chapters will be applied
to a particular nucleus, Cu63 We have chosen the example
because:
1. It possesses one proton outside of a major closed
shell (Z = 29), and an even number of neutrons (N =34).
2. There is an ample amount of experimental information
available with which to compare. In particular, energies
of the positive and negative parity levels, B(E2)'s , and
both elastic and inelastic alpha particle scattering
8,10)differential cross sections have been studied.
3. There exists a number of quite significant disagree-
ments between experiment and the simple "core" plus odd
proton theory for this nucleus. Hence, the merits of the
methods described so far will face stern challenges. For
example, the ground state of Cu63is 3/2-. Naively, excited
levels of spins, 1/2- , 3/2- , 5/2- , and 7/2- , should be
expected by the weak coupling of the odd proton to the first
2+ level of Ni62, and all four negative parity levels should
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retain the "collective" features of the 2+ state. However,
the 3/2- excited state is not found in coulomb excitation
8)
experiments. Furthermore, five positive parity states are
found in the 3 mev region of excitation. Coupling of the
odd proton of spin 3/2- to the 3- "collective" state of Ni62
gives only four levels.
The structure of both the positive and negative parity
states will be considered in detail later in this Chapter
from both points of view (i.e., quasi-Boson plus quasi-particle
and three quasi-particles) and do provide insight into the
possible reasons for these discrepancies.
4. The protons and neutrons are in the same shell
region, i.e., there is one proton beyond the Z=28 major shell
closure, and also six neutrons beyond the corresponding
N=28. This means that the single proton and single neutron
energies will probably not differ greatly. The latter are
tabulated in Kisslinger and Sorenson.l7)
5. Other necessary parameters are available from the
same paper. In particular, the Ni62 quasi-neutron trans-
formation coefficients, and the quadrupole force strength
may be so obtained.
6. The energy positions of the first 2+ and 3- states
of Ni6 2 are well known.
7. Even though Ni 6 3 is not stable, the number and
energies of levels obtained experimentally in Ni62 (d,p)Ni63
reactions will be of interest. This can be compared, e.g.,
to Cu63(p,p')Cu63* 8) results. In this way differences
between core plus odd proton and core plus odd neutron
predicted by theory may be checked.
The outline of the present chapter is as follows:
In Section A) we will obtain the energies of low
lying negative and positive parity states along with their
B(E2)'s or B(E3)'s to the ground state.
Section B) will consider inelastic alpha particle
scattering in the Born approximation.
Section C) will utilize the Distorted Wave Born
Approximation.
All of these sections will contain results from both
schemes, i.e., quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton and two quasi-
neutrons plus quasi-proton.
Before entering into the actual calculations we discuss
the values of the parameters pertinent to the work that
follows. If one assumes that the lf7/ 2 shell is about 3
mev below the 2P3 2, then the lf7/ 2 proton states do not
contribute to the smearing of the Fermi surface to any
appreciable extent, i.e., As 7/2= V /7/2 $. The appropriate
proton levels are then just those between 26 and 50 nucleons.
These states are also assumed to be applicable ones for
neutrons. The pertinent states are the 2 P3/2, lf5/2 
2Pl/2, and 1 l9/2. The 2P3/2 single particle energy is zero,
and the energies of the other three states are taken from
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17)
Kisslinger and Sorenson for neutrons as 0.78 mev for
the lf5/2 state, 1.56 mev for the 2pl/2 state, and 4.52
mev for the lg/2 state. The quasi-proton will be assumed
to have the same energies as a quasi-neutron would have
in these states.
The quasi-neutron transformation coefficients, (,,) ,
are obtained from equations (I 11.. ,I12) and the values
17)from Kisslinger and Sorenson of the Fermi energy, - ,
the half-gap, d , and the pairing strength, G. The quasi-
neutron energy, EN, is given by (I8).
These parameters are tabulated in Table Ia. In
addition, E I 1E-C, , sin(*4¢ t+ffi) (II3bi, cos a+, ,,)
(II3a), and (1"2i,)(I29) such that em g: : ~ =2 or 3
are listed in Table Ib. In determining t4 ;i , , the
29)
reduced matrix components for Y are obtained from Edmonds,
and the radial matrix is gotten by using harmonic oscillator
radial wavefunctios. The units of () are
(q7) $ ) , where /tm is the nucleon mass and L,4.
is the harmonic oscillator frequency.
Section A. Energy Spectrum. B(E2)'s. and B(E3)'s.
1. Quasi-Boson Plus Quasi-Proton:
a) Quadrupole Interaction -
For-=2 the possible total angular momenta for
negative parity excited states are 1/2-, 3/2-, 5/2-, 7/2-,
and 9/2-. This follows from the coupling of the one
quasi-Boson angular momentum, 2 , to the single quasi-
proton 1/2-, 3/2-, and 5/2-, spins. The only possible
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spin 9/2- excited state is that due to the coupling of
the 2+ ;o the 5/2- single quasi-proton spin. This
state !Dill have no B(E2) to the 3/2 ground state of
Cu6 3
The perti.ent matrix elements depend on the expansion
coefficients, A(2j,,4 2.) and 4(',, . These are
simply obtained frogi the sets of A(, ,) and- (fS; A,<)
equations (149), the normalization equation (A5.5), and
the energy, W' ), of the 2 state in Ni62 known to be
= lme ~ (IVl)
The values of (;lo ) and ~(9; ,) are listed in
17)Table II. From Kisslinger and Sorenson the quadrupole
(. =2) long-range interaction strength is given by
.o. o 'ntv'(IV2)
As shown in Chapter II the only contributing long-
range Hamiltonian terms are . (II4) and 1i4Ng (II5).
Their matrix elements are given by (II 12) and (II 13)
respectively. With the help of Table I these elements
have been calculated, and are listed in Table III. The
arbitrary phase for A(2'1, ,) and ~ (a,~ ) (.ableII)
comes about from the normalization equation (A5.5~. This
arbitrariness carries over into the matrix elements of
Hags (Table III), and the "collective" contributing
'1')
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term to B(E2), CN(III 13c). Henceforth, the bottom sign
(Table II) will be used.
The sizes of the matrices to be diagonalized are
J=l/2- (3x3), J=3/2- (x4), J=5/2-(4x4 ), J=7/2- (2x2), and
J=9/2-(lxl). Now let us write down an eigenfunction in the
quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton scheme for a state, (J,M) as:
with
a * =° eb a/ (IV4a)
. i L , : /, J;9/ (Iv b)7 7
and o 0 F, -- o T 2 (IV4c)- /,
Once this diagonalization has been performed, the B(E2)'s
may be calculated via (II (IV3).
The eigenvalues and eigenfunctions are presented in
Table IV, and the B(E2)'s using an effective neutron charge
of 1 are listed the B(E2s usin an effectivable ineutron this
latter table, B(E2) _ B(E2) (III 1), i.e., the B(E2)'s
for de-excitation are tabulated, and the nomenclature
follows the interpretation in Chapter III of the terms of
equations (III 13). The column labeled "single proton"
contains Ap (III 13a). That labeled "one quasi-Boson
exc. st. to one quasi-Boson gd. st. (due to the proton)",
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contains B (III 13b) and is so named since the transition
is due to the quasi-proton multipole operator (III7) between
the one quasi-Boson parts of both excited and ground states.
The label "one quasi-Boson exc. st. to one quasi-Boson
gd. st. (due to neutrons)", refers to DN (III 13d) and is
due to the quasi-neutron multipole operator (TI- 1 ) ` ;taeen
the same components as mentioned above for B . ' eo uasi-
p
Boson exc. st. to one quasi-Boson gd. st. (due to neuirons)"
(1)
refers to CN (Dld.2). This is the contribution due to
the neutron multipole operator (III 10), and is between the
zero quasi-Boson and one quasi-Boson parts of the excited
and round states respectively. The "one quasi-Boson exc.
st. to eo quasi-Boson gd. st. (due to neutrons)" column is
(2)
CN (Dld.5) and is the usual contribution from the core
part of the excited state to the single quasi-proton part
of the round state.
The last column is the ratio of B(E2) to the pure single
quasi-proton transition (III 14) from a 3/2- excited state
to the 3/2- ground state. This particular pure single
quasi-proton transition is arbitrarily chosen, and all such
ratios in this investigation will be relative to this same
transition. The energies, spins, and B(E2)'s of all levels
are illustrated in Figure la.
Table V (or Figure la) indicates that there are only
five levels of reasonably large B(E2)'s, viz., the 0.797
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mev 1/2-, 1.40 mev 7/2-, 1.48 mev 5/2-, 1.54 mev 3/2-,
and the 0.740 mev 5/2-. However, the B(E2) of the 1.54
mev 3/2-, and the 0.740 mev 5/2- are only 58% and 35%
respectively of the next lowest B(E2), that of the 1.48 mev
5/2-. These five states are shown in the level scheme of
Figure lb which also contains the predictions of the
2)
weak coupling model of De Shalit, as well as the experi-
mental levels obtained in coulomb excitation. 8 ) The weak
coupling levels were normalized by setting the 1/2- energy
equal to the corresponding quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton
prediction. In addition, Figure lb' includes the B(E2) of
the 2+ level of Ni6 2 as obtained from (Dlc.7). This is
compared with the values of Kisslinger and Sorensonl7) and
8) 63
experiment. The agreement of the Cu6 3 quasi-Boson plus
quasi-proton levels and the Ni6 2 level with the corresponding
experimental values is quite good.
It is of interest to know the sensitivity of the
predicted energies and B(E2)'s to the value of F(2) Now,
the quasi-Boson frequency, 2), is a function of F (2 ) (I 50).
(2)
Thus a change of F requires a corresponding change in
the energy used for the 2+ state of Ni62. However, for
(2)
moderate force strengths the change in (2) is not very
much (c.f. Bayman2 7 ) p. 47a). Assuming a constant (2),
the dependence on F(2) of the energies and B(E2)'s is
Liven in Figure 2. In this curve, the level of zero energy is the
pure 3/2- single particle state. This means that the
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actual energy of a level is the ordinate minus the energy
of the Cu63 ground state.
b) Octupole Interaction -
For =3, the matrix elements of p (II 12) exist
only for J=9/2+, since that is the only available single
quasi-proton of positive parity. The matrix elements of
t, (II 13) vanish because of the parity requirement
(II32b). Thus, one cannot obtain a set of positive
parity levels of different spin in this scheme.
2. Two Quasi-Neutrons Plus Quasi-Proton (Quadrupole Inter-
action and Negative Parity Levels):
a) The Two Quasi-Neutrons Coupled to Arbitrary Angular
Momentum -
The only excited states having IB(E2) 's to the
ground state have spins of 1/2-, 3/2-, 5/2-, and 7/2-.
One is primarily interested in the B(E2)'s as indications
of collective behavior. This consideration plus the
difficulties involved in setting up extremely large
matrices suggests we limit ourselves to only the above
mentioned spins.
The sizes of the matrices to be diagonalized are
J=1/2- (25x25), J=3/2- (42x42), J=5/2- (47x47), and
J=7/2- (42x42). The bases with respect to which the
matrices are diagonalized are listed in Table VI.
Parity conservation requires that the matrix elements
vanish between states in which the odd quasi-proton and/or
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the coupled quasi-neutron pair are in different parity
states. This means that each matrix in Table VI can be
broken up into two sub-matrices. One will involve two
quasi-neutronz coupled to an even parity angular momentum,S ,
and then -0 coupled to an odd parity quasi-proton. The
other will have-Y of odd parity coupled to a 9/2+ single
quasi-proton. This latter sub-matrix will involve two 9/2+
quasi-particles, and consequently energies between 7 and 8
mev along the diagonal. Since these energies are much
greater than those with which this paper is concerned,
and the aforemnentioned parity restrictions (11123 and 11124)
forbid (E2)'s from such levels to the ground state, these
levels will no longer be considered. This leaves matrices
of sizes J=1/2-(19x19), J=3/2-(32x32), J=5/2-(35x35), and
J=7/2-(30x30). These are diagonalized using the same inter-
action strength as for the quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton
scheme (IV2) and the param-4t1rs of Table I.
The matrix elements of b4 ,. .TI21) are of order 10-2
t 0L)
to 10-3 mev. The specific values are so small and numerous
that these matrix elements are not tabulated. The major
contributor to removing the degeneracy in total angular
momentum, J, is H,,P whose matrix elements are given by
(II22). These elements are of the order of 10- 1 mev and
are listed in Table VII.
The matrix elements of ANf (Class 1) (II23 or II34)
are listed in Tables VIII and IX. Table VIII contains the
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contribution due to XB 4 (II31a). Tn
Table IX are the cont -':>i tions of [
. N (-I)
X$~. , .s~,, 3J (III34b) and the singe quasi-neutron
scattering terms dropped in the Boson approximr:tion (II3j;).
The matrix elements of ,, (Class 2) (II21) are listed
in Table X.
We next calculate the B(E2)'s. There is found to be
only one level of large B(E2) for each of the total angular
momenta, 1/2-, 3/2-, 5/2-, 7/2, and the energies of these
"collective" levels are 2.26, 2.08, 2.05, and 2.13 mev
respectively. The corresponding ratios of B(E2) to
pure single proton are, in the same order, 1.70, 2.15, 2.15,
and 1.96. Since there are so many levels for each spin, only
the results for one typical angular momentum are tabulated.
The 5/2- spin is arbitrarily chosen and constitutes Table
XI. In this Table the third, fourth, and fifth columns
correspond to Ap (III 13a), B ' (III22a), and CN ' (III22b)
respectively. The term, DN ' (III22c), is neglected in the
entire proceedings. The justification for this is that its
calculation is quite unwieldy and a typical value is about
a hundreth of B ' which is itself small.
p
One notes in Table XI that there are 21 levels below
the 2.05 mev state. This is quite different from the quasi-
Boson plus quasi-proton results (c.f. Table V) in both
number of levels and energy of the level of high B(E2). In
the quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton scheme the level of high
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$(E2) was at 1.48 mev, 0.57 mev below the present value.
The energy discrepancy is actually greater than that, i.e.,
the "center of gravity" of the 1/2-, 3/2-, 5/2-, and 7/2-
states of prominent B(E2) is 2.13 mev in the present case.
This is in contrast to the 1.17 mev 2 state of Ni which
served as the origin for the states in the quasi-Boson plus
quasi-proton scheme. The 1 mev energy difference is
attributable to the terms dropped in the Boson approximation
(c.f. the last column of Table IX) and will be discussed
further in Chapter V.
The dependence on the quadrupole force strength appears
in Figure 3. Here the changes in the average energy of
the quartet of high B(E2) levels, the B(E2)'s themselves,
and the nature of the Cu63 ground state are indicated. The
outstanding feature is the loss of the entire "effect" for
interaction strengths greater than about 0.018 mev. Above
this strength there ceases to be any levels of high (E2),
and the ground state is no longer of spin 3/2-.
b) The Two Quasi-Neutrons Coupled to Angular Momentum 2 Only:
The question arises as to how important the assumption
of an arbitrary two quasi-neutron angular momentum is to
the results just described. For one thing, the use of
only a 2+ intermediate state would enable a more direct
comparison to the quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton scheme,
and secondly, the matrices and subsequent calculations
involved would be considerably simplified.
By using only a 2 two quasi-neutron state, the
matrices for spins, 1/2-, 3/2-, 5/2-, and 7/2-, are reduced
to sizes (13x13), (19x19), (19x19), and (12x12) respectively.
The bases for these diagonalizations are just those states
in Table VI for whichy =2+. Similarly the matrix elements
(exclusive of those of N4 f ) are the7 = 7o =2 terms
from Tables VII through X.
Using the same force strength (IV2) and the parameters
of Table I, the eigenvalues and B(E2)'s are presented for
J=1/2-, 3/2, 5/2-, and 7/2 in Tables XIIa,b,c, and d
respectively. The quantities listed are the same as in
Table XI. Again one sees that there is only one level
of large B(E2) for each of the four spins. The "quartet"
of levels occurs at approximately the same energy as that
predicted from arbitrary 7T . For J=5/2' there are now
only 9 levels below the quartet member compared to the 21
for arbitrary Y, . All of the J=1/2-, 3/2-, 5/2-, and
7/2- levels of Tables XII are indicated in Figure lc, with
only the spins of the quartet" explicitly written. The
experimental levels are again presented for comparison.
Also included are the positive parity states (c.f. Section
A4).
Figure 4 depicts the dependence on interaction strength
of the same quantities that were considered in Figure 3-
The close similarity between the two curves clearly suggests
the primary importance of the 2+ intermediate state. In
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addition, the quasi-proton energies were changed by as
much as 75% and altered the energies and B(E2)'s by only
about 5%. The feature of a "quartet" of large B(E2)
still remained.
3. Two Quasi-Neutrons Plus Quasi-Proton. (Octupole Interaction
and Positive Parity Levels):
For an octupole, (3) interaction, the matrix elements
'IL +
of Hl A (II 122) exist only for J9/2. For all
other levels the only way to remove the degeneracy in
total angular momentum, J, is through 1NvP (II21),
and one can expect this term to be small in general.
By analogy to the preceding section, one need only
use the 3 two quasi-neutron intermediate state. The
only way to. obtain this state is by coupling the 9/2+
quasi-neutron to either the 3/2- or 5/2- quasi-neutron.
The interaction strength may be obtained from the quasi-
62Boson results in Ni , even though by parity conservation
the quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton method is not applicable
to Cu6 3 (c.f. Section Al.b of this chapter). The value
of (v3) is 3.50 mev, the energy of the 3- level in
Ni6 2 Using the equations for the expansion coefficients, (;;LO )
and 4 ( (I9), and the normalization equation
(A5.5), the interaction strength is found to be
F (X0 ( * 1 A} - oD tev (v
I"SE (IV5)
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which is about a factor of 2 less than the quadrupole
strength (IV2).
The use of (IV5) and the parameters of Table I enables
one to calculate the matrix elements of iv, (Class 1)
(II23) and Gil, (Class 2) (II24). These are listed
in Table XIIIa. In this- table the diagonal elements are
also added to the appropriate two quasi-neutron energies
(c.f. Table I). One sees that the resulting diagonal
elements are only of the order of 0.3 to 0.4.mev. The
addition of the odd quasi-proton and the subsequent
degeneracy removal via li, p (II21) (or )I v (II 1) for
J=9/2+ ) could hardly be expected to produce levels even
as high as 2 mev. Since experimental positive parity.
states of Cu6 3 are in the 3 mev region, the use of
the octupole interaction is not adequate to produce such
states.
4. TwO Quasi-Neutrons Plus Quasi-Proton (Quadrupole Inter-
action and Positive Parity Levels):
The use of the quadrupole rather than octupole inter-
action turns out to produce levels in the correct energy
region. Again the assumption is made that only the 3-
two quasi-neutron state need be considered. From the
quadrupole interaction strength (IV2) and the parameters
of Table I the matrix elements of 74N~ (Class 1)
(~)(II23) and (Class 2) (II24) are calculated and
tabulated in Table XIIIb. The sums of diagonal elements
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and the appropriate two quasi-neutron energies are also
listed and are of the order of 3 mev.
Parity conservation requir-'?nts cause the matrix
elements of 14 r,p to vanish (IIXla). Hence only Hp- vi, s
the degeneracy in total angular momentum, J, via (II21).
The possible values of J are 1/2+, 3/2+, 5/2+, 7/2+ , 9/2t,
and 11/2+ , and these involve 2x2, 4x4, 6x6, 6x6, 4x4, and
2x2 matrices respectively. There will also be a pure single
quasi-proton level of spin 9/2+ .
Despite the fact that these levels have been obtained
by using a quadrupole interaction, one must bear in mind
that the transition to the ground state is still octupole.
The B(E3)'s are particularly easy to calculate. The ground
state is a mixture of 3/2- single quasi-proton and 2+ coupled
to quasi-proton. The excited states have only components
due to 3- coupled to quasi-proton. Thus the contributions
of A (III 13a), B ' (II22a), and CN (D2b.4) are all
zero. This comes about as follows: both A and CN'
P
require a single quasi-proton part of the excited state,
and B ' requires both excited and ground states to have the
p
same two quasi-neutron angular momentum. The contribution
of DN' (III22c) is expected to be so small that it is neglected.
This leaves only CN ' (2) (D2b.9), i.e., the transition from
3- plus 3/2- to O plus 3/2-, where 3/2- refers to the single
quasi-proton, and 3 to the two quasi-neutrons. This is,
in essence, a "core" transition.
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The eigenvalues, expansion coefficients from the
eigenfunctions, i.e., C(~ j,)3-p' and B(E3)'s in
units of 10- 7 8 cm6 are listed in Table XIV . The B(E3)'s
are obtained from (III21) assuming an effective neutron
charge of 1, and compared to the B(E3) due to a pure
single quasi-proton transition (III 14), viz., 9/2+ to 3/2-.
Nine levels are found to have relatively large B(E3)'s, but
one of these is just the 9/2+ pure single quasi-proton
state at 4.61 mev. The other eight consist of two each
of spins, 3/2+ , 5/2+, 7/2+ , and 9/2+ . All of the levels
of Table XIV are indicated in Figure lc, with only the spins
of the nine levels of large (E3) explicitly written. The
positive parity experimental levels ) are also presented
for comparison. The fact that there are more than four
such states near 3 mev agrees nicely with our results.
The four levels predicted above 3 mev have B(E3)'s larger
than the other four levels by a factor of about five, and
are lower in energy than the experimentally observe d ones. An
investigation of the dependence of the nine energy levels
of large (E3) on interaction strength appears in Figure 5.
Section B. Inelastic Alpha Scattering in the Born Approximation.
The expressions for the cross sections have been given
in Chapter III, Section B. Evaluation may be accomplished
by using the eigenfunctions obtained in the preceding
section, and the parameters of Table I. One needs, however,
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to relate the momentum transfer, f (11129), to the
energy of the incident alpha particle and the pertinent
Cu63 excited state. The relation is 41)
eL - .9 X1lo5 sea~ + , cl se Eada C i-'
(IV6)
where is the angle of scattering in the laboratory
system, and E and Fl, are respectively the incident and
scattered alpha energies in the laboratory system. The
latter energy is given by
he~ ='[o. osq'9 -j f5E1 .8 t#&
(Iv7)
with representing the energy of the excited state of
u63 .
1. Negative Parity States:
a) Quasi-Boson Plus Quasi-Proton Scheme -
The differential cross section is given by (III43),
but only relative values shall be calculated, i.e., no
attempt will be made to obtain the alpha-nucleon inter-
action strength. The curves for the relative differential
cross sections vs. angle are presented for J=1/2-, 3/2-,
5/2-, and 7/2- in Figures 6a,b,c, and d respectively.
An incident alpha energy, E, of 50 mev is used.
The important feature of these curves is the occurrence
at the same angle (1l5°) of a peak for the five levels
found to have large B(E2) (c.f. Figure 1). Of these
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five the 1.54 mev 3/2- and 0.740 mev 5/2- have their
peaks smaller than the other three by about the same
ratio as in the case of the B(E2)'s. All other levels
have cross sections that are dwarfed by comparison
to these five.
b) Two Quasi-Neutrons Plus Quasi-Proton Scheme -
The results obtained in Section A) indicate that
only the 2+ two quasi-neutron state need be considered.
The differential cross section is given by (III44), and
again only relative magnitudes of the cross sections are
calculated. Using 50 mev incident alpha particles, the
differential cross sections for certain levels of spins,
1/2-, 3/2, 5/2-, and 7/2-, are plotted in Figures 7a,b,c,
and d respectively. In particular, the curves for levels
found earlier to have prominent B(E2)'s (c.f. Tables XII
a,b,c,d) are drawn. For comparison two other typical
levels of each spin are also plotted, one at a nearby energy.
and one in the region of 1.20 mev.
Only the large B(E2) "quartet" members have large cross
sections. The dominant feature is the peaking for all
quartet" members at the same angle ( 15). This is also
the angle at which high peaks occurred in the quasi-Boson
plus quasi-proton scheme. The other two levels in each
Figure are typical of the remaining states of each spin,
and are seen to have peaks that are at most about 1/200
of those of the "quartet".
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2. Positive Parity States:
Again using the results of Section A only the 3
two quasi-neutron state is considered. The relative
differential cross sections for 50 mev alphas may be
determined from (III44). The levels investigated are
those arising from the quadrupole interaction (c.f.
SectionA4).
The nine levels previously found to have large B(E3)'s
(c.f. Table XIV) are the only ones that have prominent
peaks in the differential cross sections. One of these,
the 9./2t single particle level, is at too high an energy
to be of interest. The other eight levels have the
differential cross sections for their excitation plotted
in Figures 8a,b,c, and d for spins, 3/2+ , 5/2+ , 7/2+ ,
and 9/2, respectively. For each spin, in addition to
the pair having large B(E3), the cross section curve for
a typical level is drawn. Such levels have cross section
peaks that are at most about 1/200 of the other eight
states. Again the large peaks occur at the same angle
( 15°), and one cannot directly distinguish the levels
of 2+ and 3 origin. As mentioned in Chapter III a
detailed description of the differential cross sections
can only be meaningfully made by employing a more
detailed study of the alpha-nucleon interaction. This
will become evident in the next section.
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Section C. Inelastic Alpha Scattering in the Distorted
Wave Born Approximation.
1. Introduction:
This method has been described in Chapter III,
Section C). In particular, one expects the differential
cross sections for inelastic alpha scattering to reflect
the "multipole origin" of the level concerned. Since
the quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton scheme does not work
for positive parity levels (c.f. Section Alb), the two
quasi-neutrons plus quasi-proton method must be employed
in order to obtain a comparison between states of opposite
parity. This means that the "multipole origin" is not
the interaction order (this is always quadrupole), but
the angular momentum to which the two quasi-neutrons are
coupled. This angular momentum is the multipole order
of the electric transition to the ground state provided
one uses the results of Section A, i.e., negative and
positive parity states may be considered as due only to
2+ and 3- two quasi-neutron states respectively.
The total eigenfunctions that have been used thus
far are based upon the use of harmonic oscillator single
particle radial eigenfunctions. However, one would like
to have a better approximation to the correct single
particle eigenflnction when using the D'BA. As a com-
promise, the expansion coefficients (I67) and (III 19)
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are those used right along, but the single particle radial
matrix elements (III79) are calculated more exactly. In
particular, these single particle radial wavefunctions are
obtained from the program ABACUS4 2 ) using a Woods-Saxon
well with additional spin-orbit interaction. The entire
well is then
-vs, t, j, (*,e ) I4/ .
(IV8)
The spin-orbit well depth, VsO, is fixed at 10 mev, R is
given by 1.25A1/3 with A=63, and a is chosen as 05 Fermis.
Given the binding energies of the states, and an initial
well depth, V, ABACUS searches on V to obtain a matching
of the external and internal logarithmic derivatives at the
boundary. The binding energies are obtained from Cohen et al,
and are -9.52, -8.74, -7.96, and -5.00 mev for the 2p3/2,
lf5/2 2Pl/2, and lg9/2 states respectively. Choosing an
initial value of 45.0 mev for V , the finally used values
0
of V in mev were 47.7, 48.9, 49.2, and 46.2 for these
states in the order abovementioned.
The optical model and coulomb interaction parameters
(III47 and III48) were obtained by the best fit to the
experimental elastic alpha scattering from the ground state
of Cu6 3. The theoretical results were obtained by using
40 partial waves. Figure 9 contains the comparison of the
optical model prediction and experiment. The parameters used
are
LRi = 42.5 mev (IV9a)
L4 S= 18.5 mev (IV9b)
A0 = 1.585 ermis (IV9c)
4¢ = 1.585 Fermis (IV9d)
and
0. 5 Fermis (IV9e)
These values will be used for both entrance and exit
channels in the DWBA inelastic alpha scattering calculations.
The DWBA results are obtained by using the program, JULIE,
a modified version of SALLY,44 ) that allows for the
introduction of an arbitrary form factor (III82).
2. Results:
The differential cross sections for inelastic scattering
63
of 50 mev alphasfrom various excited states of Cu were
determined. Figure 10 contains several features, one of
which is a comparison of the experimental results for
the 0.961 mev 5/2- state and the theoretical prediction
for the 2.05 mev 5/2- "quartet" member obtained in the
two quasi-neutrons (coupled to 2+ only) plus quasi-proton
scheme. The latter differential cross section was
normalized to the experimental curve,-' by equating the
cross sectiors arbitrarily at 37 °. The magnitudes of
the differential cross sections for all other levels
were also changed accordingly. The agreement between
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the 5/2- experimental and theoretical curves is excellent.
Also shown in Figure 10 are the differential cross
sections for two of the "collective" states of positive
parity (arbitrarily the 5/2+ states are plotted). These
states were obtained by the two quasi-neutrons (coupled
to 3 only) plus quasi-proton scheme. They are out of
phase with the 5/2- curve and in phase with the elastic
35) 945)
scattering curve of Figure 9; thus, the parity phase rule3 5)
for the strongly oscillatory parts of the angular distributions
is obeyed. This agrees with the results of Meriwether.0)
A typical cross section for a "non-collective" state of neg. parity
(arbitrarily the 1/2' state at 1.18 mev) is included in
Figure 10 for comparison. The peaks of this curve are
considerably smaller in magnitude than those of the "'collective"
states, but the parity phase rule still appears to be obeyed.
In Figure 11 the differential cross section curves for
all of the negative parity "quartet" members are shown.
Again the "non-collective" 1.18 mev 1/2- curve is included
for comparison. The "quartet" consists of the 2.25 mev
1/2-, 2.08 mev 3/2-, 2.05 mev 5/2-, and 2.06 mev 7/2- states
as obtained earlier in the two quasi-neutrons (coupled to
+
2 only) plus quasi-proton scheme. The four curves oscillate
in phase with each other and have comparable magnitudes.
The angles of maxima and the corresponding cross sections
agree nicely with experiment (c.f. Table XVa) except for
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the predicted value of the 3/2- cross section; it is too
large by a factor of about 8.
The differential cross sections for the eight positive
parity "collective" states are pictured in Figure 12.
These states were obtained earlier using a quadrupole inter-
action in the two quasi-neutrons (coupled to 3 only) plus
quasi-proton scheme. There is an apparent break up into
two groups of four. The four curves of largest cross
section represent the higher energy levels and are due
primarily to the (9/2+ , 3/2-)3- intermediate state, while
the other four curves are due mainly to the (9/2+ , 5/2-)3-
intermediate state (c.f. Table XIV). All eight curves
oscillate-in phase with each other. This agrees nicely
with the experimental results (c.f. Table XVb). The
pure 9/2+ single quasi-proton state at 4.61 mev has a
differential cross section curve of magnitude comparable
with these eight and oscillates in phase with them. (This
is not included in any of the Figures.)
The absolute values of the form factors (III66 and
III82) for the negative parity "quartet" members and some
typical negative parity states are plotted in Figure 13 in
arbitrary units. All states are based on the two quasi-
neutrons (coupled to 2+ only) plus quasi-proton scheme.
The shapes for the "quartet" members are the same, and all
four levels have form factors of comparable magnitude. Of
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the curves shown in Figure 13 for typical levels, only
the 1.973 mev 7/2- and 1.974 mev 5/2- states have form
factors similar to the "quartet". This would mean that
the shape of their differential cross sections would
resemble those of the quartet". The 1.18 mev 1/2- state
has a form factor that tapers off sooner than these afore-
mentioned levels, but even it produces a differential cross
section curve (Figure 10) that is in phase with the "quartet"
members. The 1.19 mev 5/2- level as shown in Figure 13 has
an oscillating form factor; hence, the 1.18 mev 1/2- level
produces an "intermediate" form factor with shape somewhere
between the "collective" kind and the oscillatory kind
(represented by the 1.19 mev 5/2- level). Of course, all
of the "non-collective" states have form factors that have
peaks much smaller in magnitude than the "collective"
states.
In Figure 14 the form factor for a typical "quartet"
member in the quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton scheme (III80)
is displayed (Arbitrarily the 1.48 mev 5/2- state is
presented). Comparison to the curve for the 2.05 mev 5/2-
"quartet" member in the two quasi-neutrons (coupled to 2+
only) plus quasi-proton scheme shows that both will produce
similar differential cross section curves. Also included
in Figure 14 are the form factors for two "collective" and
two typical positive parity states. These states are
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obtained from the two quasi-neutrons (coupled to 3- only)
plus quasi-proton scheme. The magnitudes of the collective"
form factors (arbitrarily the 2.77 mev and 3.19 mev 5/2+
states are represented) are more than 20 times greater than
the magnitudes of the form factors for typical positive
parity levels. The curves for the 3.47 mev 3/2+ and 3.53
mev 5/2+ states are arbitrarily displayed. The shapes of
these typical form factors imply that they also would obey
the phase rule.
CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter we review the main conclusions and
implications of the calculations that we have carried out
for the test case of Cu63. For convenience SectionSii), B),
and C) will summarize the results that have been collected
so far. In particular Section A) will refer to the energy
levels, Section B) to the B(Ek)'s, and Section C) to the
inelastic alpha scattering cross sections.
In Section D) sum rules involving the energies and
B(Ek)'s will be presented and discussed in connection with
available experimental data '1 0 ) (The derivationsof these
are to be found in Appendix E).
A discussion of the contents of SecticnsA), B), and
C) will comprise Section E). The differences between the
two coupling schemes are summarized in Table XVI.
Section A. Energy Levels.
1. Quasi-Boson Plus Quasi-Proton Scheme:
a) Negative Parity States -
Using a quadrupole interaction, there are only . levels
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predicted below 2 mev in Cu63 (Figures la,b, and Table V).
b) Positive Parity States -
Because of parity restrictions (II32b) this scheme is
unsuitable.
2. Two Quasi-Neutrons Plus Quasi-Proton Scheme:
a) Negative Parity States (arbitrary intermediate angular
momentum) -
Using a quadrupole interaction, 85 levels are predicted
below 2.3 mev. (The 5/2- levels are typical of those of
spins 1/2-, 3/2-, 7/2-, and are listed in Table XI.)
b) Negative Parity States (2+ intermediate angular
momentum only) -
There are 42 levels predicted below 2.3 mev on the
basis of a quadrupole interaction. (Figure lc and
Tables XIIa,b,c,d)
c) Positive Parity States (3- intermediate angular momentum
only) -
Again using a quadrupole interaction, 25 levels are
predicted between about 2.5 and 5 mev (c.f. Figure lc and
Tables XIV, XV).
3ection B. B(Ek) (k=2 or 3).
1. Quasi-Boson Plus Quasi- Proton Scheme Applied to Negative
Parity States:
Only (and possibly 5) levels have large B(E2)'s to
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the ground state (Figure la and Table V). The four
levels are between about 0.7 and 1.6 mev and consist
of one each of spins, 1/2-, 3/2-, 5/2-, 7/2-, with the
B(E2) of the 3/2- level being only 58% of the next
smallest. The results are compared with experiment8)
in Figure lb.
2. Two Quasi-Neutrons Plus Quasi-Proton. cheme:
a) Negative Parity States (arbitrary intermediate angular
momentum) -
Of the 85 levels mentioned in Section A2a) only 4
have large B(E2)s to the ground state, there being one
each of spins, 1/2-, 3/2-, 5/2-, and 7/2-. (The 5/2-
levels are typical and are listed in Table X The
four levels have approximately equal B(E2)'s and all
are in the 2 mev range.
b) Negative Parity States (2+ intermediate angular momentum
only) -
Of the 2 levels referred to in Section A2b) only 
(one each of spins 1/2-, 3/2-, 5/2-, and 7/2-) have strong
B(E2)'s to the ground state. The 4 levels are in the 2
mev region, and the 3/2- state has a B(E2) about 20% less
than that of the next smallest. (Figure lc and Tables
XIIa,b,c,d).
c) Positive Parity States (3- intermediate angular momentum
only) -
Of the 25 levels mentioned in Section A2c), there are
8 (two distinct 3/2+, 5/2+ , 7/2+ , 9/2+ "quartets") that
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have strong B(E3)'s. Of these 8, the four of lowest
energy have the smaller B(E3)'s (Figure lc and Table XIV).
Section C. Inelastic Alpha Scattering Cross Sections.
1, Quasi-Boson Plus Quasi-Proton Scheme Applied to Negative
Parity States:
Only the levels of large B(E2) have prominent cross
sections. Figures 6a,b,c,d show that the 3/2- level
turns out to have the smallest cross section, being
about 40% below that of the 5/2-, which is the next
smallest. The peak for the 1/2- curve (Figure 6a) is
arbitrarily set equal to the 1/2- cross section obtained
at 260 by Meriwether, et al,1 0 ) (the maxima in Figures
6b,c,d, and Figures 7a,b,c,d being adjusted accordingly),
and the four quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton peaks are
compared with the experimental diffraction maxima in
Table XV.
2. Two Quasi-Neutrons Plus Quasi-Proton Scheme:
a) Negative Parity States (2+ intermediate angular momentum
only) -
Again only the states of strong B(E2) have large cross
sections, and the 3/2- cross section is comparable to
those of the 1/2-, 5/2-, and 7/2- states (Figures 7a,b,c,d
and 11). Comparison to the experimental results of
Reference 10) is made in Figure 10, and Table XV.
b) Positive Parity States (3- intermediate angular momentum
only) -
The levels of strong B(E3) are the only ones that have
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large cross sections, and again there are two distinct
3/2+, 5/2+, 7/2 +, 9/2+ "quartets"(c.f. Figure 12).
Comparison to the experimental results 10) is made in
Table XV, and the parity phase rules are illustrated via
Figures 9 and 10.
Section D. Sum Rules.,
In Appendix E), the following sum rules involving the
excited state, r , and ground state, 7i , are derived
in the quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton scheme.
r B ( Fa
,-. )I, 4 j-
-4
4 ij. (V1- ( A)
F 8 (a) ^... 10 I ,7(zf4 & LT. k
.4 ;3r F .5 f f ) 74,
* e(°EL).. ) 4.c4, .)) B(F--) 1 (v2)
The s ymla -- 
The symbol, a,. , indicates the particular member of the
state of total angular momentum, . , that is considered, and
E . is the energy of that state. The left hand sides of
(V1) and (V2) are exact sums, while the right hand side is
not. (The neglected terms involve, e.g., "core" to "core"
transitions and are shown in Appendix E) to be quite small.)
The sum rules (V1 and V2) involve sums over all states
obtained via the appropriate diagonalizations. The ground
state single particle coefficient, a 6L
_ n r
, is, of course,
Z_
=0.937 for Cu° f ) . One
and
;r (-. . -
nearly unity (eg., I a _.Ir 
0 Yfb
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notes also that provision for the single particle transition,
B (El)5.p
.4- H!
, occurs naturally.
If one makes the following approximations:
(i) • =1 anoJ Ea-, El. (there is only one level of each spin)
a 47'.4B (¢s. -
a -4 ) -
I. 1 -6
It J -
(there is only a "core" transition)
(pure single particle ground state)
)(pure "core" excited state)
+W +A E ( )(vi) E aX . e'S ' = -.
( ~ is the single particle energy, W
7fs ,-
and ,6 ( -)
that of the core ,
the shift of the level of spin, -7.
to thek 'th multipole of the "core" - particle interaction).
(vii) -E'(A) TA4!()Zo ("center of gravity" rule)
then the weak coupling sum rule of De Shalit ) follows from
(VIi), i.e., (l) - a (El.)
(v3)w e. -c m
while (VI" becomes
_ (Z ) (VEt) Z r(. )v
(.4)(v)
(ii)
(iv)
(v)
, due
.:~ C- -y.-r 1)C - (F1)
T. T .' -J',
(iii) I a T jX -
6 74
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Let us now apply the sum rule (V1) to the results of
the 2 quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton scheme for Cu The
values and "' are obtained from
Tables V and IV respectively. ? (ii) from Figure lb', and
(FL)s.F. is given by (III 14). The result is that
the dropped terms on the right hand side of (V1) are only
abo -, ,7% of the total left hand side, i.e., to within.7%
(VI) is an equality. (In a sirilar way the dropped terms
oi. te right hand side of (V2) may be shown to be negligible.)
It is also interesting to nte that the l; "collective" levels
account for 92% of the left hand side of (V'I) and (Ei) a cco nt S
For about 89% of the right hand side.
Next, the sum rule (V2) will be applied to the
experimental results of Gove 8) Assuming that there are only
a quartet of levels, then his B(E2) values and B(E2)
('Figure lb) indicate that B(E2) is only about 28% of the
average B(E2) of the 1/2-, 5/2-, and 7/2- states (in obtaining
this result, the calculated | a 4 and B(E2)s.p. values
o 3/;$.,- -3/-
were used). If again use is made of the calculated wave-
functions (Table IV), then the sum rule (Vi) predicts that
B(E2) increases as E3 increases, e.g., it E 3 32 mev,3-~/ /2 3 2 ,. 3/2
B(E2) vanishes, and even at as high an energy as E3/2 - f
5.2 mev, B(E2) is only 2 single particle units (less than
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1/4 of the average B(E2) of the 1/2-, 5/2-, and 7/2- levels).
The fact that Gove 8 ) does not observe the 3/2- level-agrees
nicely with our results. In addition, the fact that
10)
Meriwether, et al, observe a smaller (by about a factor
of 7) inelastic alpha scattering cross section for the 3/2-
level than for the "quartet" level of next smallest cross
section (Table XV) also fits in with our predictions.
Section E. Discussion.
1. Quasi-Boson Plus Quasi-Proton Scheme:
From Figure la, the only low lying levels predicted
in the quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton scheme are those
of large B(E2). This fits well with the experimental
results of Govre8 ) (c.f. Figure lb). Hence, the quadrupole
coupling of a quasi-proton to the 2+ quasi-Boson gives a
quite reasonable description of the low energy spectrum
of Cu6 3
In this scheme the levels of givenY are split apart
mainly through the interaction term, I ,, (II4), except
0')
for J=7/2- (Table IIIa). This makes possible the maintenance
of "collective" properties for some levels even in strong
coupling despite the dispersing of the levels. It is,
thus, quite necessary to take mixing into account.
The dependence on force strength, as shown in Figure II,
illustrates that the 3/2-, higher 5/2-, and 7/2- states
consist mainly of the (2+ , 3/2-) admixture. This is also
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evident from the components of the eigenfunctions as listed
in Table IV. By contrast, the 1/2- level is due about
equally to the 1/2- single particle and (2+, 3/2-) components.
It is this (2+, 3/2-) admixture that relates back to the
idea of a 2+ "core" coupled to the 3/2- ground state.
The presence of a fifth level (of lower B(E2) than the
others) is due to the 5/2- single particle state.
From Table V, the one quasi-Boson to zero quasi-Boson
(i.e. "core") contribution to B(E2) is the most important
as a rule. The other contributions are not always in-
significant, however, and in some cases are larger than
that of the 'core', e.g., the single proton part of the
B(E2) of the 2.77 mev l/2- state, and the one quasi-Boson
to one quasi-Boson (due to the proton) contribution to
the B(E2) of the 3.04 mev 5/2 state. The effect of coherence
is quite evident from this Table, e.g., the 0.797 mev
1/2- rather than the 1.78 mev 1/2- level is "collective"
for this very reason. All contributions have the same
sign in the former case, whereas the "core" contribution
in the latter is opposite in sign to that of all the other
components that determine the resultant B(E2). The 1.78
mev 1/2- level is thus labeled as "non-collective" despite
the fact that its "core" contribution is comparable to
that of the "collective" 1/2- state at 0;.797 mev.
One may also learn something about the one quasi-
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Boson 2+ state itself. The large values of A (L aI,2)
in Table II indicate that the B (N) (I38a) terms in
the definition of r(*) (N) (I47a) are much more
important than the C(2 )(N) (I38b) terms. This sub-
stantiates the approximation r (N)
i 'i Q4 ( )- B (;2,I )X) made in Chapter' II in computing
A.
the matrix elements of the interaction term, ,, (II 13).
In this same Table it is seen that the ( ~G - ). =5/2-)
state is weighted at least I.5 t ies ron-e than any other
state in contributing to r (N). This iL reasonable
in that the 5/2- quasi-neutron energy, E5/2-, is the
smallest, so that 2E /2- is the two quasi-neutron energy
closest to the 1.17 mev (2).
2. Comparison of the Two Quasi-Neutrons Plus Quasi-Proton
and Quasi-Boson Plus Quasi-Proton Schemes (negative
parity levels only):
The comparison is best made when only the 2+ two
quasi-neutron configuration is considered. That the 2+
intermediate state is actually the dominant one may be
readily seen as follows: the matrix elements of ~$,P
require that the single quasi-proton couple only to the
2+ two quasi-neutron state, and it is these terms that
are the prime removers of the degeneracy in the total
angular momentum, J. The H ,,p terms are so small by
comparison that they really n ed not have been considered)
comparison that they really need not have been considered
from the start. In essence, dropping the contributions
of two quasi-neutrons coupled to an intermediate angular
momentum other than 2 amounts to discarding l ,
These matrix elements are calculated via (II21) and are so
copious, yet small (of the order of 10- mev), that they
are not tabulated. The matrix elements of )Iip are calculated
t3JJ
from (1122) and comprise Table VII. The difference between
If, and :* is best respresented in the graphs
( ) " L1)
of Chapter II, Section E).
The analogies between the matrix elements of the two
quasi-neutrons plus quasi-proton scheme and the quasi-Boson
plus quasi-proton scheme have been described earlier in
Chapter II. The results of the two schemes as applied to
Cu6 3 have many similarities. In particular, both schemes
predict the existence of a "collective quartet" of levels.
These levels possess in both schemes large B(E2)'s and
also have large excitation cross sections for alpha particle
scattering. There are, however, some differences between
the "quartets" of the two schemes. In the two quasi-
neutrons plus quasi-proton scheme the i levels are above
2 mev and all are within about 0.2 mev of each other
(Figure lc), whereas in the quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton
approach, the energy spread is from .794 to 1.54 mev.
One can try to understand this difference in a qualitative
way. The quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton scheme is based upon
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knowing the energy of the one quasi-Boson state. To this
one simply couples the odd quasi-proton and then diagonalizes
the interaction with respect to a basis of single quasi-
protons and a 2+ quasi-Boson. The quasi-Boson is the result
of coherent contributions from all pertinent two quasi-
neutron states. This establishes the inherent collective
nature. By creating the quasi-Boson into a vacuum that has
provisions for containing not only 0, but 4,8,12.......quasi-
neutrons, one is in effect including the contributions of
states of more than two quasi-particles, i.e., the quasi-
Boson and its associated vacuum are a complete diagonalization
of the long-range Hamiltonian with respect to a basis
consisting of all allowable numbers of quasi-neutrons.
If one were to perform a two quasi-neutra diagonalization
of the long-range Hamiltonian in Ni62, one would get too
high an energy for the 2+ state. The extra "collectiveness"
and subsequent lowering of the energy comes about only
by including more quasi-neutrons. In coupling an odd
quasi-proton to the possible two quasi-neutron states ,
one is essentially first solving the Ni6 2 problem. This
is manifested in the interaction term,. ),V (Class 1) (II 18).
The 9~N term (c.f. (II 16)) gives vanishing matrix elements,
but this vanishing is due to the use of an incomplete basis,
and really amounts to dropping )y . The separation
of the long-range Hamiltonian into neutron-neutron and
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neutron-proton parts thus leads to the diagonalization of
the latter, subject to the erroneous basis obtained by
diagonalization of the former.
The last column of Table IX contains the values of
matrix elements that result because one considers only
Fermi commutation rules for the individual quasi-neutrons,
rather than Boson commutation rules for their aggregate.
These energies are all positive and raise the reference
level to which one refers when coupling the odd quasi-
proton. In fact, the energies are of the order of 1 mev,
just the order of magnitude by which the levels are off
in the two quasi-neutrons plus quasi proton scheme.
The association of the "quartet" from one scheme with
that of the other thus becomes more reasonable.
It is important that only the energies are affected.
The B(E2)'s of the "quartet" in the two quasi-neutons
plus quasi-proton scheme, while somewhat smaller than those
of the "collective" levels in the quasi-Boson plus quasi-
proton scheme, are still the only prominent ones. However,
the fact that one is dealing with such large matrices, yet
still has only four levels that may be called "collective"
is interesting and perhaps somewhat surprising, and indicates
the importance of coherence among the different configurations
that make up a level. Indeed, the very illustration of the
origin of "collectiveness" via the coherent superposition
of the eigenfunction components serves to illustrate what is
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glossed over in the quasi-Boson scheme. The existence,
e.g., of a 5/2- level at 2.04 mev as well as at 2.05 mev
with only the latter being "collective" (c.f. Table XI) is an
illustration of the coherence effect. Hence, a state of
many components (due to an abundance of configuration
mixing) may not be readily identifiable as collective from
its eigenfunction, and even a large "core" B(E2) may be
annulled by the sum of other contributions.
The many clusters of 4 levels (two quasi-neutrons plus
quasi-proton scheme, Fig. lc) come from the removal by HIr of
the degeneracy in total angular momentum, J, for each threquasi-
(0)
pa-ticle state. The effect of Hp is essentially to shift the
clusters via the interaction of levels of the same J. The
closeness (within about.2 mev) of the "collective" levels is
due to the fact that while there are more off diagonal elements
of IV )P than in the quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton scheme,
such elements are smaller than those in the latter scheme,
Comparison of Tables IIIa and VII shows that typical matrix
elements of () in the two quasi-neutrons plus quasi-
proton scheme are about 1/10 the size of typical diagonal
elements. Whereas in the quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton scheme
the factor is about 1/3. It is not unexpected, then, that
the spread of the "collective" levels in the quasi-Boson plus
quasi-proton scheme (about .75 mev) is larger.
It is interesting to see just how "collective" the 3/2
excited state is in the two quasi-neutrons plus quasi-proton
scheme. Comparing Tables XIIa,b,c,d indicates that the 3/2-
"quartet" member has a B(E2) of 1.99 single particle units
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compared to 3.08, 2.43, and 2.56 for the 1/2-, 5/2-, and
7/2- collective states respectively. Thus, while the 3/2-
state is not retarded as much as in the quasi-Boson plus
quasi-proton scheme, the effect still remains. However,
the cross sections for excitation by alpha particles
(Table XV) do not indicate that the 3/2- state has a
reduction in its "collectiveness". This would imply that
the electric quadrupole transition matrix elements are less
sensitive to the structure of the nuclear eigenfunctions
than are the scattering matrix elements. This is reasonable,
since the wave numbers involved in the alpha scattering are
many times larger than those in the electromagnetic decay,
and hence take a more detailed look at the structure of the
nucleus.
Let us next consider the existence of the critical force
strength in Figures3 and 4. Above this strength "collective"
levels cease to appear and the ground state ceases to be of
spin 3/2-. This could be due to the fact that a large
interaction strength, and hence a strong attraction amongst
Fermions, enhances the Boson description of Ni6 2 The
manifestation of this would be a lowering of the Ni62 2+
quasi-Boson energy. In that event the two quasi-neutrons
plus quasi-proton scheme would become entirely inadequate,
i.e., not only eigenvalues but also eigenfunctions would
start to deviate strongly. This means that higher quasi-
particle configurations would need to be included in order to
recapture the "collective" essence of the Boson
approximation.
If the interaction strength were to be increased
even more, however, one would expect the entire quasi-
Boson description itself to fail. For as the ground
and 2+ states get closer, the average number of quasi-
particles in the former increases, and this enhances
the Fermion nature of all available particles, i.e.,
the "Fermions begin to get in each others way".27)
3. Two Quasi-Neutrons (Coupled to 3- only) Plus Quasi-
Proton Scheme:
The positive parity states of Cu6 3 can only be obtained
in this scheme. Removal of the degeneracy in total
angular momentum, J, is brought about in a quadrupole
interaction by means of H,, (II21). The other
degeneracy removing term, (a) (II22), cannot con-
tribute because of the requirement that the single quasi-
proton and that coupled to the 3 state be of the same
parity.
The use of only the 3- intermediate state is done by
analogy to the 2+ intermediate state's being the most
important contributor to the negative parity states.
One would certainly expect the 3- two quasi-neutron;
state to be the most significant because of the 3(E3)
that such a state would produce, i.e., a "core" type
of transition (and hence a connection to the usual idea
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of a "collective" contribution) can only be realized in
a 3- to 0+ transition involving the quasi-neutrons.
It is interesting to note that experimentally there
are more than 4 levels of large cross section which are
in phase with each other and the elastic scattering.lO)
This is just what our model gives (c.f. Figures 9 and 12).
While the 3- two quasi-neutron angular momentum does
agree with that of the octupole vibration state of Ni62 ,
the (9/2+, 3/2-)3- and (9/2+, 5/2-)3- states while in the
right energy region are not at the same energy as either
a> (3) or each other. This would seem to imply collective
properties of Cu63 which are intrinsic to it, and not
directly connected with the known 3 energy state of Ni6 2.
There exists a "collective quartet" of states associated
with each of the ways of getting a 3- two quasi-neutron
state, i.e., (9/2+ , 3/2-)3- and (9/2+ , 5/2-)3-. From Table,
XIIIb, one sees that the two different 3- states are shifted
by approximately equal amounts ( -2.44 mev for the former
and -2.57 mev for the latter) due to 3?/Al (Classes (1 and 2)).
so that their energy separation remains due primarily to
the difference in energy ( 0.28 mev) between the 3/2- and
5/2- quasi-neutrons. The interaction term, C )p (II21),
breaks eac- -state AD into the various components of
total angular momentum.
The matrices that must be diagonalized in the 3- situation
are much smaller than those of the 2+ case. This is
directly due to the fact that all but one of the single
particle states available in the pertinent section of the
shell model are of the same parity. In the 28-50 particle
region, the 3/2-, 5/2-, 1/2-, and 9/2+ single particle
states are present. The 3- two quasi-neutron states can
only be obtained provided one of the two quasi-neutrons
is the 9/2+, and this immediately imposes a restriction
that was not present in the 2+ two quasi-neutron states.
Because of the small number of components of each
eigenfunction, one may readily discover which component
is the prime contributor to "collectivism". From Table
XIV, the couplings (9/ , 3/2-)3-, 3/2- and (9/2 + , 5/2-)3-, 3/2-
are clearly the most important. This is reasonable in that
a B(E3) from the excited states to the 3/2- ground state
is of pure "core" nature when the odd.quasi-proton remains
in the same state. Each of the non-collective" states in
the present case is characterized by negligible (9/2+,
3/2-)3-, 3/2- and (9/2+ , 5/2-)3-, 3/2- components.
Let us also compare the B(E3)'s, inelastic alpha
scattering cross sections, and form factors for the two
"quartets". From Table XIV the "quartet" of primarily
(9/2+ , 3/2-)3- origin have B(E3)'s that are a factor of
4 or 5 greater than those of the "quartet" of (9/2+, 5/2-)3-
origin. A similar situation holds for the Born approximation
curves of Figure 8. In the DBA curves of Figure 12 the
factor is seen to be about 8. The reason for this is
primarily the difference between the reduced matrix elements,
j(3) (9/2+ , 3/2-) and (3) (9/2+' 5/2-) (Table Ib). The
former is larger by a factor of 3 because of the reduced
matrix element of the spherical harmonic, i.e., in the one
case one has < ) Y9/ | 3 )f)(no spin flip), and in the other
/ Iq I ~Y3 ///> (spin flip) with the latter about a
factor of 3 smaller than the former.
As is evidenced by Figure 10, the two "quartets" both
obey the parity phase rule. The form factors (Figure 14)
for the "quartet" of 2+ origin are all peaked at a smaller
radius than the levels of 3 origin. This is due to the
overwhelming importance of the 9/2+ single particle wave-
function in the latter case, i.e., the radial part of the
lg 9 /2+ wavefunction is peaked at a larger radius than that
of any of the other single particle wavefunctions. Also
evident from Figure 14 is the peaking at different radii
of the form factors for the members of the two different
3- "quartets". In particular, the (9/2+, 3/2-)3- "quartet"
yields peaks at a larger radius than the (9/2+, 5/2-)3-.
This is again primarily due to the lg radial wavefunction
which is weighted much more strongly in the former than
latter case. Opposing this effect somewhat is the latter's
If radial wavefunction which peaks at a larger radius than
the first peak of the 2p radial wavefunction.
The wide range of form factor curves for the 2+ state
(Figure 13) does not occur for the 3 state (Figure 14)
because of the smaller amount of configuration mixin in
the eienfunctions of 3- origin, and the omnipresence of
the lg1/2+ single particle state.
Possible Consequences and Extensions.
1. Nuclear "Surface":
The DWTBA calculations show that one may indeed picture
the collective excitations as surface phenomena inso-
far as the form factor curves (Figures13 and 14) show
that all of the states of large cross section have peaks
near the "surface" of the nucleus. For all of these
"collective" states the dominant contributions to the
cross sections come from partial waves of order near
L o - 20 _ KRo , where k is the wave number of
incoming alpha (at 50 mev) and R6 1.585x(63)1/3
Fermis. Because of the overlap of such incident and
outgoing waves with these states, one obtains the
characteristics of the inelastic alpha scattering
differential cross sections for collective states.
2. Differences Between "Core" Plus Proton and "Core" Plus
Neutron:
The difference in spectra of two odd mass nuclei, the
one of "core" plus proton and the other of "core" plus
neutron origin, may possibly be understood via the
relative degree of validity of the Boson approximation
in the two cases.
63 63Consider, e.g., the case of Cu vs. Ni 3. As pointed
out many times, the low lying negative parity states of
Cu63 are fairly well described in the Boson approximation.
Experimentally via Cu63(p,p)Cu63 only 6 negative parity
levels are found below 2 mev, whereas Ni62 (d,p)Ni63*
predicts 12. 3 7 ) Although the experiments are of a different
nature, it might well be that the larger number of low
lying levels in Ni 6 3 indicates that the Boson approximation
is not good in that case. This would be reasonable in that
as a "core" plus odd neutron situation, Ni6 3 would have an
extra available quasi-neutron as compared to the case of
Cu6 3 with "core" plus odd proton. The matrix elements of
the long-range interaction in the two quasi-neutrons (coupled
to 2+ only) plus quasi-neutron or quasi-proton schemes
would only differ in details of coupling. This would come
about from the non-commutability amongst the three quasi-
neutron annihilation and creation operators. The previous
results for the case of Cu6 3 in this scheme would then be
applicable to Ni 6 3 , i. e., there would be many low lying
states and the "collective" states would be too high.
Conceivably for Cu63 the "collective" states are lowered
due to (i.e., the consideration of wavefunction
components o ,:ore than two quasi-neutrons), and this would
serve as a verification of the applicability of the quasi-
Boson scheme. For Ni6 3 , however, if the Boson approximation
is not good, then higher numbers of quasi-neutrons would not
lower the "collective" states. From Tables XIIa,b,c,d there
are about 40 levels (for all spins) predicted below 2 mev,
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but Figure c illustrates that many of these levels are
nearly degenerate. Thus, the 12 measured levels in Ni 6 3 37)
below 2 mev as opposed to 6 in Cu63 38) seem to support the
preceding interpretation.
For an indication of the validity of the Boson approxi-
mation in the presence of an odd particle, one calculates
r1 s O(;- I (vl)
where ~ = N or P. From (I41) there are single quasi-neutron
scattering terms that are dropped in the Boson approximation.
Such terms still contribute nothing to (V1) if )7 = p
because of the rules for the commutation of operators
representing different types of Fermions (I21'). For
) = N, however, the scattering terms may indeed couple
with the odd quasi-particle. Such couplings are proportional
to which is to be expected from the Pauli
principle, i.e., for small there are less available
/m"fS states for quasi-neutrons, and consequently more
likelihood of their Fermion nature being important. Provided
that jf is an angular momentum present in a scattering
term, the element (V3) can change value by anywhere from 17%o
( r, = 5/2-) to 50% (1 = 1/2-) which are non-neXligible
ar.ounts.
3. Dependence on Shell Model Region:
The results of this calculation would seem to indicate
that the systematics of an odd mass nucleus can be
rather dependent on its relative place in the periodic
table in the following senses:
(i) The pertinent single particle wavefunctions
determine the degree of overlap involved in single
particle matrix elements.
(ii) These same wavefunctions also determine the
relative signs of such matrix elements, and consequently
the amount of coherence.
(iii) The possible values of the total angular momentum,
J, of an energy level, and the ways that one may couple
to get each J are determined by the available single
particle spins and parities.
(iv) Implicit in (iii) are the sizes of the matrices
to be diagonalized, and hence the number of energy levels
produced and the degree of configuration mixing involved
in their eigenfunctions.
(v) The (N v ) coefficients associated with the
single quasi-particle states are important in determining
the relative magnitudes of matrix elements, i.e., these
coefficients help determine which long-range Hamiltonian
terms are important.
4. Nuclei Away From Closed Shells:
A calculation for the problem of a non-deformed odd
mass nucleus away from closed shells would present
greater difficulty. The solution would depend on
knowing the origin of the 2+ state in the adjacent
even-even nucleus (i.e., whether that state is due to
quasi-neutrons or quasi-protons). In addition, the
makeup of the 3 intermediate states in the odd mass
nucleus itself must be known.
5. Summary:
In summary, the general conclusion reached in this
investigation is that when applicable, the quasi-Boson
plus quasi-particle scheme is much better than the three
quasi-particle approach in describing the low lying
states of odd mass nuclei.
The two quasi-neutrons (coupled to 2+) plus quasi-
proton scheme is unable to ive the correct energies
of "collective" levels (these are too high and too
close, c.f. Figure lc). Even though the B(E2)'s come
out enhanced, and the inelastic alpha cross sections
are large (and have the right shape vs. angle), one
gets larger B(E2)'s and cross sections in the quasi-
Boson plus quasi-proton scheme (and the same cross
section shape vs. angle). The indication is that to
obtain the optimum "collectivism", to lower the energies
of the "collective" levels, and to disperse them, the
quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton scheme is necessary.
In order to obtain comparable results in a scheme just
using an assemblage of interacting quasi-particles one
would have to consider configurations of more than three
quasi-particles. However, for the case of the 3 inter-
mediate angular momentum state involved in making up the
positive parity levels, it is unlikely that higher numbers
of quasi-particles will produce a much better answer. This
follows from the fact that there are no large terms
analogous to the ones that raise the levels in the case of
a 2 intermediate angular momentum (c.f. Tables XIIIb and
IX), i.e., for the 2+ case these terms are the ones that
must be dropped to make the Boson approximation. The
reason why these terms (II34c) are small for the 3 case
is that the number of ways of forming odd parity intermediate
states is limited by the number of single particle states
of the correct parity available to the quasi-neutrons in
the region of mass number around A=63.
APPENDIX A
Orthonormality
The following expressions are written for the case of
quasi-neutrons as the identical particles. The odd particle
is considered as a quasi-proton. The results are also valid
for quasi-protons as the identical- particles and an odd-
quasi-neutron. Simply make the pertinent changes in wordin-
and notation.
1. Two Quasi-Neutrons:
Let ~4 and A be the angular momenta of the two
quasi-neutrons, To the total angular momentum to which
they are coupled, and M the - component of 7
The two quasi-neutron state is written as
(Al.1)
where A is the normalization, > the
44. 1Ak,) +
quasi-neutron vacuum, and M+() the creation operator of
a quasi-neutron. To sho-w. that the set (A. 1) is ortho-
gonal, compute
~~;;^ f I flf )4t -t y j L,$h+4t 7o
,c 0 * f ~V) ? (Al) Z 16 A,) rt 24 7 OJO ,.,.> /-Io ' "
(A1.2)
representing another
set of quantum numbers. Equation (A1.2) may be written
usin!T (I20'c) and () as
,,4 ) " (,A',t\,
-441~~~~~~~A /,~~ (al.3)
The idea is to get all. Y(t)operators to the right
of all R 70) operators and then utilize (I14). For ease
in notation define terms like ' 
/4 g - SIA )4 , i 5 4 ,4q " )4 -
and A, ' -,,,
- Y 4,4 ' -, / ,-/
via
(L.4,a)
(Al.l4b)
Continuous use of (I201c) yields
.= Z ' / _ i ,
M1 /fL~~-A
with 3 /
, 1e4
, / and !/
, ~ , and/o
w p'·i~~~~~i,~ ) /\~94~L-I ~tmS
i b. li .("·' 4 ) P $Is
,V V) PA" 'g,'-"h( t11/ -
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44:)
(A1.5)
B C- ) 4;6*/M4 + 4Y,*A"
-_ - l- )hM >t& 4 , a 1 (A1.6b)
-= -(-I ?kv l'3av/v4 4, 4
Insertion of (A1.6) into (A1.3) gives
<9q4 4o ')'n
9, 
. / / j//1 '/74
/ / /
- 2 4" - , ! /1*,).
( # 44,t
-~~~) )YV144 Q4 441f 1 41,·,ra~/re
= S tSisowvA t~
X 4, ( ~ 
)
I 51 o// C t >a 4,4,'
(Al .7;
where use has
/! ,I/
been made of
A!t4v 1w
x ot ' 2% a Ho/>e/MO>
with 0/ an L lte,-er.
vith ~ a
A
and
/)1 4
> - (- )
;I t < t
(i.U.S)
,t;, t 'a."~nu
As, 1,/ 9,v 1(l a
) -a /,9mq/M,~(b
), A"*11 I vleiej >
Si, h, , " 7 /- (-)) 9 * 4 -I- O16-V
4 ) 4 
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The orthonormality of Clebsch-Gordon coefficients
requires that (A1.7) becomes
Thus, from (A1.2) we have the orthogonality relation
ANo
S 49 SIVM, 10 .J 0, - )4,i
(il.9)
To obtain the normalization constant,
let 'a - )~ 4 / I$4 ;,~ , and /1 '-.
in (Al.9). The right hand side of (Al.9) then becomes
I - E) -4 ;. If a - , then '7 is even,
and the right hand side of (A1.9) is just +-
Hence
I
I A 1 , )
A [.(A)jy )3 loV>/- 
-= A(%, 4 4 )- (I 1.10) )(Al.lO0)
For the right hand side of (Al.10) to be equa. o 1,
A(4 )o
4 Al 1 ~) '; 0; (Al.ii)
A J~i11 a I
2- (/'O [ P kcIV) 1 14 
Ithl
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From (Al.1), (Al.9), and (Al.ll) the set of ortho-
normal states of two quasi-neutrons is then
4vffi~l~~~d,~ (Al.12)
2. Two Quasi-Neutrons Plus One Quasi-Proton:
Consider a quasi-proton of angular momentum, '¢p ,
coupled to the two quasi-neutron state, ~; X)X
of Appendix Al to give a total angular momentum, J, and
5 component, M. The orthonormal set of states is just
'Q~ _) ( 2. 
This may be readily shown. Quasi-proton and quasi-neutron
operators (annihilation or creation) commute; thus,
equation (A2.1) may be written as
~X (iec cpl) P)) (A2.2)
where [_____ [st,, O4 ,)s itself an
orthonormal set of two quasi-neutron states (Al.12). W;ith
the notation of (Al.4)
c (A2.3)
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Then, using (A2.2), (A1.9), (A2.3), and the orthonormality
of Clebsch-Gordon coefficients, the orthogonality of the
set (A2.1) is verified via +t 
____I I O ; 0`J % '~ ° i' s' '
l I 4 ^V ..7;j1,tV Al'2, ?/V f;4.OV ~ 44 (P
( jP 4t +) 70 cct ] ( A ILx ( /) 6 eOw O Oli/, 
SA  4i p ) 1p (A2.4)
For -7 -=:i;' I 24- : 
and M=M', the right hand side of (A2.4) becomes
I -+ S, ff4w14a~S*' 
verifying the normality of the set (A2.1).
3. Three Quasi-Neutrons:
Consider the three quasi-neutron state
( / ry
(A3.1)
Since there are only quasi-neutrons, the N notation is
omitted for simplicity. The three quasi-neutrons have
' ;c -;CP 31 3 M 7 / -V
(A2.5)
:s,,·6,, ~~~~~~~~~~
- --
-
A -J 6 .5. /r a 6~~~-t~'ts6~i
P;'/ -&I e--."S 
.' ) = 
, ;1k.-
I
A 1·- SI1. -- 
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angular momenta, ' ', , and ;c * Two f these,
4 and 4 , couple to give 70 , which is in turn coupled
to .C to yield a total angular momentum, J, of component,
1. To see if this is an orthogonal set calculate
z By (-I '/ 7A /l i t' /
dLcd M?~c
1~~~2 nlr~~~~~t. mi /n /#14 rb
x d~K /Th4,At~j,/~4%> C~,}'~1c'~~./vP~c' /
with use made of (I4), and with
( )
-. 'i 1 21It 
x / C -
(A3.2)
( ) defined via
9'-'" t~' a""." (A3 .3 )
If continual use is made of (I20'c) and (I 14), then in
the notation of A1.4
(
_ /)24t tat + 4t/v c ret
- 4C '' <(k',) q 4 .,~ A ' "i 
+- ( iel. IC5., ~ 'A s 78/) 4a.Js- f s·ac S4 -Sso< iss )6C so (A3.4)
pj-)' +4]-Yp-td J "%.
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The right hand side of (A3.2) becomes
-o"~-
' '" '"' ((1)+(2)+(3)+(4)+(5)+(6))
with (A3.5
(1) = SzL~,$S¢/ (A3.6a)
(2) = 5s, (A3.6b)
(3) = -$¢ j, (A3.6c)
(4) = 5$ S4 $A,' (A3.6d)
(5) = Sa 8 J/ c 4 (A3.6e)
(6) = 4 c ' S (A3. 6f)
Terms (1) and (3) involve no coupling of or }
to 'C , and are just the non-normalized analogSof (A2.4),
i.e.,
s:o7° 5$C 3 ;24 W4 /52;2+/ _ #) e-77)
The remaining; erms are more complicated and involve
six-j symbols. The evaluation of one typical term will
suffice to indicate how all of these terms are computed.
Equations (A3.6b) and (A3.5) give for term (2)
0 C 4/ t 4} / > ,4 > ,
(A3.8)
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Since/t,, M c. , /rm, , / , and/ / are not all independent,
(A3.8) may be written as
2.
A 0 J '/ -emk ;k· r t - A-'-/n t *P V IM _>Z~i ;/m/o/~ b
(A3.9)x ~ :'~~~ 4C ~ '~ -24'41 
The calculation is simplified if three-j symbols are used.
The three-j symbol is defined as 29)
__ )_ I)) 2 ( 4 t ) ; ' 2 ->
/mI f / t + 3=
(A3 .10)
An even permutation of the columns of a 3-j symbol doesn't
change its value, but an odd permutation does. From
Reference 29)
/ 2vl h 3) if (a"}3
(A3. 11la)
(A3.11b)
The use of (A3.10), (A3.11), and a simplification in the
exponent of (-1) ives for (A3.9)
I~I , t3 l_ I 0+ 3 Al -/)" C / L J)
( T M 6 4 "l, 1 7/11 > -: M ~ 1-/" -/M - 1 A)O C rr~~~~~~ ' /"'
I'/ ;'x~La
)' a' I .3 2 3 +7"x-+i3 ;,
I".. I*- :t )/I A..
- --
i I 13',1
III '
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3 t 43' +ro+ yt Ae+4
(A~
x 4Lc,
C/MC,
9 I
Aik -Al1 fJ/m
'A"
4 iC / L * /
This is simplified by the relationship
t^,2.4 3 - , t1I+ -Af3
-Al ^ 3
from Reference 29)
(1
J
( ') l I 
, 2.t
93
nt3 Ki
I
where
then becomes
is a 6-j symbol. Using (A3.13),
I ~·
-4,> 1 (7r 3,y 
/n? -/C A" C -J*
cr1 *.
/ /
;cA 'q
/ 4,
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-I ftApS
(A3.12)
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r __x
I I i
I I;s
C-/ 
- /V"J-
0-Y 
/-1-^'/. 
ASt~31 N~
I-x 1 
,'Y- ,. /1
C-r )
4 A'rR
I
( -L - ',-, I ( 2 0'+
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The orthonormality condition for 3-j symbols is
/nI (
7 '2.. ;ItI 1%, I~~~~~~~~~~'.
'; 3- 3
I 3 i '"23 )( 3`13 i -
(A3.15)
Finally, (A3.11) and (A3.15) simplify (A3.14) to give the
contribution due to term (2)
-- ( o+ -I )t t = 4 4 ir X'3; /
(A3.16)
The contribution of terms (6) and (4) may be lumped together
as
nd t t ) and' /
and that due to (2) and (5) as
(A3.17)
(I
!.
41
/(· ', ,,$ -- ) S'C'*~'+. . ) (A3.18)
Equation (A3.17) is due to the coupling of e with the odd
I~g; $,)-f 1; -clw ' 
x 5?j , / i3'.7 ""Ikim 
i & 3 O/ 4 T1 4a
I * , -t Y6
4~/ n·/~-,~;~)2`~-
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particle's angular momentum, C , while (A3.18) represents
the coupling of 2,,with c . As a check one sees that
(A3.18) is just -(-17)D' + * o times (A3.17) provided
). and ?k are interchanged. The minus sign comes from
the anti-commutation rule (20') for operators, and
(-1) ~)~ -o from the interchange of and $ in the
Clebsch-Gordon coefficient, < 26-m* ~ I, /Yo (A1.8)
Hence, combining (A3.7), (A3.17), and (A3.18), one gets
for (A3.2)
A .l, ,)
_ (1)7§/t) ; t 4/ ;,2 i | v ) (A3.18)
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This result says that the set of states (A3.1) is not
orthogonal. This is due to the intermediate angular
momentum, To , and can easily be seen, e.g., by letting
, J = J', and M = M'.
Both 76' and -, must be even and (A3.18) becomes
(A3.19)
which does not necessarily vanish for -'o 
The normalization factor for (A3.1) is readily obtained
by letting - , ,
S-= ' , and M = M' in (A3.18) as
4-.. Q ai-Bt - o s 4 ' 2n: igc
4. Quasi-Boson: 
-
, a =
+(A3.20) 
(A3.20)
From equation (I47a), the creation operator for a
quasi-Boson of angular momentum, L , and 3 component,
'i , is pJL (,) where
)?F FrI tk I (I47a) 3
~% ~'~; ~ f~ , (I47a)
and the annihilation operator, I ' t(1) , is given by
&a, ? .(I47b) '
P. ' " - = - =I =I
Cilt i'e ) 4- (2.7. +-1 4 ; 'r -'O6S~,
(-3 =. -ItA~
/M I
operators, 8+A
g) and
defined in (I3 ), and the sets,
are given by (
To check for orthonormality of the
A.
where 0
rAl
Equation (A4.1)
I r k (3} 7+ " Af : 2 ,fO
is the quasi-Boson vacuum,
may be written, then,
set (I47a),
(A4.1)
i.e.
as
)/v )fp
)ri1)J, %,)
Inserting (I47a) and (I47b) into (A4.3)
I, 
,41 ?
e A, 41?
(2
C (;
G1,
C
- / *) 2 j / J
i) 0
3,/
(2;,/  '
Al Q 3
22)]
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The
d ~ (4T i-)
/)n.
, are
and
I49).
look at
(A4.2)
/J
(5)
(A4.3)
gives
PI/
4,
%47
4-1
1,
!)
1<xI: J
I 3
4- /
4 (, /
(a4.)
4 ( '
.(')) I 
'IL
/P"
e-
-1/ 0"'-
'"I
h~~ ~CJ41L
I,#- J C
-I-&(4 / ,L (;, J )
4 1 V
Ia,
;fg
.I (;.
411
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Usin; the commutation rules (140) the first and fourth
terms of (A4.4Y) vanish. Noting that
and using the Boson commutation part of (I41), (A4.4)
b ecomes
- II + , K. (
4 e 3· ,41', 3+A3)*I
qIAsk /k iS ; + 2t I* 
)4.1 ')4 4, 4·v /1-&i)7S +14j1L
'S,
-
This shows that rl')is anorthogonal
rJ .
of (A4.6) may be simplified, since
set.
(I,7a)
The form
may be
rewritten using (A4.5) as
r( ')jL S(I
A" X. ;Q I it-
i- A (4 ?kI) ( p4, i )
(A4.5)
- (- )
S *;'j$, 3b$,)
;j4~,)
f
X i2 I , (AY. t)
C /L ; 2 ;) 6+, 
14
]
Pi%)
(A4.7)
I -I- 9;-,
242iI %~a
I
CL- 5 4"q 1'AA );- ites ~ ' ( I -S '')(I ; J 
I
"r / 1 /).1 (.
A-P ,
I /·s 4 /
IP
-L-- ,
-F I + -- 2 (~ / 9 / ) 4 ( 1,S J /
. 1;-
=
(d 3
":l"'la &q)-4 ( ,~ )io )A- kaU'4 /) (;4 
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Interchanging the dumny
j 2
indices ) q4
7
JI 1
(I39) involving
(A4.7)
and
to be rewritten as
11.,) 
C k
41) §ffit(tsf
/4, ;l Y7
-1) 
( 2 Qa I; )
f 4 
d?1)
14.9)
comparing (A4.9) and (A4.7) yields for any
4 (f,I;7 i,) (4. lOa)
-(-,)
Inserting (A4. 1) into (A4.6) (.A 4 .ii )j)I
(A4. 11)
Using (A4.5), (A4.11), and (A4.3) one gets finally for
"l,'gSI A 't/ A.A,,"(I F/
x f LZ f I( 
d4, 4x", for XL-_' and = / , the normalization condition
(A4.12) becomes
,/ ) () P
, ,, ives
I-'(71r
Equation
enables
C /M( 
B . ,w, fi 
(A4.8)
24)+ (471
so that
gives
(A4.10b)
/ SA E
(A4. 1)
so that
(A4. 13)
i,/ . S
-= . (I-+ S
2., 
4"
I
, (X,
s, ;~ 
14...,j ) = - C- I)
44 (t 1;',it 14 -i ) 
I-sn6
.L /F 9(, A, 4.1 )I1+S
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W", ) -A. 4 .7 4 _j o,
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5. Quasi-Boson (made up from quasi-neutrons) Plus one
Quas i-Proton:
The set of states of total angular momentum, J, and
3 component, M, obtained by coupling an odd quasi-
proton to the quasi-Boson (made up from quasi-neutrons)
is
FP (,) * (e) , Iorl/ I
The quasi-Boson vacuum,
vacuu, 1p>
(I53)
I Om , and quasi-proton
, are separable, and 9¢? is the angular
momentum of the quasi-proton. Equation (I53) may be
rewritten as
L& t + 3e ·C2,C 
'6) B (P-, Op 
/?rl C~~~
/:£ 1'?i L
-^ /'' M 'e4"( -Y/ (A5 .1)
Since
(A5.2)
the orthogonality condition for (I53) becomes/ lr L %-i'] /+ rttL)f. qp)gZ_ / j/'1 / / /7
/ 104%I
,A4O4
-1.t
cf/rn /nn r p~t, IF) i
j ,i' F L ( >P) fa" () Ot >
'r/ ~A (Ai5.3)
6
9 > /' '& ^ 2r / )-5'I >4, /M;'&Me )7 I 
Ik *1"- C
-2C5-
From (A4.12), (A2.3), and the orthonormality of Clebsch-
Gordon coefficients (A5.3) becomes
; a> J ° ?r, p p t P
=I' ' , i
(A5.4)
which verifies the orthoconality of the set (I53). The
expansion coefficient sets, (j v) and Q(G 9) ,
are iven by (I49).
To obtain the normalization condition, let -/-,
/ , , and ' 'cp in (A5.4) ivin-
+ 
ON t;O /Y -J*Y la~t ;"p)
(.&5.5)
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This is the same normalization as for a single quasi-Boson
(A4.13).
APPENDIX B
The Arbitrariness in the Intermediate Coupling for Two
Quasi-Neutrons and an Odd Quasi-Proton
Consider two quasi-neutrons, one of angular momentum,
3y, and the other of angular momentum, 3'| .
Let them couple with each other and with an odd quasi-
proton of angular momentum, *¢? . If there are
many possible states, '
and ~c , then, the state of total angular momentum,
J, and ~ component, M, may be written as
(B1)
The normalization is contained in the coefficients, 4,
An alternate representation of the state of total'
angular momentum, J, and _ component, M, is
-207-
fc-i.,- ? , l, #Xst ) -I@ Ads'
i ,;t j - 7 1
"'it~~ ~&?4.
(B2)
IC (' '* ) 2 c *; is another set of expansion
coefficients including the normalization. From (I21') the
quasi-proton and quasi-neutron operators commute,
(I20'b) the quasi-neutron
Equation
and from
creation operators anti-commute.
(B2) is then
-5
[tars )(tj) J3
_' .(4V a
(B3)
with H4e Z)~
From Edmonds 9)
-.4 C U4/
(B3) may be rewritten as
Ist2 + ic i
ii,: ) k .'Cp
0
)( i r"4.C
iM(B4)
(13)
Using the anti-commutation of the quasi-neutron creation
operators (I20'b), and rewriting the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients
and ), (A1.8), equation (B4)
4.
where
'C K " It3 O?
'I -Y /';
'
o /
4.a'0
( ) B (IOV40/0
) -Y4 /
J~~~~~~~~~--1
, ) 7 I
' ? 0 IY,40
coupling becomes
(~ )- 4,v 0 U4 .
with 4a _
Performing the sum over 7 /
(N) ]J" P +4p
first, (B5) may be
(B5)
wrritten as
'_
, * C
( 13+ 1 )] 9 +))
(B6)
7/
av 3TY(//
Since '/ is a dummy index, (B6) may be
(B7)
written as
3
4$A) (' c 3
at
which is the same
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APPENDIX C
Calculation of
The Matrix Elements of the Long-Ran.e Interaction
Introduction:
From equation (IIl) and the fact that only one quasi-
proton is ever present, one may write
H A 1 r (+ F S 1 , +(w s + S 
c) (3) (2 a) (3 )
(C1)
The only terms from (I34) that will contribute to (Cl)
are iven by (I34i,j,k,l) for ,t and Pv , and by
(I34e,f,g,h) for .. and (V1)
e .~) (eL J
By appropriate interchange of the dummy indices 1 and
2 for 3 and 4 respectively, it is easy to show that
f:' p"- t (C2a)
and
L .
M(P) {a) (C2b)
so that
Li ) ( , ;31[ ) (1S3) ('XC3a)
_.91_
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and
-2, I ILR Y-He - [ Wr A N J(2.2.) 2.2J.)
The actual expressions for H NP and Cp
simply obtained from (I34) by just calculatilng
and ,P
are then
(31)
: respectively.
Tho iTrrnmit. i itv of H.., (II5) will be shown in
......-.. J -- I ,r ' F
A-ppendices (Clb) and (C2b), while that of HtvP (II4 or
cII)
II15) will now be verified.
From Chapter I, one has
(3 J)
-c-.) _ ]- "? ¢- )A f ¢-'., - ;,-,
;,^ 9'..
r- Ir 'V, III 9*) -I (- Q,,4ft ' 'b, )LI P() y 1 (af)
(IITT15a)
The contribution of the - [ l(v,)xJ part of (II15a)
may be written in expanded fo'rm using (Cla.3) as
Al ..I'" :"A
_ 7/ F )",-vt~~~~~~I424~  ~~~~~1
X Pt , (P) 14, -P
tM 3 *
(C4)
( ;V )
(C3b)
*
I
..
P*
11 (.V) Y L (*
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Using (I4) ives for the operators
1a' 
-v ,F + ip_ -/.p
(
/ (>J/s (, A)
I -1* +) Y3
(P) "Y (P)
(c5)
The Hermitian conjugate of (c4) using (C5), (I20'b),
the appropriate interchange of dummy indices, and the
expression overning reversal of
coefficient29 ) becomes
L1(-I ) F <
signs in a Clebsch-Gordon
. .) p-(-'f ')r (-J I, "4
J H I [ ·+ ;I (Ae) P ( ,V) Pf
22.> '"()1' *
Now (C6) is just the contribution of the
(C6)
term of (II15a) so that Hermiticity is verified.
1. Quasi-Boson
a) IL
(-3i)
(of quasi-neutron origin) Plus Quasi-Proton'
The lon-range Hamiltonian term, H,,p
.....% ,. C7i)to Appendix )
C3)L
1)
is
I Li W
- C-0
'V-2_Vt
(c.f. Introduction
(i; X.) t IL(; L , lv
"f ' )°
A''V ' 4/
(- 1)
of (C4)
(Al.s),
' p,) J4,
EC (14J240 )
JL ( 
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The set of states of total angular momentum,
component,
7 , and 
, is given by
tP7
±7 B T 7 z AP x OL
' /I
x f (V) C(?M )
One wishes to calculate
where the
n II 4)
L
notation follows
C ("'A v.2'
9L
P- .tt (p) t , (?
where us ha"3
where use has been made of
C-) -
(Cla.3)
Equation (Cla.l) becomes (using (I4)) just R x S with
R defined by
F L 2 . ) ;i 3 4 ah
It A a i&) -4-iR - C-)
d'3 -i'If Mlm i V
~.- v24t1
(Cla.4)
,r C P) I ( 6tp ',, .
_r'. C
0-
0~
,-A;d-i.
-I- ' -
; (157)
/.
ICL~
31)
l
CP' ) (Cla)
(Cla.1)
(153).
c), , ,) t
£ +* -,) 13 1, &) -47 -
(Cla.2)
fmI)
CP -M
*t j3{P) t 
I -YM.% J
C-) 4x~ (;.2. - + 2;rp
P- VI+-
' IF 
I
~, 5, 4,lenic-
fmAC/ 
P .'Y (P) 
i-f 'M -f-'
.4 k~ u -t)0
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and S defined by
- 'A ;IV
4A i .4i
IAl
'A" 
A,3J r~i
Using the Fermion commutation rule (IO'c),
-I
(Cla.5)
equation
(Cla.4) becomes
I-I I C-))
,,o /mpi
n/M /'cp
I Tl>)
X S3 1P t /Plcp Im p
'ii -M"c p
_ ' F4 I (7 I ) 5 tC-
(-)
(Cla.6)
Equations (II10) and (IIll) allow one to write
(Cla.5) as
2.4
/V/ 4.//V 4-
- -I)
(Cla.7)
(Cla.6) by S (Cla.7) enables one to
) ,( J
-I)I
I1", j2,. ) -I (;' ; a'x
-);P / /7*4FF I& I ( ;.j
I 7,01,4p
x -/ ilp MIJA rYp b ) ggY/Y" Ip /Meep
4 ./ /M 
A /%, I ki /M 5% LP /Ip )/
J-t-
I V. 
 -1).
A, 2.4- C
4, j')
Now ultiplyin- R
.7,0 + ,W31
use
- P; t')t 
p " f
C- n,) 
itX C, /Cm/vMp 7,> (Cla.8)
The Clebsch-Gordon coefficients imply that
/ cp - 4 / 4d m= /1_ /CIO Co,
(Cla.9)
(Cla.8) then becomes
M 2l "
C4?
From Edmonds
<14I'I
A4A _ /M- 
29)
3; / ? I YA> (C la.10)
one may write
,A p - l A -P 2- =
2Cp O n )) M (Cla. 11)
The orthonormality of Clebsch-Gordon coefficients
gives for equation (Cla.10)
)3C+ '! (4 zJ+
then
)I/,
Utilizinrg (130) to permute the indices
(C la. 12)
of ka 2,') ,
one ets for (Cla.1)
-i7T1F crk (ic/ 5)
_ -+, ) L -L -Y +0p
I~~~~,
"z~gTi l)T;
tCP ' 49A )I 3r 1, I
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frn 1cP 4P -'ep tA -E> /e/ /
CP
$1 4%-'M
£Cp
I / +- A" C t4
, (-I)Sr - I I;co -/M 1P ) ,.i A'4,>
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/V- A d 
v "' 4 C
t (2 A)- C-I)A
X 40 (i4lVi))
II)~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
(Cla. 13)
The quantity in parentheses may be written in terms of
to give finally for (Cla.1)
oN, ; ?o) i cp ) I (La ; t)Y1>LCP /3 V P I I ;3P TM
(3'
·J~;- 'npC
X > & (' 'I41 ( ) Q*24 (,,I + )
I
(Cla. 14)
where (II3b) has been used.
Equation (Cla.14) is readily checked if one calculates
; }c, ) S1I ,(;) IoIo >K>, IL& J/CD) ;(p49p>
(31) (Cla.15)
The procedure is so similar to that just carried out
that the details will not be shown. Equations (Cla.14)
and (Claol5) combine to give (II12).
b) 
The long-range Hamiltonian term V , is iven
). Introduction t  A
(c.f. Introduction to Appendix C) by
x (-; j
L f4¢4'. Ji2 L .V) .e- j ( 2,
'It
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1+L) IL, jZ - &t2> 7 4
(II5)
Accordingz to the reasoning of Chapter II, Section A,
(just prior to (1113)), the quasi-Boson vacuum j ]0,, ,
is approximated by the quasi-neutron vacuum J 1, .
In essence this is due to the presence of single quasi-
neutron operators.
The set of states used in calculating matrix elements
of p: - in the approximation mentioned above is
(22)
a0 , M P,) i 0i A. OD 
64 /sI'r O5 (Clb.l)
-·B ~ : )P1/ " ,,
The use of ) t > )has caused the C a(>j ; components
of FrCN (I47a) to give zero contribution. Non-vanishing
matrix elements only result from the one quasi-Boson
plus quasi-proton components. Hence, the matrix element
to be evaluated is
A.
(Clb.2)
where
I (14. ) A Ep fr T J i p )
\ [ , ,4 )o ~ ( I ) (P 1 6j b o >
The calculation is made
I (f
I (I38a),
SY ' )9/L (
the state
easier if one replaces 
. Using the definition of
(olb.3) becomes
c,
I,
4 / / I,
. iw is, 4
e ;¢ f (V
'ALj 0kC,/ 17 >
4 )), (Clb .4)
Similarly
-II 1,. ) ;'c/10)
x £<s*+Ms
rms /vi:: L
where () is used.
where (I) is used.
t V - a G | )
Combining (II5), (Clb.4), (Clb.5), and (Cla.3) gives
for (Clb.2)
77L+ I ; 1, 3%*-
l' le
2.¢. 40,
Af+ 
by
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= 2 ; s x, /, ., s 4
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X ¥ pc œ >(--)P -AL- / -< , -
X d ap It P) a {PJ PS ip{f) ;P"
X t IW,,,C&raJ MYl'cK))425 IP p)+^'ftJ Uow
(Clb.6)
One notes the separability into a product of a term
consisting of quasi-proton operators and a term made
up of quasi-neutron operators. This results from the
commutability of quasi-protons and quasi-neutrons (I21' .
The commutation rules for P (3)and 1 ('3%I20'c) are now
used for the terms of (Clb.6) involving these operators.
After maneuvering all annihilation operators to the
right, one gets in the notation of (Al.4)
~ o/ ;,, ( vP) , )-, ) , ),, ,j, ">- '
'1 c/ f 01 0 I
(- g ) 73j p *3CP 1- ip -; *,,tm3$ --lu t *~'t1, f * /P¢_,) i:,( ,,~,, 2 t ~,, f. i. , , ~;,- *",5 (' *i + '~ ,
(Clb.7)
Inserting (Clb.7) into (Clb.6) yields after performing
some summations
1B+~~~~~~~, 3;ry3~~y" /, ,,z)..(0' '
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(Clb.8)
(a) is the term
(b) is the term
(c) is the term
(dY is the term
due to 9g4 4., i 65" /,-%w
due to - I,, - , -A- 
due t
due t
Since i 2) JJr, ) 24,0, i;-/
;0 and
o; 1, 56, SSS, ¢/ ,- ,
I ,- / , are
indices, an enormous simplification of (Clb.8) is
dummy
possible. By interchanging }s ·", ' with ;'
and then utilizing (A4. lOa) and (A1.8) one sees
(c) = (a)
(Clb.9)
A similar procedure involving
(d) = (b)
(d) shows that
(Clb.10)
If now ir, j-f, and ,~I
4-
again use is made of (A4.12
are interchanged
) and (A1.8) the
in (b) and
(b) (a) (Clb.ll)
J('¼ IV~
(c)
in
that
result is
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CIO Irl,
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Hence
(a) = (b) = (c) = (d)
(Clb.12)
which may be readily verified by direct calculation
of (Clb.8).
Only one arbitrary term in (Clb.8), e.g., (a) need
be evaluated. In (a) the number of summation indices
may be reduced since not all these indices are independent.
If, in addition, the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients are
transformed to 3-J symbols (A3.10) one has
A 5: (l) p'1 P /cp i L /
t ) 1 \j c.)( ',
Aiwfrf f4- L - t-1 -M-A/A :c i17 f,,~ 1 ,ciP 4 ~A444~ (~'~ i;,l tAS')E~~~I ~  ~~r ·r~"'
22, ;4 ; 1.4- kV~
~~ An i1 4 s~~j Q~~MA1
(Clb.13)
Application of (A3.13) to the sum over the last
three -j symbols in (Clb.13) produces
I, 4 -. t'4
Li 3(·9- bIlv 3;v 3C1 (Clb.14)
I '1 'st''~v
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Inserting (Clb.14) into (Clb.13), and applying the
orthogonality of 3-J symbols (A3.15) gives the expression
for (a). Multiplying this expression by 4,
(Clb.8), and hence (Clb.2). The result is
0(, ) C-' ) Orp
V) Iu
2, 2 
/ L L'+ 
'I , &4
L ILL
o ic/, 
/~~3A
SJ J·~ Stz,/
(Clb.15)
Rewriting t ( h ,; via (A. lOa) and letting the dummy
indices I,,p, L,,be replaced by a, '' gives finally
< (i,;Cp
jAI2;'A
.. IJ-V) 4 A,
rA/,( c,
,%- ) 7/ I *,P11P 12,101.I ( r4'~· ) Cf
Ik i
* - 5 -- 5
{i64 A ) 44()
Since c . C/p'' )e <P ~
(1) e -
(Clb.16)
),' /-&C-') ;'P -;'?P
one easily verifies that
/ ) ~ -L
4- ^It c
(S)
/
, e
(Clb.17)
one has
(
'V ( 4 4)
3;33377,
F
-Ilk cl~ ' I= -'k (;
z,4.1) Lp 7/ tt~)I,1 -t ;k "S- ,"&(J" t,) (-))
I t'y 3k'
I
)3/S / /ryg=-
ttv's") (/* -,~-; - 2"
9//,
I I
)i'j, C.*
(L/v ) -Mj 3,c /)7 /
A-
(4:4
-Y//>
/11-1) - /-
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Equations (Clb.16) and (Clb.17) thus verify
2. Two Quasi-Neutrons
a) wo,p
(31)
Plus Quasi-Proton:
The best
Hamiltonian
--JA
(3))
expression to use for theI
term, ,vp
(71)
long-range
(c.f. Introduction to Appencix C)
L If7) F. fIA
sp ict~
i (j~
/4,
-e N
, 14N
K-r lpJ <lk 
(II15a)
with
(
()
t(A') fA]L 9 f(v)]
(II15b)
The set of states with respect to which the diagon-
alization is
I AM>
to take place is
aE7c P A (
jA lp+ A N)
(167)
(II13).
is
- - ( 1
?o,4 .Ž5p4 +}) 
TO J ;pe
)Wi,
-
- -
I
IN)
- L 
-i- C- ')J- L P " ;', (/&')'
+ ~~4 /V ,? /L
) t-(9.I
P*)'Z 4-+- (-I) IL f * ', (A-
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One wants to calculate
ZL2, , ; CP"'cop ) Ivta I
(I )
(C2a.1)
with
F) I) O P -
, f) 7 /) J 
r~) r (N2 ? ;¢P
(C2a.2)
Only the [r(X)Y(,v)j]term of (II15) will contribute to
(C2a.l). Inserting (15), (C2a.2), (I4), and (Cla.3)
into (C2a.l) gives
_/ ,140V 40'ov 1+S~s w~o oL+I G
A (-I)-  - ' P ':d 9, "2V A-
X 2' /V " 1;,Wf lk> f / / fim Ts}o '
r*? / I
3*,1?/4 . '
A Z~ ) (' /~" t(, (,) t ].,; (,;t/ ,,..(,3)
(C2a.3)
By using the anti-commutation rule (I20'c), applying
the resultant Kronecker 'S involving quasi-protons,
and using 3-j notation (A3.10), one may write (C2a.3)
/ '-
~/ 3 fL >Y lc0 j,
,,
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i '1 4" #0
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as
It '
-V-I + 5J/
- &-I) ' I A , CIO ( ^t -H/ / )
) ,,/ CjO , -,*. -'Al/ "-4_ 
,6k 4 SLN -6 4,
(-. ,,,
NV An 24
/ I
O i ( k A ,*M
(C2a.4)
where the notation of (Al.4) is used. The orthogonality
of 3-j symbols (A3.15) applied to the sumS over/m tN A.,440 ) *% requires ,L o/ . By again applying
(A3.15), the parity rule (112), and the rule for index
permutation in &[4: :) (130), one gets for the -A ,t
terms of (C2a.4)
- __F - I -
;p' ?R $~¢, ^?' A (C2a.5)One may easily verify that the- Sa, ,q.$,S-zterm of (C2a.14)
should be just -(-1 ) a * ~2 f times (C2a.5) provided one
interchanges 4,
a.1
and ;' in (C2a.5). The (-1) 4 ' 
comes from permutation in a 3-j symbol. Thus this term is
I okin t(C2a.6)
Invoking the parity rule (II2), and the permutation rule (30)
tavl'c Fbp~hi,?;, P -P;rCo
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in (C2a.6) yields
_ f $ - t -
'- /IXtE-,)) 'a '44,,,
F LP . /
/Ei s,'P 5,C. S'
(C2a.7)
Combining (C2a.5) and (C2a.7) one has for (C2a.1)
4 A) , 0 J l I
1P I C ir,) /)P
k k I/ 4L / . /R
R, 
- 4 1 
_)(1 *- I~~~~~~I,'A,44 -
(C2a.8)
b) t ,
This long-range interaction term is given by
AP c-- ' Z.
(. .) 1/7A+ ',, ¢,
4,70 1 t 'yl
'I,*~ (,X, L P% t d1 U9a2v j L  r w o) Lr(M a-''
(II5)
The set of states (I67) used in Appendix ('.C2a) is
also used here. In particular one calculates
11/ ) pCP ~r ZN, 'If
(2.2
Ic b. ) OU
(C2b.1)
-'p 7 2TA
A C- ) ,
I
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The bra and ket notation of (C2b.1) are defined i 
(C2a. ) anu tts. aJjoit. Inserting (II5) into (C2b.1)
involves the calculation of
<, >',,J A
" c
.C" "'
wher u s -'as b rl A 3o " uao 4 )P., Ntow (b,
"41 0+tR | t ~ t2 t ; t+lj } v> (C2b.2)
where use has been made of equation (). Now (C2b.2)
has been evaluated previously in Appendix (Clb) is from
(Clb.7) 9,~~,'Mpp pp +t' t; f~! I/ /5t4 (-t 9,. o.~+; +~ +,. .,,,, 15-4;+...':,,*~~.
KS/Cp 1P £ 3 f(k' s& -k I 4/)9' 
- S ,, V A va , 4, a
(C2b.3)
where the notation of (Ai.4) is used. Applying
of (C2b.3) and somewhat simpli-
fying the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients enable one to
write (C2b.1). as
2/(1'+SiZ i)( ' , )
4.z F IL t.k t(. ,. 2.jy)
2.,C + I~ ~ ~~~~4@··L~-~S~~iM ,m I'1- 4,f"2L, + /, + + eV-a,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~4
XL a',~~ /h, q/Y ) T,/n~~* q4I~1/m
4, I j ,1"oI,
2~·6~Iff k4 i4, AIOmY3 s fs lo-· f tn
Z'¢?
S f j t. 544 3t
M-/m e,/ - -k 4 / I k t11" /,
X Cs /t/ I / -/T >i 4 p op AM C7,A>
-lt· 6, - S Ssa -i
(C2b.4)
One need only evaluate the #i,{ ' J.2J term
since the other groups of Kronecker deltas are merely
permutations of this term. This 5 q term
is evaluated in a completely analogous way to term
(a) of (Clb.8) with two exceptions. First, in the
present case there is a sum over only two dummy angular
momenta ~lv and ;. , rather than over ; ' a ' ) -',
a , ,and ¢,'. The other exception is the
absence of the /(4,94i) and A/bq 1/}) coefficients,
which are only germaine to the quasi-Boson calculation.
The s v , i, term becomes
aa,4 7,&314w~, ~1 · s,,s(,,C2b.5)
(C2b.5)
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The second group of Kronecker deltas, -
in (C2b.4) leads to simply -(-1) Q~*;'
(C2b.5) provided one interchanges
and ),
L / (-) 
in (C2b.5) The result is
p' Y7 ' Y / 
F I&
(q+4~) ,r~ /(' qI N a
rk
L ) 1)
3Ltu
The third group of Kronecker deltas,
(C2b.4) implies
4' -
just -(-1) 
(C2b. 6)
4 /4.. A' 5/'V4
,~foB /0 times
(C2b.5) provided ja
(C2b.5).
and 'h / are interchanged in
The result is
.h i 4)-" )
'T/ 3,0L )
I'A' 4
)7 / 1 ,
The last
in (C2b.4)
with hq
group of Kronecker deltas, I 4, q'q Sk'-2 ,
.% ~ ~ · / ~ ~
gives -(-1) t
and -2,/ interchanged
times (C2b.6)
in (C2b.6). Also
this last group of deltas yields -(-1) 44 2"+ times
x S ' / -2 
.. .%7^ - ! -
X(1-IJ W ) blmes
,) 
,, I,,'' _
mL-
4,~ ' 
·rV
-Io L)
RCO 
(C2b.7)
r
(r3,tl)C3p/fl)
6 1, k,, 4, 4,
. .
3CP ;/Cr
441)k- ( 1 4- Y;, 9:k' , )441
re S4' , inW . Is
- q 7/ (-I A- F I I
-,(;- ; ;)C- 
3a' /~
401-( -( 2 4,-Z---Xj/-))4v~ 44/
x g-L(aj
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(C2b.7) with 4 . and 9,Y interchanged in (C2b.7).
Either way the result is
F +1 ' ( s)
(7 ' 7" L 
t Ia ( C- ) 4, ffi
t Caep 
(P4+ SviW)
/ "' ; - -4 ) - 4.
el)+ r,/
(C2b.8)
To check for Hermiticity one interchanges
, and finally p 4c ; , in equations
(C2b.5), (C2b.6), (C2b.7), and (C2b. 8).
the rule for permutation of the indices
one easily gets
By invoking
of (t30),
that:
(C2b. 5 ) remains
(C2b.6) become5
(C2b.5)
(C2b.7)
(C2b.7) becomes (C2b.6)
and
(C2b. 8) remains (C2b. )
This means that combining (C2b.5), (C2b.6), (C2b.7),
and (C2b'.8) produces
- L7/ Ht)
X,( ) P--
(r6I S);;/ /
'T,/
44,
,I- 
6 ;14,4,. 9 Y 13 s,, 
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e'/L 
-rF )
4L~~\<b~~ S (6,~ 74 Ic 2 r] t I dr 1 [ (4 t '3)zsœ /vp ~2' CPe J
~~~~~~I )~~~~~~~~~~~l
a p"0~1CP/ a, , / 3co
· y rL. w l, x,X V tA6",)(2.9i4 
I)
vf ~ I+s 4 4 )( 4gk 24)
X ( /" 5a'~N" i TT, ~ 2'304 4 / ;!,$
x H) 6 0 ,
4-R
/
A ~~ ~ ~ X4 &I+ )fi+ 44oit' t-4 (2w -Y v5 r - / - I& I ,0 , r;I i C 41V )Ow j t
X j;< g
X ab, 2. 
' 4 ) A'o [ '.
a~~~fr ~4 1* 
7
(II21)
P'la,7b ) 4-,,CuNI
,~, j! +- l (4v ;:~ 0, 40 't /#Y ~~~~~4 *14,
441 '4, -~
Z'
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c )
(Class )
This long-range Hamiltonian term is
I L (ce4ss 1)
(-I )
Y(v) 3 $() Y
The matrix elements to
p3, 'IA.
3"Aly
'4, +?3N -t; (I) fl73J
44
(II18)
be considered are with respect
to the set (I67) and are typified by
'1Y 1zZ r 44
I '
),iV Y ('3)4/z
with j ( 2 ',) /")0 ' (C2c.l)/' ;1defined in (C2a.2) and w;th
i r(,b,,ZY '\-; , 7, + e ad s i nt .
Equation (II: 9) may conveniently be broken up
two parts (A) arn. (B) where
'17/Ft
- - :E 
Arf ZJ I
~~------ V7-A
3(*) Y I....f.
)A#A',+,)9 I 0 L
(C2c.2)
N '
( -.L)
( c45 ) I L
-4V FA~~*' a
A )
into
)V~ -t. M ( VC/) '
'· ·),,,%%,,c-
31V q1V
7/2t?
IrCLtl
/VI UrX A.I.'14,AX41 'W3.
") J ( ('V 
I&~;"l ~A') r) 31
2 ) (23,
fs'J3(,v)
Inserting (A) into (C2c.1), and using (C2a. 2),
and (Cla.3) gives
.qi 7 P -L A Jr42J~31 
C-) ) -1% ¢.(';
N4
;' ) .&(3
x Z w a', m'3vx -t,
X ' M s I?'A, 44
?, / le
~ i ,~ t,.
I'm I - >/ W /
5i> (-I )- 4
(p) fi c 
c
(p) O)P
-I ,g
x 2 1"L ?It,-
A (I)'
--'4 / i
I I 4
? A". 
A.j- 03 ,() ()I /1"
(C2c.4)
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and
(B ). ATt 5 
23, A4I,
2 s 2'yI
L t(')( -) Y(A)J
(Z4),
(C2c.3)
VdEJ) (-Ij
5: 2:
I,/ ) >
_S _4A/mk t J-M -p -_,.CI
-V(1+§ A
-
la-(d 141UN LTA2, ),4-/ jy/ N~,
6-.91, -- 3A,
ILL)r 3'1,~" A1, n2
40 ^e? 4
';,r /&o /;' / / / ) ' > 3 , *n > Is~M 
x /, -Ya 'm ; "p /M~o I
I
I,%-x -.11/,O /O I ) O -JL 5 ;"/Zk,
0%
) 04-1 >
I/01) 4
A.41~ At
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By repeated use of the commutation rule (I20'c) all
annihilation operators may be brought to the right.
This leads to(-) -)I t
2.tiI
214o2'17- 4^218)2I (;"3 id) ) 2v 4 --- 7 4(;  i . )~ lw 4
; l41 '1
A, IY
X 4*' I¥ si )(/, :
'V'VAO j·F__'~ lr~
2:
A, 4ft 2 ,4 ,n ftf Ir 40 . 110%4,
A9,3411 ~ 4- 4
x : to-e t' -, -,/)>f7/' L7z Cpf ") Y/A >
Cp r 1Cj ($ * , 4,a,- aw S ,
H1)I go 
_ 
-4 ' A % 44 9, ' 3 )
X < /Y" ,, A >4 -f 3
X'/ ' a/ t4/ '' >/ .X/J /AS M( Cc5
(C2c.5)
in the notation of (Al.4).
Only one term of (C2c.5) involving Kronecker deltas
need be evaluated. If, for example, one calculates the
term involving I 5SA-44L then one notes
that the other terms differ only in permutations of
indices.
Ir
h
i 4'li " 4,w IM 1,$, -A"2LA,4ov /",S;w 0-/V4 > C j )
5 & / )C-tf
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Calling the ~a 
-i La ,-A , 3 teNm,Athere follows:
The_$l q 5> id _ t,erm , v t , provided
,and iare interchanged in ~ .
The,5 a , i ternm -
'4 and I' are interchanged in .
, provided
The $ISJant OW,1 g ~ term - C;--4 W provided
jd and a; in addition to 2" and AW are interchanged
laW
in . These conditions are just due to the Clebsch-
Gordon coefficients.
The determination of term Ax is quite easy in that
these coefficients may be grouped in pairs. Thus A becomes
17 I (- ', 4, t$ ( I,,4v1;V /eav i Jo U, i° 4^ 'l,, j)
"(CC2C.6)
Combination of as given by (C2c.6) and the other three teLms
mentioned in the above paragraph gives for the matrix
element of (A)
7·Mli/),i[(;~,/a~;,·, 
JP
= -V, & F? .4) /'4 "I 4~+/ ? ? 4)k ) (-1) V4
a, I , 'Ithy) 4,,i ,X / ' Saa/?I / P 
A .I r r r i
(C2c.7)
T (1+ 4;44,1 44,1 ) ( I + 

 % / ;, )
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By interchanging i39 4 iv/
and finally )Cp, and 4/, Hermiticity
is verified, i.e.,
/-%
3 q
%4 (l ia4
Inserting (B) (C2c.3) into (C2c.1), using (C2a.2) and
its.&J joi nt, and (Cla.3), and finally summing
quasi-proton indices gives
I F M.'. '4')3~~~ ;WIAEr F1k4(?/4. 2;33N A~x
M A od C, 
Iq /N ut
x 2, "; 1 / ,,)2-->Z4 ; 3,
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41v
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The evaluation of the matrix element involving operators
in (C2c.9) leads to (in 'the notation of (Al.4))
4' C:/J1 P ('|'J z 2$ bR41 (AO ), V^ A )
, ,y: () 3 ) t60 ;e~XP~~d*;.,~~,IL·N, (~~~*lb?'L l~~~lY1~~(N) Pt71IF46
X I, - Iw (-J) sls fi~41,
II_ am I ( A
x13 tI I . O d l i- 1
(3 ( ) tolIo t(.)J ( ) > 3& -'I. X .o V) - I (A"), P, av 44W) 44'
+$ 1 l4(41 ((4 R) % % I /;Ic~Pr'(·' aiItlA. Y 4 y
% A /
X ) -,,, I),, 3 (.7' z' i k (441, (A)
on, I (A-) .. (4-)It~ (4 ) ' () )s
Em k) t() t(-(t)
(C2c.10)
where(4) is the first term of (C2c.10) and contains eight
operators. The symbol,(A), stands for the second term
and consists of two matrix elements each of which has
six operators. The two elements differ only in the
permutation of ; and *, )~- ' The symbol -(t)
stands for the third and last term of (C2c.10). It
also consists of two matrix elements of six operators
each, with the two elements differing in the permutation
of i ,' ,~",: and ps) hs ·
The symbol) () is just the quasi-neutron operator
matrix element appearing in the matrix element of (A)
(C2c.4), and leads to the same result as (C2c.7). One
sees that this is the direct result of placing [ (*21 
to the right of [p ) 3 tiY?' )in (II18). Or in the
language of 8_(j3qand .. (I38), one puts
the C to the right of t
The term (L) (C2c.10) may be converted to the form
of L)(C2c.10) by a single use of the commutation rule
(I20'c). If this rule is invoked several more times
the contribution of part of (.) and all of (t) to the
evaluation of (C2c.9) becomes
za Ia 2 ,,t
1A ME hf ' 2, >
X a" N As 'V 4-Y )l'-A )1
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/ / / /- 
X rT/ -/ ) I 7 z > 4r - ) ( X (-l ) ~~~2 °1+ ~~M?4, /J+/>+R ~+2k 4,/- 4,,%,+
X Sq , _
icp// 14,
A'. -
A*j 7 91Iv) 3.
(C2c.11)
The notation of (A1.4) is again invoked.*,
As has occurred many times before, one need only
evaluate one set of Kronecker deltas in (C2c.ll). Doing
this and combining all of the groups of Kronecker deltas
in (C2c.ll) leads to
., ._ CI _ 44V
S ,
d4
+ L -IL(I,- u)l Aoi n( d4)) t (i*Si nI)
40 V (I- (C2c 12) 4(C2c.12)
x , , 
(,Y- ) (?Al- i", - sa v ib'l 
, _, ltu ,R
- 52,VC4, ~a /A Av 
411EII -1. ('6, ,-e )d L t* 0'14,A-4,)J Z
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The part from(A)that has not yet been used is
* aI% ( )"' ' (4) ) >4 (",vI (1 nx"P ,V) ~ ,V) ) /Wr4 -Avk - "4 0~ OI
X S/ _ y -jS % -VG 1o _3 ?2; ",V/A·, ~E,,v (C2c.13)
The contribution of (C2c.13) to (C2c.9) is similar
to (C2c.ll). The important difference is that
-~5; , 4, ) / 3A.-
replaces
e (rsit- 1 ) L ( ltaa - s5 ) LW
( :Isj',q/ -2i oq-,q$) 4·,-fv05pc in (C2c.ll)
The result is
-i7F 
-Y 3/ F~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I Y7'Ae
V6I +) 2$4. ,) C' 424)
(C2c .14)
The Hermiticity of (C2c.12) and (C2c.1 jf)
seen under interchange of ¢ '~, 22 /
and finally
is easily
I,!
There is an important distinction between (C2c.14)
and (C2c.12). The former results from (C2c.13) which
(441_44
AV, Ar"', ( 4/ 5-
*65"'"1 Sl~~~~~piiP F 1~~~~841L 7;*);12~~~7A ; -Y 3-,v 5;'C,;-, / )Ihe
~~dC  P 6, i44C a,6 :~ .
rrV ~~ ~~~,~/ ;N
k3~~~~4
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is simply a set of Kronecker deltas sandwiched between
two different two quasi-particle states. The latter
resulted from single quasi-neutron operators being
between the two states. This means that [ ') 4[~)3
and )~+ v)] (or C (;I ) and
3+ 4 {(j '1 ) (I38)) upon commutation with each
other give rise to a set of Kronecker deltas and also
single particle operator terms. The dropping of the
single particle scattering terms, and hence the
neglecting of (C2c.12) is what has been called the Boson
Approximation (c.f. (I41)).
In summary, doubling (C2c.7), and combining with
(C2c.14) and (C2c.12) gives
(4 L^ (}4, 7S$; ) 7Ol S 1)|
"( C (;42- " "_ , ) 4 °t, (I" -,) I 4 , /j
x' ';",p (~ 4t s)4,%,F ;A v 11.'r 2bA40 /1;" , (
X- 
________ t _ ________xtl_
(LL2 3)
~d~i, 3~~4,/ 6~1.,a~~~~~~~ ~~~-
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d)
I,,,, (Class 2)
This long-range interaction term is
i3w v
(II19)
One wants to calculate
4tc LY ('o /cp /, "L" (14 ' 
L (% f ) o (C2d. l)
The set of states involved in the diagonalization is
given by (I67). In (C2d.l) the notation7( 2i+)t0 ;'f ,
is defined in (C2a.2) and 4 (].t 27)',]7/lis the
aJ J'.e - (C2a.. .).
Using (I4) and (Cla.3), the insertion of (II19)
into (C2d.1l) produces
2_* Y 1 A L i t4L(P ~ ) L ~t, )
, ,C~ .(I,3. + .~,) ,¢+X,.,, (It i .~
X 
x ,
/m V4 2.4 1
A vIt" 
/M'44*Ae7 /V"-
AM/ *"
Cf
4,Cp
.X U / > /
.. a44 /'f, 7R 4)"· p / M
x /- ;m
4
A '/'4"/ cp) -Y ",4 7
> -1 I Y" II "vCI ) 7J)4l1> 
op I k O
C
(Po) r. / ,; o, >
I (*) 3l 411y%"~~~~ (1 +,$y/ IIf I4%-
(C2d.2)
use of the commutation rule shows that
CC
() ( (P)
(C2d.3)
and
(4-) - ,'
_ Mi
4m
P+ /
I
(4.) -/
x)-l )4A4 + 4 t+ 4, 1',
where, in the notation of
'q+Svq - -4 S 4 ',- j7 ?4d)2,-V 51'I' a4W/) 4v.) - 'v,,
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Now the
I =4> -
203) 6~~~IC
1 "o C
4L 6 e
~~ o, I k '"!$ (41) (+)2I. pI1jh3 (1) VYA)f
((R) +(5))
(Al1.4)
(C2d. 4)
Y / -
44f j %
(C2d.5)
1 v "a., '" , I i.> ' 4" nN3~n'A/-
);O, /)"% 3,
A (-I 4
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01v m~ (') 1 4. (41 e 22
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I X~,
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1N103;>
441 A(R )'- (5 1 41 of" -Si q
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and
(C2d.6)
Since any one group of Kronecker deltas in (C2d.5)
is obtained by permutation of the appropriate indices
in another group,only one group need be explicitly
calculated. As shown in preceding sections, this is
due to the fact that a pair of permuted indices appear
together in a Clebsch-Gordon coefficient. The same
statements hold for the groups of Kronecker deltas in
(C2d.6).
For example, one may put (C2d.4) and the group of
Kronecker deltas( -( gk $4 )4 Vk-4, 4 _ j
from (R)(C2d.5) into (C2d.2). After reducing the number
of component summation indices this gives
___r_________V ,r -w)
4- x-tt^ L tvc CdO
/~~,-CP3 '~n l l~c~(C2d.7)
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For simplicity, one should use3-Jsymbols (A3.10).
The summation overn is proportional to $ 7 ,/.
The application of S. I'4/ to the summation over
/rm', yields 7o/ , and finally the use of 7,7/ in
the sum over Alp gives -Jy/. In this way (C2d.7) be-
comes
Hf- JL $ -7 ___ ___ ____ ___
2h7?,*J I('+2)(1Cvi*, ) "AV
A J~' Coo 1- sri 5 /A~ ~ ~ i'f ig/i ;/ S~> J,> 7 
(C2d.8)
One then combines (C2d.8) with the results from the
other groups of Kronecker deltas of (C2d.5). This
gives for the total contribution of (R) (C2d.5) to the
matrix element (C2d.2)
-4\I F b 51, M14 
A Cj SI (L~,1 A%,Y)0
3,A j 3 v)] 2t
(C2d.9)
(I -~ 4" ) Si/2" 54
-
I'v . ),ck~ - "4,.)/ 'CCa 1(4 +':~
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Under interchange of h, and an , and , 
and 70 and finally Pc and '¢p, expression (C2d.9)
remains the same. This confirms Hermiticity.
To find the contribution of ()(C2d.6) to (C2d.2)
one may, e.g., just use the group of Kronecker deltas
~i'l~. <, -w .-Y..,. Inserting this group
and (C2d.3) into (C2d.2) gives upon reducing the number
of 3l component summation indices and using 3-j symbols
(A3.10)
% 42I(e d- /' k)__T, _- x (p )
qV1, A V)
-'"3 ? ',,/*o )p  )P(
44VP /l '4/ ,
ti . l -/to-/mr
4- 41~~~~~~~~ '4
)q 
7
, I-
X - .-'"W- ~",
, /
ffit~n mb~i, 
(C2d.10)
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First, the sum over fMlt via (A3.13) is performed,
and then one does the sums over /nm,
that order.
produces fo
and " cp in
The orthogonality of 3-j symbols thus
r (C2d.10)
I
(, I.;) )
144I'C,
I.; /
+!fi, I 3p3 p.
-(t-4. +4W)
2'A" )
10mA5
(C2d.11)
Now using (02d.11) and the results of the other groups
of Kronecker deltas (C2d.6), one gets the total contribution
of ( 5) (C2d.6) to (C2d.2) to be
JcF154
ii 2.)X 4 ( A+,, / 
Interchange c
. ·
s } (24l 24>w20L"~4,
t + 42fis x4*R) f tha2X)Z(M ')
I II'(2d12) (C2d. 12)
1, + ' , +, and lastly
(C2d.12) is Hermitian.
Xq PlA f
)S4 (44 ,v +S)S ;
I /
12a40
1 S-' (-,) 1-,, +*7A. C-1)
7,j
V C + 
I 
- 9 -J. -, Y"'.
-~~~~ 
7~~)CI Wr )
S3 9-3 SN
-V1'/f lp:%,. 1 )
(;)-
~~cpC3 p shc)w: that
I ( i4f
Combining (C2d.9) and (C2d.12) gives the final result
r '%, I 2 ) % ] 7/'' W ,,, ( ) q4s l, £ a- [ _ ),
< ~~(a dA, 441 ra'p12(.) -b 4 ( ,; /( L )T ';/]; l'/ (()4s2))
`(l~~~~u, d~1441)441/) YIO/ C, 
)( ( /4,, 2cp S 7X = 7 ,' ~ ' /- L4)$)]4- ' 2 ) '' Q _ __/___
( 4,o -% , ,~, ) . , L - (,, ). +'
e1 
X ipep g ; 7 c7 k y Z i / V74 42
44
f t k{x 9X+t(,24),ia ')4 4 ) 4 ,r 
2li o~+ )lyljd~ (If)4)
(1n2-6)
A M1 >
4r.-L I -- ',Y,,
,~~~~ f-.// ~c ;, I ., 
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APPENDIX D
B(Ek), The Reduced Electric Transition Probability
Introduction
The reduced electric transition probability of multi-
pole order A- is given in Chapter III by
I8 r 4 ) SB (EA =; X . 'X T.+
_3J. ) 7 
(III 1)
The ground and excited state angular momenta are respectively
4f and 
from 'I
, and the transition indicated in (III 1) is
to Y . The reduced matrix element in (III 1)
is given by
(III3)
and the procedure will be to calculate the non-reduced matrix
element in (III113).
The sum over') is broken up into separate sums over
-249-
A-l Z -;f 11 " YL~qj jm$
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protons and neutrons, i.e.,
3 # t i % ) - Yam J ) 4- >R4- f  YAP [tit)
(II5)
For the case of one proton outside of a major closed shell
/r" , 4 C I i? ) i
r , ) = ;E.
M ;ao
4 ,,4 /n4p 214 sAl4 Gi
-. T_ '
- f j DF ' Y 1
~,94~~j-;if ) L P) UU (II7)
where (1117) is written in the quasi-proton occupation
number representation.
1. Quasi-Boson Plus Quasi-Proton:
The neutron term of (III5) is best written as
'S ·
m?In
heas -I AAl
/ Y (MAI , ) IV y -
I .I:S t ( 4 )
3s4
t- f E+ - P, (6 A, ) v /~
(III 10)
where the quasi-neutron occupation number representation
is used and C eiLC)viaJ and -i--A-p (;v) ;34, 2&a
are defined in (I38) in terms of the quasi-neutron
I /,
_-
Vt + ,v- ,
411_~v A , IL I 0.19-
Y - (1) -1 C )-A r 
-W4'v NhyC+ILC 4 h4' k), t 8 ( a4- ,
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annihilation and creation operators respectively.
The state, 17 '/A'?> ,is written as IT- k, L and
is given by
r a- - A 
The expansion coefficients, % lY'07'A
and 741 ,.p
IL 2cP
determined by the appropriate diagonalizations of Chapter II.
From Chapter I, (r v) is the quasi-Boson creation operator
given by
(I47a)
where 4 4- -.,,j)
coefficients (I49).
and A (' 4., ) are expansion
The state, -3f / . f..
and is
, is written
7g,/ /If/I .( 1 Y A ~a,0 J2~- -7f .4 0 -X 74.C,.
~ ? t14--~
t-14_ a 7+ .4 " A lo) (PJ) V-
n· *. (III11)
with r/ (A) being the quasi-Boson annihilation operator
given by
/
(-J) I / ~~~~~A.I 
' m, !,,I,,-~~~~~~~~
(A4. 2)
(I57)
, are
PA -(N T?~)~ r X 'V) C ] JAP1' I O., (? 11 6 O
.
as /, -YSt /It I
4 a(/ / ) g * I / ;'3. /
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The matrix element to be evaluated is then from
(III7) and (III 10)
YA' (b, '1, )j )?Y>
JL"
() iV 4v) _ (-,) ,4 -/v
4
1 A'-,>
(III 12)
and |ye' given by (III 11)
and (157) respectively.
The matrix element (III 12) may be written as the sum
of four terms
z_ L ; + ±-> [4A t p +CA 9X' i
with
X A a 7,· lX ) T
CX 2O%; I y i
-, , _-_ 7 -4,>P l())pAp I, I-Pp~p)
(0), -,)
A-
A (.P)
icp 
:3a JWI
I . rp) ~.(?)a . I P_ I
AC t
4,4-V
(N)
I-I
with 
.JL
M1;4tj
(D1. 1)
1.7.
,I.I
, J 6 l (A) C)
/ S 'J I 3 f l it
A- _ -4
01V -ItO"
(,?)
,~-7 ~-I- ._ .
,m ·tp le /"j 7 
t'O, lu C ik(,) ~ d~ 7 /A . ~ Q _ 
1r, (13j, )
SyX.~y
't,-, J
7Y-- - 114. - 
,/ ,,L 
_j, _Y. -1- ,Al,
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(D1.4)
such that
4J - 3',11
,A;
+-( +' 9;,e
.4 cm_(i)
2,~~~ (- SC
_ E
Sff
IP4 .z ,,
941
.Tc
'. 't (P?*'"o,
and
'"
-Y/ 
_ 
t
>11dM14 I <
: I -VI-
Ft· > 2C )
(P) ei 4;,.
, 4) + SA (I 4 ' ,l
LP'-, , a+
and finally
(,L1 t -) -Y*
L F&,
(W)
(A)
[L-, )L C
(Dl.5)
K: -1) ( ;qN
C- I ) a 7
CO r-
41-4
r/ 
MJ
(D1.6)
Pt c PI
*~ZP
4: (A
I
'~"4V'
'
t
7.
h, Y.4
A 'C
i b gs~ X (CM)i) "'C,41 -)
pf >
1 0,- 
T 4
'c4·
I
#Al )
I -I~A- 
Z- 4~ 
·LCc
I " ?YS~ X
7 -;
/1,
;"P)A 1,
cz, 7·
4L ; I 
" 0- l-- /I. > D". -
:- t x,,.z ("'t,
r -I-
4 so,
it % / 
Y1 ;-)3f G 
2 ,,>
(D1.7)
a) Evaluation of A From Equation (Dl1.2) -
p
From (D1.2) and the commutation rule for Pf () and Y[)
(I20'c)
t+ SIl >)Ap-
roz Cb w c,, B - 4 -7 1A L
i/*l4tsP 'I*~p> Zs afis _7C, ) · +J +(ia *
(Dla.l)
where the notation for the Kronecker deltas follows (A.4).
Equation (Dla.1) is simplified by permuting the indices
in the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient via (A1.8) to give
1A ,
O '
1 ±t
-x ~ tj -k M Yi %' f't- -f- 
(Dla.2)
so that
,.t
'Y- k-( +lip os,· Yo y I. C)) 'I
(III 13a)
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~xS r~vrfvCJ
c~~~ s, A ) -j.
a, f T k -VX 4 ')'-/,k 7- ')1 Jj- 1,4 > l,: (-)
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b) Evaluation of B From Equation (D1.3) -
Writing (Dl.3) in terms of Clebsch-Gordon coefficients
and using (4) yields
a ~t~ fa" 
~~ cp' i 9;
cP
z-Is,,~14 /p op/  2 >4 ) fp)l)) °P; i 5,plb'.
7.4'L L3;pC 4 A w4 , "xi ' 'o .1
(Dlb.l)
with 7" resulting from (A .1x) a nd (A .j 3 ) v,
z c,1
i-t-A.
ft (i
(olb. I')
Now using the commutation rule (I20'c) in (Dlb.,) gives
in the notation of (Al.4)
0c' " 4 P) IJto) o >
C"cp;F~;~mCP
(Dlb.2)
One may now write the coupling coefficients in (Dlb.l)
as 3-j symbols (A3.10). Invoking (Dlb.2) and introducing
the 6-j symbol via (A3.13) may be easily shown to give
s ~lt~a~rhr) /7:L / 13Ft Sl7 -
lo ;oe*/0"1; ' "C
" /M CP
A .~inr/ ' 1V1 -;n v
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AL ~ 7\c > 6I cc--) &Cp IL 4.p74 4 D( ,p 7 P )C 
X( t ,:L ) ) (Dlb.3)
so that K -, - di At 72of 4',
P (&4P c4p
(III 13b)
c) B(Ek) of the Adjacent Even-Even Nucleus -
This calculation is presented to show that CN (D1.4,
D1.5, and D1.6) contains the very matrix element that
gives this B(Ek). Also this result will make possible
the comparison of B(Ek)'s of even-odd and adjacent
even-even nuclei.
The expression for B(Ek) is obtained from (III 1) by
letting ' = O and f = L as
o -o. (Dlc.l)
where 4 K) is the one quasi-Boson state. The matrix
in (Dlc.1) is obtained by
(Dlc.2)
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which is t'::, analog of (III3) for the case of no odd proton.
The state, ( jl , is that of one quasi-Boson and is
given by
<4K41 utR;
(Dlc.3)
The only nucleons present are neutrons and hence from
(III 10)
,&, I
A I
RA, ,* /,"I YJL t (9L A^)IS> - r
a cS4, 4, IL
4a, 'iJ /1 ", n3 kv
lo, 40~
k 9?;' 4
1,,e se,,L4A6}. 2 
(Dlc.4)
'/"a ~ 6' * -t 8 t 44 I,, ,) . I C, 2 -j lt-1) 44, ff8 V; )
4- .(s, k VI I>
Interchanging the dummy indices, )4
(Dlc.4) gives for (Dlc.4)
(Dlc.5)
and , in
x -?A
.t
+.k
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Minus A times this very expression comes about i
the calculation of the matrix elements,Y (; .c' TI I
(Clao15) ) cfA · Cp The reason for
the minus sign is that the long-range force includes a
minus sign to indicate the attractive nature of the long-
range interaction. Because of (A 4.2),
r (1+&L. 
may be rewritten in terms of L I
( Bs prt )o (la
(I47b) and the Boson part of (Ila)
L 'j
equation (Dl c.5)
J
so that using
then gives
'R4,
M #I O N& I
Ai (%
A vm rA Ci C ) -I) A-
(Dlc.6)
Hence, from (Dlc.l),
(J = 2 AL
o e L
(Dlc.2), and
±) 'y (I
'k4 )J) 2
(Dlc.7)
One may also calculate from (III 1)
I 
.n 3
H P
( 31)
I
-I - )
(Dlc.6)
f 4i
4- 1-
4' 4. 
Ae-4, (AIC + &J)
kr 
A.
'3,
(&4. Ie-42)11 >I
(Dc. 9)
I
; Cp
.I-
4 I f 41 
44,jk,*,) 
- (-')" 4fS~
I
AL, ;a
I.r
AL - IL .
__ - (-0 . , t (Q isr) (-0
M
V14 .2k
ov-
A.,4
4i0V 
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This will serve to verify equation (III2). Again the only
nucleons present are neutrons (III 10)
From (III3) and (Cla.3) there follows
4(1} r" 1) -!:4 11 I
rF-u (w))·~ (Dlc.10)
one has, using (Dlc.lO) and (III 10) with the indices, a'4
and ' A , interchanged:
IL -L.4 $ 1 -~ " ?  ) 4 ( ttv ) 4  -gAc~/I Ci7 ~
-~ ~ I -? £4g()C )iJ) 4J) at9 4 4(~,,v44) ,
)( $
(Dlc.11)
This is simply ,: times , where S is defined by (Cla.5)
in the evaluation of the matrix elements of ? in Appendix
Cla. HenceA% a,,A tI `, (3j)":qp 16)4, IA
-_ -c-l) A / 1+ S9 _
since
i AV
/ Y ( 1" ) 14L -($ 
=~ / 04I, I :1 Yk~~, BDcgR jL/ /5;#· Dc.9
- ts, >
,& * _ t
't 
4
t (44, )") C-I)l11'V
- W+'IV 'I"
It Cl~~l~~c~ +L-i ~~4 JIh L -) ^
*~(' , - -1) ,21,)(A ·
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-"- ;lln~itj
-(-I), 
(Dlc.12)
from (Dlc. 9 )
(4,; pit) e-)aBV
(Dlc.13)
Then using
' Ar. M4?q4 , 1An L 4', )- ) - C-) h (i4
(Dlc .14)
Comparing (Dlc.14) and (Dlc .7)
(s&)
o - k
which corresponds to
-= (l,') B CEL)
(III2) .
d) Evaluation of CN From Equations (D1.4), (D1.5), and (D1.6) -
Equation (D1.5)
so that
"74h
L
4-
x K 4 C7, , )
(Dlc .8)
X AAM (Ig O t - ?RV /L (;, I:t"V)44,
li1P
9 t4,r
R 1~~~~1··I4,1 7A
- (r) ) 16 A. (I;Al
7: i PN% 4 61 4, ) ( e )I +- , 2 co, 44,
1~~~,3)2~A.
is just
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, I AM ^ '/ /, )'ep /PcrO )r Al; >(_) j'Ce-cp
Chte;
' " / (e)jI 0,
.. m."14. X -, )
-'i-4v
4-C(-')A )k+d.
V -/+S. -' 0,. 
(4
7 4 *A (,
(Dld.l)
where and f , the dummy indices, have been
interchanged. The quasi-Boson portion of this matrix element
has already been calculated (Dlc.6). Using the commutation
rule (I20'c) then gives
() (-I )
S.
--I1) ' (1
(Dld.2)
Equation (D1.6)
6ljy*
may be written as
-3 t 4
C'
fP
(?) f c
fm ;-
.I
Ax, OO 
*qo, A ]~,
(~444#)7 rt fU~lo/%V #() Dld,3)(Dld.3)
. -
"s p ').
'k
4 )
¾9 )iP)
7 A
0q0 Y '
)44,
It i4- -t ( 4; ) (vL
A~
- f O
ke X%.
4, ) - r 4 
2. -
q -1 '0"Al ), 
Q 4
,41L
34R.1
4* .
AAO"
'-t
A. I -Y
I9a l& , AkH.(I, 4'v)
(- t- -f z -ZC
/1"'"Cp /,q ) / -Cp -- "-t- 
 34-
1.14 --f -
C'0) ) -
'z 't --------
VIS-C3,7;6.y
A
,R< *1
where the indices, 1,1 and A
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, have been -interchanged.
The quasi-Boson part of this has been evaluated (Dlc.12).
Upon using the commutation rule (I20'c), equation
becomes
1 '_
N -(_Q7 -t
-(-I)
) L( (;
7 f )2 4. >
4 .A Arv#7 t 4.5 vVe f-i
.ot 14 Ov ;*
'iA) - ( &I (22I4.)
Rewriting the Clebsch-Gordon coefficient in (Dld.4) produces
from (D1.4), (Dld.2),
Lt (i-
> vq
-Y :4. *4
J&' ) -')i
( 4A' Z-)J
and (Dld.5)
£ -42Jv
I1
(Dld.3)
14 1i)
(Dld.4)
O j0 114
7.
&J7
(%) CtA
;( Ch't; 1 -cl 1) 4- A,
so that
C,
&
- Cl) 
(Dld.5)
7.
A C-) IA V 
2.j
iY : 4,&; (V. 41
4- C- 1) 5 - . 2-; 4
3--y f
.4 .7 J
> :iII
44 
f 4, 2 4 ) f" I AA* ( "11"q, 
A 'F/L ()4,j )- )~ 4 x)J
(III 13c)
e) Evaluation of DN From Equation (D1.7)
This follows very closely the work of Appendix Clb
with the approximation
[ V ) " ,, ,,, P ) , ;" ' SL §X ) J ID,,P%,
A (Ule.l)
Now expand (D1.7) in terms of the individual quasi-neutron
operators via (I38) and invoke (I4). The calculation is
simplified if for the time being £ i t ;, ; 2'i)
£ 4 fv 3WO) are replaced by 
and -, (I . ) 'I' ) respective'
(D1.7) is then
A I., e ]
&X 7 / I / , /
and
-,
lv. EuationAW ! .!
/ /
/ 4 /
',~V 1 .4 t' >< j^ / 2Cp (t' 1 7e t>
( J 1 -- / ' -x (-I) CP -1" -P ' ' ' --"-4 /
4- &4 > 1(,XI ^ i~,)11"4 41~7
- ),,1 -4 1 , 12'.----
I
Tr4(1, 441
~~~f/f 
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xM MO I£ 41) 141 )C /p rcl YO >1 Y
1n /m c/
/~~~~I 
^, I I3 +- f,~ <' o, ~"' * ~* ? 'I,,of t ~'-
/2. 
-/ ! J 4~~~~~~~
x d , '/ m'K (p) )c (rp) >
(Dle.2)
The procedure is so similar to Appendix Clb that it will
not be presented here. In essence, after commutating the
operators via (I20'c), use is made of 3-j symbols (A3.10)
and the sum rule (A3.13). The result is
'(-) ) /T)P %H-5 '1(4 13 d
L,, t (III 13d)
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f) Summary -
From equation (III 3), (D1.l), and (III 12) there
follows r &
(Dl. 11)
and finally from (III 1)
Bf& 'l=L | Ai l ptop tC, '-
(III 13)
where A , Bp CN and DN are given by (III 13a), (III 13b),
(III 13c), and (III 13d) respectively.
If 7T and 7. are interchanged in :(III3), and use
is made of the permutation rule for jt (YtA) (I30),
then it is not difficult to show that
JIII2)
2. Two Quasi-Neutrons Plus Quasi-Proton
The neutron term of (115) is best written as
,< 4. > 4 -4~ 4), p 4 .#0, t 
'~'a ' ' (III9) ' ,
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The state, I ,YA > ,is given by
) M' ' (167)
is written as
.' T f /-+9- ly z J0/Ar 1~6·4 O'/ ..7 , .-- , -, - -5 l - .
,;' *Ieb )0std5.II4 e 
it ; O|( #f+I fIpI") +- 
v/, I ro .t 71. e-( ITTTIOI
A useful relationship involving the coefficients of
A useful relationship involving the coefficients of
.L L 7 1
the two quasi-neutrnms plus quasi-proton coefficients is
.= c--q ) . 4, tf(D
W. ,1)
This may be seen as follows. First rewrite the summation
notation as
(;~WY4 :TCJrpe "nBr) _4~~70 ) V Y , A24 M4- >
ejo~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ai
- q4, fV (r r4) 7 i c k.pk v )")f  ] d P (P ) 4
( 4 ) , * 4 ',a ; CP (D2.2)
I 
.4 
while4 i
l
I 
~~ i)a 3 3I~~~ 1 +2
't A (,V) r ("I' yefbT
264 '2 O ;CI
4'',>7hy
I"" ; 6 -0
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By permuting the individual quasi-neutron creation operators
(I20'b) rnd ,int,-changing the indices in the Clebsch-Gordon
coefficient ( A.8), equation (D2.2) becomes
a1Ii (H) T epo ) *2.~ ( tC a - , KT07 z {2. <. )ic42I leC
(D2.3)
If the dummy indices, )4
in (D2.2) then one gets
and I
D. ( ,%4, ,,,). ( L( )(4)] (P4P 7 itt 761]ptP'/
(D2.4)
Now comparing (D2.4) and (D2.3) gives (D2.i)
The matrix element to be evaluated is then from (III7)
and (III9)
.,/ _ j -t- .L "5 t I y A
= 7- r4 ftL4p r 4 ce) M,' ~)ff 64 A) * ) 4(
+ Rzt .- L(
l J'de,..
x H ).}' A- ; '4 () )
-1 ) A (N)I)~ ~la '"P
4 4 t, i >- (l)P 'V + zd-( .X P+ 
, are interchanged
(TTT2n 
X /r Atl~R j + 3q + ' Y
\L. ((A) (/Y P? 04' ',,
I ) :E, " I' 'vn'a )n' ' 1 ~
,I
and I A /,IA'>
and (I67) respectively.
The above matrix (III20) may then be written as
sum of four terms
4 L4 Apt r3/ ( O0
/
(D2.5)
The first term,
been mentioned (D1.2), and in Appendix Dla
, has already
one finds
-'.11
The second term,
o' fl t"- ) +-(III 13a)
(III 13a)
B 
p
, of
(D2.5) is given by
l, A. .4 1 ; f- + 1V ?0 '!
Xl-
(2;67 ) Tv 0(
( /V) I
X Z I t(14/c 211 .
•-~i s"7,
'YI
6, C1 3" £7 -(,, 4? ;a(),2)2^,d~ p 
+ P +IC-
P *t) , .)j 7
12.6) ,&
the
I
with / 7-5f t+'I- (III 19)given by
-3 /; ) -yf f -M; 
/, I ~ -I,. ) - I- M AP
A -
Z, ' I
, -+S-, ,-
P' I 
?+)2., 
a1·10) k'P4- /)14cp
...--AC
, I ,,,
/o, 
4 1 4 4 -II')-;k +Mt-l'
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The third term,
may be broken up into two parts
/
_N
/Y A/
of (D2.5)
such that
(D2.7)
with CNt
(1) defined by
b. 4, 4 g4
4-
I~~~~~~~I1 ) £~ 41 4'D
^4 ^M4 L
44A, 14 t-I4)
C'
defined by
i. t/· ) C
.t1A Ž 6/ -) (-
Z 1"vI 1*
X CE -14p *
"A 4 O
L 1A "
7 - " 0. d
.4 t} 1 0, y .B+ )  o v
The last term, d t I1 t7
defined by
4I ;t i M J I 7 4 pt 1'. -9, _
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DN I s
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(D2.10)
a) Evaluation of B' from equation (D2.6)
Writing (D2.6) out in detail, and using , (l ')
,/ .r , 21 4,
and -s )I+3 -
respectively, gives
4 • 7 )! , 
in place i
7} 2 7'
IC
and
2t ?I- /
4Ar
r ;;w. ) ,'
3in41 IM14=1 > t4, 
p4- }+S2, q
x( a;, 4,, 1 i , .
Z_ 7 EI / . / / A/Yj6 M r "r "+)> YO/V Yag
'p·C, ~ ~
( e P2) t 1$ (p~)~4 , ) IP>(2a.
(D2a.si-neutron operators upon application fth
The quasi-neutron operators upon application of the
commutation rule (I20'c) give
All
(Y" J.. ,I;
Aft 'A~p" 11'M'W
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, Ii k _ 91 t I
0,
(D2a.2)
The Kronecker deltas are in the notation of (Al.4). In
a similar way
_ 
2
Z.. A -/ p iFp t to
M c-i) "p* t" ? Ache . (D2a.3)
Inserting (D2a.2) and (D2a.3) into (D2a.1), one may
utilize the separability of the quasi-neutron and quasi-
proton parts of (D2a.1). The former involves just the
orthonormality of Clebsch-Gordon coefficients. The latter
is a little more complicated, but can be readily obtained
by using 3-j symbols (A3.10) and introducing the 6-j
symbol (A3.13). The result is
8' - ~ t.,, (1&' z.+ 2 ' p •
a h
(III22a)
b)Evaluation of CNI from equations (D2.7), (D2.8), and
(D2.9) -
Writing CNt(l) (D2.8) out in explicit detail, and temporarily
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replacing by £ ( I ,s;) givesby -.: ·1 - ,I 
7
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The commutation rule
.ON - m / I (p)) > (D2b.l)(I20tc) yields in the notation of ((IV) 0 Ie (#JM%~p~
ti-/M 4 t 
- ~,/ ,', ) e)
(D2b. 2)
and
.
4 - Al .
' D·b(D2b.3)
Inserting (D2b.2) and (D2b.3) into (D2b.1) and invoking
orthonormality of Clebsch-Gordon coefficients gives
7R.
4 AN
2 el; 5.
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(D2b,4)
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which may be written as
-4.4a;
.( / 4, I 4
XNow ) oiting
Now also writing
(Oa, t 71244)
'(2)CN (D2.9) in
temporarily replacing I by 2 1 (I +S; ,,,)gives
-f1 -j
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(-/X( / ,A~S=
I/Yq IAI( (N) 
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iMc t1) eŽ
(D2b.6)
Using the commutation rule (I20'c)' in the notation of
(Al.4) shows that
p
I 1
- ( X -q i 4,,, , , ; .) -A 2/4' * t t) "' d V)tV 4qJ
(D2b 7)
C ' = -Q-, L
(D2b.5)
detail, and
C-I )01 7
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and
CP CP) P ) > 4 (
4C ;co _ /" C?) 44Iff C-
(D2b.8)
Now placing (D2b.8) and (D2b.7) into (D2b.6) and using
the orthonormality of the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients
leads .to
c 'r".:c -,)l ,o "-l) ( 2·-,Xwe ) ) °,v
£7. --
/ oyk
S-
(D2b.9)
Finally, combining (D2b.5) and (D2b.9) produces from
(D2 7) '
·, 61) A -_ (,4~ , C ' / A _I) -40% Ojk7
. A( 2)
A
AC-J)- '+)
>outdp pier
I/
.I a 7 7 Z.
J IIs
(III22b)
The quantity not in parentheses is just what one would
have in the case of the adjacent even-even nucleus.
c) Evaluation of DN' From Equation (D2.10) -
This calculation is quite similar to that of the matrix
,.N- 7 
4( -) ). ,P .i 111o 4W( 4" 
I
X .F
I
A t- J .4A~c t (14O+ 4d
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elements of (3N)P in Appendix C2b. The details will
not be presented here, but one may infer the answer by
comparison to Appendix Dle. In particular in (Dle.2)
replace
21 4 2 L;r IA) I-V 230, 4 -IV C
#W)pJ cl* (D2c.1)
and
A (;j I2)Al !4 
E
-, ~~IIIII 'Y i
'~ (V)14
(D2c.2)
One must also in (D1£.2) replace the intermediate angular
momentum, L , of twc quasi-neutron states by 6
whichever is appropriate. The result is
P'," / - (-') L
2 ' 1), 7qv a ) 7 4 .,) -:Y) 4 6 J
a r
(-I ) - A
f P
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·~~~~~~~~~~~~ /< >&(2424)a('<1,)f/S~,L Cbl 34 }XR) i, ?Ivo ~~L)
a`(' (> t "4^, 't i + , ' (III22c)X (-! ] 44"'a' e/&
4.)
or r,
f 4, J~
'0 T.
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d) Summary -
From equations (III 3), (D2.5), and (II20) there follows
1~~- Q Q tt-z- YptB- /' bA °R (2d.1)
and hence from (III 1)
('(X--) - -4+! 2 h 3, /(A +ll ,' /
(III21)
with A, B , CN, and DN' given by (III 13a), (III22a),
(III22b), and (III22c) respectively.
By invoking the permutation rule for 4A(-Tk ' ) (I30)
there follows after a little work
B (ET) ( 2.tl>)-B( L) (2' A)
rJ11~3-J1 -1
I (11I2)
APPENDIX E
Sum Rules
1. Orthonormality Relations:
For a particular total angular momentum, 7 . , one
may write the orthonormality relation
E . id (1Jo) a,>D, pt z,-)-Si S ,(El)
where 6L7' (h.) is an expansion coefficient in the
eigenfunction of state, (JJ) 1,i) , with eigenvalue,
E; , satisfying
M3-I2
(E2)
The index, ' , (usually implicit) indicates the y. 'th
state of total angular momentum, *
In the quasi-Boson (of angular iomentum,A ) plus
quasi-proton scheme, A/ may equal eitherL or , and
the ei enfunction for state, , , a, i. , is
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.-= a. '
A -
le-A 
so that equation
I'
T CL5 
(l.) P.
7- ) ? F C
(P)
0pP
A.
-4
impli es
o ;p 7·'I4 I .O4 :2
(E4b)
and
2. Results:
The expression (in the quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton
scheme) for B(Ek) (III 13) where and T are respectively
the angular momenta of the initial and final states may
be expanded to
(3 ( L)
A 
give
- Cf -,,I P ,) 1 +I l
r
(E5)
4.-(p, 9) +C
1
t( (4)
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(
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(E4a)
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.
y. (E4c)
) C" j S a -Yi it
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In (E5), Ap, Bp, CN, and DN are given by equations
(III 13a,b,c,d)
Summing
(E4a,b,c
side of
0ver
respectively and all are functions of
.
.4
and applying the orthnormality relations
) gives for the individual terms on the right hand
(E5)
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where III 14) has been used
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The terms (E6b,d,i, and part of c) are proportional to
sums over the products of two coefficients that indicate
quasi-Boson plus quasi-proton contributions to the ground
state, while (E6f,h,j) relate to one such coefficient and
B-F4 JL) . Thus, such terms can be expected to contribute
little to a sum over a,. on the right hand side of (E5).
If each term in the equations (E6) was multiplied by E
prior to summing over . , the orthonormality rules
(E4a,b,c) could not be used. However, the resultant terms
corresponding to (E6b,d,i, part of c,f,h,j) would again be
almost negligible. Hence, in both cases the only significant
contributions come from the "core" term (the I 4v~/
part of E6c) and the single proton term (E6a). Finally,
summing over ~ gives
-' ):. A, 7, )Xa ~ 1to as+| [fi (ED so e(V1)
and (after first multiplying by L 7Y t )
.1) Ea BE) l
+} 1 ( | Et) 1 (V2)
I -) 0 116-
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TABLE I
QUASI-NEUI RON PARAMETERS
Quasi-neutron
rausformation
C. oefficients
_WIV
0.716
0.901
0.990
0.892
0.698
0.434
o.141
"A "
Quasi-
Neutron
Energy
mevA
mev
1.43
1.15
1.46
4.09
/p I
IV
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Ar 2
IV
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0.020
TWO QUASI-NEUTRON PARAMETERS "B"
,!z0 £i, bf)
vmnt -of 1
si n(l +*tb)
a,, . N
(k = 2)
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,
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TA BL E III (cont.)
MATRIX ElEYENTS IN TIE QUASI-BOSON PLUS CQUAI-PROIUN SCHEME
(c.f. equations (II 12) and (II 13))
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TABLE VI
TWO QUASI-NEUTRONS PLUS QUASI-PROTON SCHEME
Bs FOR CU3 STATES OF SP 1/2-, 3/2-, 5/2- , 7/2-
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(cont.)
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J = 7/2-
Ih 0 aCp
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TA B LE VI (cont.)
TO QUASI-NEUTRONS PLUS QUASI-PROTON SCHEMCE
BASES FOR CU6I STATES OF SP./S, /2- 3 /2, 5 /2-
9/2+
9
9/2+
i/2 5-
3/2- 5-
5/ 5-
9/2 
9/2+
,9
J 3/2-
}IrIŽ
/2+
/2 4
5/2 -
/2-1AntiD 
/2t
c/2 '
9/'
9/2
9/2'
$
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Q
Q9A
9,
1
IL
3
1
'I I
-
II
4
!
/2t
/2+
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~/2
r/2I
1/S
3/2
l/:
5/2
21
2 F
3-
-J
41
A 1
3
2
4
5/2
5/2
72
v/e
9i/2
9i/2
C.'/'
5
4
.
I
6
/'
9/ 
J =ia/2-
W.c ;Jo
,'/4 ,
-. / e
AI
/5/
/2
3,I
.; 
5/"
9a ATl
I/ 1i
q/
9/
9/
31
3'
3
3
iL
1.
61
61
r
J2I
3/2
3/2
2
C /r
5/'
9 /l
Y
q/
-.1/
9/
.9/
9/
5,
5,
5
5
9
9
'5C
, (
2I
2 '
2
/2'
/2+
1/2+
i/24
5/2i
/2¢
?/f
/ If
/
9/2
9/2
?(/21
9/¢
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4
44
1
O 
23
24
25
26
27
30
31
32
31
36
37
38
39
4 C
41
42
43
4c5
46
147
3/2-
/ '
9/2t
3/2
5/2
3 /2
c /L.
3/2
6
2
3
1/2-
3/2
5/2
3/2
4
9/2
9/6
/2
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9/2+
4/5
9/2
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14
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,/2L/-
,/ 5/23/2 /2_ 1//2 + -
5/2 /2t/Z /2 5/2f 3/2/2t
I-
/2 5/2 45/2-,/Z!1/:/2-/2-
1/2-9/2+1/Z/'2;/2-
/2t3/2- /2t3/ati/2';/2-
Ii :/2' L ~ 5/2-5/2-
t
/'5/2- V/2t3/
/2-L ;/2,/1 /
.,m 5/4I
3/2T5/Vi/'2-
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Ii/24
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T A B L E VII
TWO QC.UASI-NEUTRONS PLUS QUASI-PROTON SCHEME
MATRIX EL[IJENTS OF H,, (c.f. equation (II 22 )
LONG RANGE QUA DRUPOLE-QUADRUPOLE INTERAC TION
Cu63Cu
of*;-l t afw qj ft = M141 i t~r4,14 ,- 'l% t
= 5/2-
0.137 mev
-0.110
-0.131
-0.0715
-0.180
0. 081)1
-0.0733
0o0589
0.0702
0.0384
0.0960
-0.0435
o.l76
-0.141
-0.15368
-0.0915
-0.230
0.0lh
3/2-
3/2-
5/2-
5/2-
5/2-
9/2 
3/2-
3/2-
5/2-
5/?
9/2t
3/2-
3/2-
,52-
5/2-
5/2-
o/2t
= 3/2"
0.165 mev
0.132
0.158
0.0857
0.216
0.0979
0.165
0.132
0.158
o.0857
0.216
0979
0.0898
0.0721
o. 0860
0.oh65
0.118
oll8
O, O 0g3 #/'I 
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T A B L E VIII
T0o QUASI-NEUTRONS PLUS QUASI-PROTON SCHEME
MATRIX ELEMEN OF Clas 1) (c.f. equations (II 3 ) ad (II 3 ))
Cu6 3 LONG RANGE QUADRUPOLE-QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION
J = 1/2, 3/2, 5/2-, or .~ ~  ~~~~~~~,. r 7/
3/2-
3/2-
1
5/2-
9/2+
i- & w
3/2'
1/2
3/2'
I
5/2-
9/2'
wr r S - --- - - , .
3/2
3/2
5/2-
5/2-
5/2
5/2
3/2-
5/2-
5/2-
5/2-
5/2-
5/2 -
5/2-
5/2-
9/2+
5/2-
I,/2t
9/2t
. I
l
1/2'
3/2-
1/2
3/2-
5/2-
9/2
3/2-
1/2-
3/2-
5/2-
9/ 2 t
1/2-
3/2-
5/2-
9/2'
3/2-
5/2-
9/2+
5/2-
9/2'
9/24
0.296
-0.237
-0.282
-0.153
-0.386
0.175
0.190
0.227
0.123
0.310
-0.1)41
0.270
0.147
0.370
0.0796
0.-20 i
-. 0910
0.506
-0.230
0.104
mev
Part (a) indicates that only the term due to 2
is considered'. 2;,
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TABLE IX
TWO QUASI-NEUTRONS PLUS QUASI-PROTON SCHEME
MATRIX 'LMEENTS OF H,(Class 1)(c.f. equations (II 23A(II34b )_ . II 34c))
LONG RANGE QUADRUPOLE-QUADRUPOLE INTERACTION
cu63 J - 1/2, 3/2-, - 5/2- or 7/2-
Jo = J 1/ 2 /, 3/2-, or 5/2-Jo :Jo m ,=
3/2-
5/2-
3/2-
3/2-
5/2-
5/2
9/2
5/2-
5/2-
5/2-
.5/2-
.9/2+
9/2+
1/2-
3/2-
1/2-
3/2-
3/2-
5/2'
9/
1/2-
3/2-
3/2-
5/2-
9/2+
9/2+
3/2
5/2-
3/2-
3/2-
5/2-
5/2-
5/2
9/2
5/2-
5/2-
5/2-
9/2 t
9/2+
9/2-
1/2-
3/2-
1/2'
3/2-
1/2-
3/2-
5/2-
9/2+
1/2-
3/2-
3/2-
5/2-
9/2
9/2
r
1+
2t
2+
2t
3+
4t
6t
84-
El
Part (b)
-2.62
-2.62
-2.62
-5.24
-2.62
-2,62
-5.24
-5.24
-?.62
-2062
-2.62
-5.24
-5.24
-5.24
mrev
part (c)
1.06
0,713
1.06
1.42
1.06
0.714
1.43
0.0521
1.06
0.714
0. 71? 1
1.43
.C0521
0.0521
0.0521
mev
Part (b) ind;cites that only the term due to 4 t -. _,
.-- - ) ~ 31 s; ¢,,,;,, ,] is considered. ; 
while Part (c) considers only the contribution due to single quasi-neutron
scattering ternms (neglected in the Boson-approximation).
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~T0 Q(UASI-NEUTRONS PLUS QUASI-PROTON SCHEE
MATRIX EIRIENTS OF' XX (class 2) (c.f. equation (II 2))
LONG RANGE QUADRUPOLE-.QUADRUPOLE INTSRACTION
Jo = Jo c k ' / = 1/2 , 3/2-, or 5/2-
J = 1/2-, 3/2-, 5/2- or 7/2-
3/2-
5/2-
5/2-
3/2-
3/2-
5/2-
5/2-
5/2-
3/2-
5/2-
5/2-
3/2-
5/2-
5/2-
5/9-
5/2-
5/2-
9/2+
5/2-
5/2-
1/2
3/2-
3/2-
1/2-
3/2-
1/2-
3/2-
5/2-
3/2-
3/2-
5/2-
3/2-
1/2-
3/2-
5/2-
3/2-
5/2-
5/2-
9/4
1./2-
3/2-
3/2-
it
14
1+
2t
2tt
2+
2+
2t
2r-
2t
4
2
2+
3f
3+
-0.0273
0.0273
mev
-o.o84
-.0.114
-o.oc,? p.
0.00186
-0.0568
-0.0276
-0.132
-0.0288
0.00174
0.00163
-o. o66
-0.00579
-000350
-0.0971
-0.00188
-0.080
-1.97
-0.030
0.0135
-0.0928
(cont.)
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